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_PORTLAND,
other places, the miners are nearly famished.
"Meanwhile speculators make corners
to raise the price of food, ami industry
the Baleario islands
In
is paralyzed.
workmen are living on
thousands of
alms.
“Catalonia,the richest region in Spain,
has suffered.most deeply from the loss of
the Cuban market. 'The Catalonian manufacturers
recently tried to place their
goods in the Philippine islands. They
wero beginning to succeed, and their exports to Manila and Iloilo were increasing rapidly. This promising condition of
things has been blighted by the war.
rlhe Catalan manufacturers have found
markets only in Morocco and the South
Amerioan
republics, and commercial
relations with these are not yet fully de-
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BABY SOBERED
WITH

SORESMALES

Uprising

Could Not Tell What She Looked
Like. Got Worse with Doctor’s
Medicine. Could Not Sleep
From intense Itching.

Cuticura Remedies cure every humor of the skin end
scalp of infancy and childhood, whether torturing, disfiguring, Itching, burning, scaly, crusted, pimply, or
blotchy, with loes of hair, and every impurity of the
blood, whether 6imple, scrofulous, or hereditary, when the
best physicians and all other remedies fail.
Speedy Cure Treatment fob Torturing, Disfiguring Humors, with Lossof Hair—Warm baths with
Cuticura Soap, gentle anointings with Cuticura, purest
of emollient skin cures, and mild doses of Cuticura
Resolvent greatest of blood purifiers and humor cures.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug and Chesx.
Corp.. Sole Props.. Boston.
How to Cure Baby’o Torturing Skin Diseases,"free.
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troops from the first regiment of infantry
will aoocompany the expedition and aid

Sampson

cargo and will if necessary, penetrate in-

not
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be
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has

should
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ALL RIGHT.

CELEBRATES.

time to lose.

It is useless to debate.

must reserve all

We

strength and all

our

our

Our first duty is

energy for tomorrow.

to unite in order to vanquish the enemies
It is
and to uphold tho honor of Spain.

done. Then our adversaries began to treat
us

with contempt; war became inevitable

and we

are

compelled to accept it with all

its consequences, whatever they may he.
“The situation is very simple and un-

fortunately cannot be concealed. Spain is
and ruined by intornal troubles.
desolated
have
to
the
withernment
support of all,
“The United States have coveted Cuba
out considerations of party and exclusively on patriotic grounds. Parliament, too, for a long time, first beoauso it is an exnecessary, to secure that end for the gov-

must grant the government the resources

cellent strategic point,

required.

masters of the inter-oceanic

“Mow this

precisely is

what

grioves

me.

I believed that the first cannon shot fired

by the United States

against

our

troop's

second so

attain their objeot they
hesitated at

nothing.

as

to bo

trade.

have

To

literally

of it to attack

us, after

insurrection with

completing

our

war

preparations being made

troops

to the

at the

War

Philippine"
Department

officials had before them
fifteen and twenty
home port Is
were

on

carrying

were

apparent

a

large

the

of the

for

today.

The

list of between
vessels

Pacific

whose

coast and

making preparations looking to
as transports.
Their aggre-

their charter

gate capacity is

more

than

ample

for the

Havana.

regiment

view

of

Idaho.

starts

make conditions

return

for

hun-

consisting
hard

far

from

The Gnssie had mounted on her

Are gun.

this

pounder rapid

It is understood,

she will be met at some
from Key West by

however,

that

point not

far

gunboat from the

a

blockading squadron and esoorted to the
designated landing place.
The Whitney, the sister ship of
tbo
Gussie, which sailed for Dry
Tortugas
Saturday with two companies of the fifth
infantry, returned today.

It is intimated

that she wilVfollow the Gussie to Cuba as
the arms,

plies
passed,

Manila Still Obdu-

ammunition and

be loaded.

Before a

it is believed that

leaders will have

been

the

week

suphas

insurgent

furnished

with

arms

enough for at least 15,000 men, and

with

a

base of supplies established on the
a

vigorous campaign against tha

Spanish forces will be inaugurated.
Large amounts of powder and projectiles
for the blockading squadron are now ar-

in-Manila have forwardthe British consul

petition through

On Picnic island there are
riving here.
through Vice-Consul Seymour, (com- twelve carloads of
dynamite, torpedoes,
mander-in-chief on the China station),
and other muntitions, which will
for further naval
assistance, and it is powder
be soon sent to Key West and as many
anticipated that additional vessels will more cars are on the wharf traoks.
The British
be sent there on Wednesday.
An extra heavy guard has been placed
consul is working in thorough harmony
around the cars. Hundreds of oarpenters
American
but
it
with the
commander;
are at work today fitting up
the big
is felt that the (overwhelming British
transports and it is believed now that all
commercial interests require supervision
of the boats here will be in readiness for
by a foroe sufficient to keep the Spanloading by Wednesday night.
in
caeca.
natives
ana
larcts
“There is

a

desire

here to advocate a

ORDERS EXPECTED.
Tampa, Fla.. May 9.—Capt. Dorst, after a long conference with Gen. Wade,
this evening, left on

a

special train

at

11

p, m., for Port
Tampa, going .at once
aboard the Gussie.
Orders to sail ar*

expected before 1 o’olock.

CABINET GOING TO PIECES.

In addition to these

soon as

racks to San Francisco and
portions of premier with a view of a probable recon“Now that the struggle has began, the
4th fourth cavalry and third
struction of the ministry.
artillery.
same
the
tactics.
InAmericans
continue
nearly midnight.
our efforts
They thus paralyze
support.
war
encoursteadAf
they
AT CAMP WOLCOTT.
making
is
openly
inand diminish the strength which
PROVISIONS FOR CUBA.
in every way the troubles in Cuba,
East Gloucester, Mass,,
age
Wolcott,
In
sucn
Camp
to the government.
Kingston, Jam., May 9.-6 p. m.—The dipensible
May 9.—Camp fires and many of them are
and if
Porto Rico and the Philippines,
to provision
even
are
aro
some
trying
the
ceaselessly
on
Eastern Point where
Spaniards
difficult times
burning tonight
forts of Eastern Cuba before the blockade
aro full of reticences they could, they would stir up an insur9, 11.10 p. m.— Both the second battalion of the fifth regiment
May
Madrid,
others
into
service as a
M. Y. M.. has gone
begins. Today shipping merchants here intriguing;
The future is chambers of the Cortes have
received cable requests from Santiago and and all has been done in the name of the rection in the peninsula.
Near the infantrv
adopted the coast defence guardIt is repManzanillo for cargoes of food.
the
of
C of
men are parked
guns
None can foresee war measures
have even been in the hands of God.
proposed by the govern- Lawrence, Captain Stedman, battery
resented that there is time yet to market fatherland. Attempts
commandTwo made to assualt the Monarchy, without it.”
the detail for similar service from
large quantities of provisions.
ment.
ing,
schooners have been chartered here, and
Major C. L. Duchesney’s light artillery
one has been chartered at Montego bay.
thoirlTutliors appearing to'imagine for a TROOPS NEAR PHILADELPHIA.
command.
STEAMER
GOT
this
is simply
weakening
AWAY.
moment that
Harrisburg,
pa., May 9.—It is underNO ORDERS TO MOVE.
OF COURSE.
stood that
Madrid, May 9.—8.30 p. m.— Governor
Secretary of War Alger has dethe country, lowering to the prestige of
eided to concentrate 60,000
South Framingham, Mass.,
The
in the General Maoias of Porto Rico, cables the
9 —Gov. Gen. Marias
May
troops
Madrid,
a
None of the government that
completion of tho eighth regiment today the ;flag,S tending to ; the discourage- vicinity of Philadelphia.
Spanish merchant wires from Porto Rico that goed fightshowed a total of 147 rejections.
No ment of the troops and the encourage- Pennsylvania troops will be mobilized steamer was pursued by an
American ing spirit prevails there, thanks t ■ the
m
this state after
orders for the troous to move have been
they have been armed trans-Atlantic liner, but escaped munitions brought by the Alfonso,XIII.,
mustered into the United States service.
recei vef’
ment of our enemies.
with the aid of a Spanish man of war.
and the strong fortifications.
to

in

several

provisions,

forward deck today a one

United

acquisition of the Philippines,
Should all British
the chain of British
be secured the War Department will he thus completing
from the straits settlement by
possessions
able to send cavalry troops to the PhilipBorneo to this colony. It is felt here that
pines in case this is deemed desirable.
the occupation of the Philippines by any
If the original programme is adhered other
great European power would be
to British interests.
to, the volunteers to be sent to reinforce most dangerous
“Business at Manila is at a complete
Admiral Dewey will include the followstandstill, but the Spaniards are not likeing with the possible exception of the ly to surrender until the city is blown to
pieces. The British inhabitants, however,
artllery and the riflemen: Two regiments aro confident that the trouble will soon
of infantry and two batteries of heavy be over.
one

seven

Delgado, it is believed that the expedition

purposes of the government.

from Oregon; one from Washone battalion of
infantry and
Senator Shoup’s troops of riflemen from

of

will be headed for a point not

a

troops, the
Madrid, May 9.—2 p. m.—It is andepartment will. it_ls said, avail Itself of nounced here this afternoon that the
they
the four companies of the 14th
infantry, cabinet ministers have placod their portsufficiently adI now on their way from Vancouver barfolios in the hands of Senor Sagasta, the

as

considered our exhaustion
vanced.

a

ruin and, with a cut and

plan declaring

May 9.—Evidences

advantage of infantry
having assisted ington and

the Cuban

dried

Washington,

a

and

Captain Dorst’s recent
landing near Havana, where he communicated with the insurgent leader General

London, May 10.—The Hong
Kong
correspondent of the Daily Chronicle says:
“The British

six

In view of

coast,

ed

between

principally of canned meats and
tack.

Government

Hastening Preparations
to Aid Dewey.

who

Springfield rifles, about 800,000

dred boxes

rate.

knew the artillery from California:

They

state of our finances and took

at

place the
insurgents
charge of Capt.
to

rounds of ammunition and

can

Spaniards

enough

of the valuable

returned from Cuba. The Gussie

thousand

That

TROOPS FOR MILL

landing

in the hands of the

just

has on

Spain Would ISe United When First Cannon morning for Cuba to assist in
Are Working For delivering a big
Shot Was Fired But Instead Parties
cargo of
rifles and ammunition to the
Own Advantage—Accuses the Americans off Coveting Cuba
insurgents.
—Mid All Me Conld and More Than He Oughtjto Prevent
WOiTT SURRENDER.
War—Spain In Wo Condition to Fight.

Expected

the

The expedition will be in
W. H, Dorst, General Miles's aid

schooner.

States

guarding

supplies

volunteer

of

govern-

insurgents.

A company of one hnndred United States

Mayflower captures

company

the United States

furnished by

to the interior far

Maine

in

SQUADRON.

ment for the use of the Cuban

back

days.
Collins

FOR

Tampa, Fla., May 9.—The steamer
Gnssie, one of the Mallory line, chartered
by the government for use as a transport,
will sail for Cuba before morning loaded
with arms, ammunition and
supplies,

Spanish

driven

POWDER

de-

their

SAGASTA SUSTAINED.

the

the

unlikely

been

OP

BLOCKADING

soon as

Three tons of fireworks were burned and
up until
the demonstration was kept

WATER.

constipated, the gouty and

Manila CARLOADS

another naval disaster.

would be a signal for the union and fraMay 9. Admiral I
Vt.,
his
Dewey’s native city today celebratedfleet
ternity of all SDaniards as all are equally
brilliant victory over the Spanish^
United
the
A procession of affected by tho assault qf
with great enthusiasm.
several thousand persons, including many States. I was mistaken. Certain parliaparaded the
from neighboring towns,
hero mentary groups are in disagreement with
streets and piotures of the naval
along the route wero loudly cheered. the government and have the pretension

United States and
world have been received
the
throughout
testifying to
and unique value
the remarkable
and
efficacy of
“APENTA” NATURAL MINERAL WATER, both for
in

by

sorgents,

more

regiment.
Senor Sagasta speaks most
gloomily of the war outlook in
Spain.
A great uprising of the
people of Spain would follow

s

with

New York, May 9.—Inspector General
Hughes of General Merritt’s staff returned
to Governor’s island after a tour lasting
a month during which he inspected every
Capje Fear in
coast fortification from
North Carolina to Cape Luhec in Maine.
Special attention was paid to the fortithe
fications guarding the entrance of
harbors of Philadelphia, Baltimore, EosThe reton, Portsmouth and Portland.
sult of the inspection has been very satisInspector
factory to General Merritt.
General Hughes reports that the coast defenses are in condition to withstand any
attack which may be made upon them by
a Spanish fleet.

fail to consult their own interests.
Only the best, that is to say

practitioners

was

to hear

Major

C0NSUHEI8.

hundred confidential communications from

medical

Preble

at Fort

several

for several
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ARENTA
eminent

in

channel but

Montpelier,

five

him

MAYELOWER TAKES PBIZE.

DEWEY’S

Over

the

Blanco says an American
cruiser tried to force Cardenas

CAUTION

THE BEST PURGATIVE

present

still

pect

GO

THIS MORNING.

cities.

“When our political adversaries attack
London, May 10.—Tho Madrid correKey West, May 9.—The Spanish fishing
smaok Santiago A postal, was captured by
of the Morning Post has had a the government when they criticise the
spondent
clothes the gunboat Mayflower off Havana yesterin by a prize crew this long interview with Senor Sagasta, the acts of the crown while war is proceeding
DAY WASTED.
HALF DAY GAINED. day and brought
She was bound from Yucatan
evening.
which
in the course of which the Span- they nre committing a crime for
PELS & CO., PHILADELPHIA from Havana with a cargo of fish and a premier,
She was rounded up ish statesman said:
gome day perhaps they may have to answer
crew of ten men.
Of grocers.
This was the only
with one blank shot.
“The sad events at Manila have sad- before the country.
incident of the day, which was large iy
of alarming dened all
devoted to the circulation
“On principal I am opposed to war,
Spaniards, but have not made
rumors of the sinking of American ships
is always disastrous even [to the
which
We
heart.
can
confilose
with
them
to
say
ooast.
nightfall
off the Cuban
Up
TO
nothing approaching dofinite intelligence dence of this disaster that nothing has victorious nation. God is my witness that
of the blockading fleet had reached here.
Much has I did not wish a rupture with the United
The story flourishing at that hour was of occurred to wound our pride.
heavy firing liaard off Havana. This was been said regarding the causes of the States. I realized perfectly that we were
brought in by small boats and was as
we have
much in need of verification as the others. catastrophe; but all the discussion has exhausted by the war which
Naval men here, however, incline to the
On the
The truth is, waged so long and needed rest.
Those who are led to pay as much belief that the Spanish batteries on the been beside the question.
or more for any other flour as they do North coast will seize every chance to
I
a
desired
solution
and
few
too
were
contrary,
peaceful
overwhelmed
we were
for Pillsbury’s Best
fire on the American ships and would not
which would have protected our interests
be surprised to hear at any moment of a by tho great superiority of the enemy’s
battle at, or off Havana.
Intelligence of foroes and by the fortunes cf war which, and honor, our rights and sovereignty.
Rear Admiral Sampson’s squadron was
The government did everything to avoid
also eagerly looked for. It is believed that unhappily, went against us.
it has already reaohed its destination an d
“In the present juncture there is no a conflict, more even than it should have
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Spaniards are still arrogant and not likely to surrender until the city is blown np.
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It may he noted that this message
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DUST

has

First American

governor general of
Porto Rico telegraphs Madrid

President

Washington, May 9.—The following is
sent
to Admiral

Spain’s internal
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ministers

The

can

the text of the order

v.'_'jjj

the

placed their portfolios in

Congress

“But for the necessity of getting the
sent the day before the approval by the
war credits voted in the
Cortes, Senor
Sagasta would have decreed the suspen- President.
sion
on the
constitutional guarantees,
thus placing the whole country under
The
ciffloulties
military jurisdiction.
STILL FULL OF FIGHT,
for the poor people are worse than those j
of the government. Th3 latter try various
expedients, can raise money; the
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ment in the Situation.

the two United States and Spain. Proceed at once
between
branches of the service. This new develop- to Philippine islands.
Commence operament foreshadows a serious factor whioh
tions at once, particularly against Spanish
will be compelled
any future ministry
fleet. You must capture vessels or destroy
to consider.
The Biarritz correspondent of the Daily them. Use utmost endeavors.

former
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future

that
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in
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a
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have
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meeting of the military memof the Cortes, at which it was re-
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some

has been

politics.
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Dewey under which he aoted in the attack upon Manila:
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law

Gen. Lochambre, who has lately returned
from the Philippines, convened yesterday
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nected with the army, such action to be
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has arrived at an understanding
with Marshal Campos is untrue. They
are not even
on
speaking terms. The
Saragossa, and will gradu- nation as a whole, however,
is indifferent
ally be extended throughout the country. to the struggles of parties, for it trusts
The most significant fact of the present none of them.”
moment is that the military party is beginning to use its undoubted strength.
“Martial
Seville and

quality.

Ody

war

&&

Well made, nicely enameled, brass
trimmed. Very low cost considering

the

the

10,

workmen, famished with
easily become the prey of
and complicate the
agitators

accentuate their solidarity on
slived to
all questions direotly or indirectly con-

Esh

Summer

corre-

spondent of the Daily Mail says-

bers

8*2#

till

MAY

,

filled up to the

are

MORNING,

PRESS.

social and political situation of the country. The Republicans declaro that the
moment the telegraph announces a new
disaster for tho Spanish arms, the great
mass of the
country will rise and sweep
The Carlists say that
away everything.
if there are fresh disasters they will seize
power.
Therefore, the key to the situation is war news. The Carlists are well
organized. The Republicans are divided
by differences of programmes and the
rivalries
of t-helr leading men.
That
portion which is capable of active, practical work has endeavored to get the support of at least part of the army without
which they know they can hardly expect
to sucoeed.
So far they have not succeeded in forming an alliance with the military who, they say, have imposed such
conditions that the negotiations have had
to be broken off.
“They put much faith in Weyler; bnt
he 1 s simply waiting for his own ohance
and will venture nothing unless absolute-

People of Peoinsiilar Are Starving

May 10.—The Madrid

MAINE, TUESDAY

goods which will have to

remain there
thousands of
hunger, will

EVERYTHING AWAY.

London,

warehouses

ceilings with

SWEEP

WOULD

WHICH
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tal Disaster.

CURED IN ONE MONTH BY CUTICURA
When my baby was four months old her
ekin broke out, and I thought it was
ringworm. 1 took her to a doctor and he said it
was Eczema.
He gave me medicine to
give
her, but she kept getting worse all the time,
and you could not tell what she looked
like,
her little face and haudB were so covered with
sores and large scales.
It got under her little
finger nails. She was the worst looking sight
I ever saw. I heard of Cuticura Remedies,
so I thought I would
try them. Before I tried
them we got no rest at night. She could not
sleep it itched so. After I gave her Cuticura
Resolvent, I saw a change in a week. It
commenced to dry all up and she would sleep
all night, and when it was drying up the skin
all cracked open, so then I got Cuticura (ointment) and Cuticura Soap, and in one month
she had not one sore on her face, and I don’t
think it is any more than justice to let you
know what it has done for my baby. She now
is fifteen months old and has got beautiful
skin. She doesn’t even have a pimple of any
kind, and she is as fat as pudding.
Mrs. MARY SANDERS,
March 7,1893.
709 Spring St., Camden, N. J.
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Restored in Milan
of

Simpson

Failed

to Locate

the

Spaniards.

DISPOSITION

CALM Rfc IGNS AG A' NAfter

two

ltays

10.—The Milan corre‘London, May
spondent of the Daily News telegraphing
Monday, says:
For the last two
“Calm reigns again.
days this city has been in the throes of
revolution, with all its horros and sad-

“Certain quarters today present a scene
Washington, May 9.—There is the best
authority for the statement that today of complete devastation. When the fury
having passed without a report from Ad- broke out many people who bad nothmiral Sampson, the Navy
Department ing to do with the movement were
When the
does not expect to hear from him within caught, as it were, in a trap.
were
to the charge
advanced
several duys.
for
this soldiers
The authority
in the via
statement is fully acquainted with Ad- against the first barricade
miral Sampson’s plans and the
remark Torino, a lady, young, riohly dressed and
seem

to

indicate that the Admiral,

stiff

with terror,

was

struck by

a

bullet

having failed to find the enemy at the in the breast. She fell against the wall,
having time to exoiaim “Mother,"
place expected had turned his attention only
before
old
In the same

way
dying.
peotho alternative project.
What this is
ple, unable to resist the rush, were shot
It
is
be
ascertained.
howcannot
or trampled under foot.
evident,
“At another point a fine carriage with
ever, that the department is under no aphorses wild with fright was stopped by
prehension as to the safety of the fleet nor the mob and its occupant,a lady,
forcibly
of any vsssei of the fleet,
removed and left to lind her way home
Tho War Department today informed as best she could. The carriage was used
hospital.
the country through the press just where to carry the wounded to the
The lighting was in real earnest; and the
tho various state volunteer organizations soldiers
were received as people
leceive
are to be concentrated. It is the first time foreign invaders.
Pools of blood were
that any official statement has been made seen in the street and also the scattered
brains of the killed.
as to the points
of concentration
them“The Red Cross society, wearing the
The order as published by tho de- international badge, succored the woundselve
The women, instead of
partment is thought in some quarters to ed and dying.
egged them on to
warrant rhe aHsnmntion that, it contain- restraining the men,
and
even allowed their
excesses
greater
plates a speedy movement of the United children to participate.
8:al6s military forces upon Cuba and in
“dome even pushed themselves under
of the soldiers, crying ‘Cowmuch greater force than was originally the noses
assassins.
planned. The war department officials ards,
“A very noticeable point throughout
refuse to say anything on this point, hut the two days
has Dean that
lighting
there is every evidence that they expected the workingmen element has shown extactical
traordinary
knowledge. Thira short, sharp, conclusive and immediate
teen barricades were built by the mob at
such
as
could
not
be
campaign,
wagered the Corso Garibaldi, where the main
by live or ten thousand soldiers. It is al- street Is intersected by others, forming
so to be noted that preparations made
by a small square. Thus the people were
masters of the ground, which they held
tile quartermasters’ department and the
for a long time before the Bersaglierl.
ommissarys’ department, so far as dis- Acts of real heroism succeeded in peneclosed by actual orders,
the barracks. Even the gentle
indicate
that trating
provisions is being made for mobilizing, nuns of San Michaels were for a time in
great danger as the rebels were not likely
transporting and feeding many thousands to respect women.
A barricade
had
of men outside of the Un.tea States,
been raised beside the convent and this
rioters.
The savage ory
With a view to systematizing the work enraged the
Let us use the nuns to heighten
id mobilizing the forces and jutting them rose,
our
barrioade.’
They wore on the point
the war
in service,
department has of carrying out the idea when one of the
believed sisters appeared at the convent door and
planned a scheme which, it is
enjoining them
iv.U very much hasten the work of getting distributed lire notes
with the most exquisite oourtesy to leave
Ike men together and equipping them, the convent in
peace. Even this, howwhile avoiding any congestion of the rail- ever,
would have been insufficient had
road traffic, instead of allowing bII the the cavalry not arrived, giving the crowd
something else to think of. The casualtroops called for from a partion /at state ties
will probably number a little short
at
the of one thousand. What the numbers of
t) be assembled and broken in
the
is
wounded
are, I gshall»not attempt to
•endezvous, the department
instructing
Many casualties will
probably
its mustering officers to complete the or- say.
never he known.”
ganization cf regiments as rapidly as
nossible, and as soon as one is organized
BILL ABOUT READY:c report the' fact to
the
department,
then that regiment will lie ordered at
mco to the
point selected or concentra: ion. In this way the government will be
Senate Finance C ommilte Bag Nearly
of
Moved greatly in the distribution
Completed Revenue Measure.
■tores, which will be called for only as
lost as they are needed.
The men will
llso be more amenable to discipline when
Washington, May 9. —When the Senate
Itiickly transferred to the concentration finance committee adjourned tonight the
lints outside their own states. It is the
of the Kepublican amendexpectation that the lirst regiments or- consideration
ments to the war revenue bill had been
te. zed reported from the 8outhwest will
-I nt to
Chattanooga, thence going to almost entirely
completed
although
via Mobile, Tampa, New
Orleans
there were some nuzzling problems still
in.
Galveston, for expeditions will be
1:-patched from each of these ports. The unsolved, one of which was the manner
vernor of a state
will have no hand in of dealing with proprietary medicinal
: lie designation of the regiments to
go to articles.
There will probably be a uniconcentration camps;
the
particular
form tax on all of these.
destination will depend on the
promptness with which the volunteers are organThe committee has decided to place a
ize.! and are ready for
transportation. license upon banks at the rate of $1000
about
of
one-third
the entire
Probably
a year and upon brokers at the rate of
$50,
levy called for by the President of about
10,0 0 troops, will constitute the force to but has not not yet determined whether
oe sent South to take part
in the
first the professions shall te licensed or not.
Cuban service,
following the regular On life insurance ccmpanios the rate has
army forces. These troops will be the first
to receiva their equipment just as was de- been increased
five-fold, being made 10
fined in General Miles’s circular issued cents on every hundred dollars, and it
today.
is estimated that this increase will add
" hen they are organized, equipped and
about a million dollars in revenue. The
be
loncentrated, the government will
reedy to equip the second contingent, provision for an inheritance tax and a
a finely the fo'rces about
equal to another tax od bills of lading were both adopted
third of the total call,
which will be as- as were the
provisions for taxing all dealsigned to the defenses of the coast and
ing in futures, including bucket shop
heritors, replacing the regular United operations.
The bill as it will be reportStates troops withdrawn from these posts.
will
contain a provision requiring
Thus it will be noted from a study of the ed,
that a memorandum be made of all deals
soncentratlon order that six regiments
of this character however small and that
and two troops of New York volunteers
a two-cent
stamp be
placed on this
are assigned
to duty under command of
memorandum.
The Democratic amendthe department of the east commanding
ments
will be taken up tomorrow and
coast defenses and reserves which probably
there is very little doubt that they will
will result in their employment in New
be adopted us Senator Jones of Nevada
York harbor and along the shores of Long
has indicated his purpose of standing
Island sound.
Likewise in the case of
with the Democrats on all the principal
Pennsylvania, five regiments, two bat- changes they
suggest. It is possible that
talions and two troops
are assigned to
the consideration of the bill may be comduty in the department of the east which
but it is not probable.
will place them along the shores of Dela- pleted tomorrow,
ware bay and river, as coast guards
to
FOUGHT.TO DRAW. _____
protect the important shipping interests
ui tnas section,
nnen tnese are equipped,
9.—Dick O'Brien and Jaok
Lynn,
May
the government will turn its attention to Burke
fought a twelve round draw at the
the third class, comprising the last third Hoffman club
The fight was
touight.
of the 125,000 volunteers called for.
slow throughout, O’Brien not being in
It Is
sincere hope of the war depart- condition.
Burke
started in to torce
ment that It will not be called upon to
matters, But U Brian had him groggy in
fully equip these troops before hostilities the fifth round. He did not follow up his
are at an end, but the work of
preparation advantage and Burke recovering his
is proceeeding on the contrary
assump- wind, kept O’Brien busy for the balance
tion.
This third division wiii constitute of the
fight.
the second reserve to be drawn upon for
reinforcements whenever needed and it is
JOHNSON EMERGES A GAIN.
possible that the men will never be called
upon to leave their own state unless the
Washington,
May 9.—Representative
of
the
war
plans
department miscarry.
Johnson of Indiana
introduced a
has
Out of the first class will come
the resolution
authorizing and empowering
troops which will be sent to the Philip- the President
to
three commispine islands. General Miles his prepared sioners to meet a appoint
like number of commisa scheme changing the boundaries of the
sioners appointed on the part of each of
present department to facilitate the the
of
Great
governments
Britain,
working out of this, and it is now before Rnssia,
B'ranoe, Austro Hungary, Japan
Secretary Alger for improvement.
The and
China, to meet in
Washington as
response so far received from the musteras practicable to formulate, consider
ing officers continue to be very encourag- early
and report to their respective
governThe following telegram’today from
ing.
ments a plan for the neutralization
and
Gov. Clough to Adjutant General Corbin independence of the Sandwich
Islands
shows the state of feeling in the West.
and the prevention in the future of any
“State Camp, St. Paul, Minn., May 9. nation
taking possession of said islands,
—Troops all mustered in and 1 believe we either d ireotly or indirectly.
have three regiments that are second to
cone—the 12th, 13th and 14th regiments.
All anxiously waiting to go to the front.
BRADY SPEAKS FOR CORBETT.
Please do not overlook Minnesota, the
Rochester, N. Y., May 9.—William A.
star state."
Brady gave out this signed statement:
“James J. Corbett stands by the offer
MAINE POSTMASTERS.
he made Robert Fitzsimmonds, to make
a match
for a $10,000 side bet and will
Washington, May 9.—The following
fourth class postmaster was appointed guarantee the championship of the world
today for Maine: Groveville, Freedom A. and $25,000 if he (Corbett) fails to stop
Fitzsimmons in 10 rounds, and he further
Boulton.
agrees that the match shall take plaoe
before the last of September,
this year,
GLADSTONE’S CONDITION.
and
if
no
olub
a
purse
offers,
Hawarden, May 9.—The condition of of $25,000 Corbett will deposit the balthe
whole
Mr. Gladstone is not changed, he is com- ance,
amount to be paid Fitzsimmons
in case Corbett fails to knock
paratively comfortable.
him
out in the
stipulated number of
rounds.
As Fitzsimmons has now announced
that he will fight again, it remains to be seen whether he will take
on the man
he has all along claimed to
be so easy. He is positively assured $25,000 in case he stands ten rounds in front
of Corbett, and $45,000 in case he wins.
This is Corbett’s offer he made Fitzsimmons last February, and he now stands
by it, and I will accept Julian’s bet ef
$2300 that Corbett will be on hand on the
I will be in New York on
day nameu.
Wednesday and will meet Fitzsimmons
or his manager to
deposit money to make
the match.
to
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Regiment

To Be

Brady.

MAY BE SHOT.

TROOPS-

Used

a»

CobbJ lie-

fence anil Reserve.

ness.

would

Muiue

Rioting,

OF

War

Department

Investigating

HAS NOT
Ctwe of

Downing the Alleged
Spy.

to reWashington, May A.-By direotion o(
peated requests from ail sections of the the President. Assistant Secretary Meikelcountry for information, as to where the johnofthe war department has been
state txoops, placed in charge of the
various organizations of
military secret
which are being mustered into the United service of the government
daring the conStates service, are to lie sent, Secretary tinuance of the war with Spain. The enAlger today furnished the Associated tire secret service of the Treasury DepartPress the following statement, showing ment has been plaoed at his
disposal.
the destination of the volunteer troops.
The first evidenoe of the vigilant, work
The list is subjeot to correction.
done under the assistant secretary’s
superThree points are to receive the greater vision was the arrest of
George Downing
number of troops, the idea being to divide in Washington Saturday
morning charged
the foroes in suoh a way as to make them with being a Spanish
spy.
a court
available for three distinct pnrposes. The martial Will be appointed to
try the
first regiments found ready for service are
Two charges
are
prisoner.
preferred
to be sent to Chiokamauga to be “Lloked
against Downing. The first is that of
into shape" and thence to Tampa and
aoting as a spy in violation of section 1343
other Gulf ports preparatory to embark- of the Revised Statutes;
the
second
ing for Cuba.
oharge is giving intelligence to the enemy
The seoond division of regiments go to in violation of the 46th article of war.
Washington, where they are to form a
Under the first charge the prisoner is
grand reserve ready to reinforoe the Cuban liable on convlotion to suffer death while
army at any moment, to man the ooast under the seoond his
punishment shall
defenses, or for other purposes.
either be death or such other as the court
The third division is to remain for the martial may direot. The prisoner will he
present in the states in whioh the organi- given permission to employ counsel for
zations are mustered, subject to call for his defense. If the sentence is
death, the
duty in the Philippiues or for general re- prisoner will probably be shot.
serve purposes.
Possibly they may never
Articles of war numbered 45 and 46 and
be called upon to leave their native states. geotlon 1343 of the Kevised Statutes
preThe official list includes the following: scribes the
punishment which shall be
To
Washington—Massachusetts, one meted out to those found guilty of relievregiment of infantry.
ing the enemy, holding correspondence
To Camp George H. Thomas, Chiokawith him or engaging in rebellion against
mauga—Massachusetts, one regiment ln- the United States.
fantrv: Vermont, nne reciment infantrv
The war department officials express
To Department. Commanders for Coast
and desire that these should be published
Defense and Resorve—Connecticut, one
at this time, as they may be instrumental
regiment infantry and two batteries heavy in deterriug from such acts, persons who
and
one battery
artillery
light artillery;
otherwise, not knowing the laws,
Maine, one regiment infantry, and one might
violate them.
battery heavy artillery; Massachusetts,
The articles of war and the section of
two regiments infantry and one battery the Revised Statutes referred to are asfnlNew Hampshire, one
heavy artillery;
lows:
Rhode Island, one
regiment infantry;
Article 45—Whosoever relieves the enemy
regiment infantry.
with money, victuals, or ammunition,
or
knowingly harbors or protects an
REINFORCEMENTS FOR DEWEY.
enemy shall suffer death, or such other
punishment as a court martial shall
Washington, May 9.—At today’s special
direct.
cabinet meeting the leading subjects of
discussion were the measures to be taken Artloie 46.—Whosoever holds correspondence with or gives intelligence to the
to reinforce Admiral Dewey at Manila
and the probable movement on Cuba. As
enemy, either directly or indirectly,
death or such
shall suffer
other
to the former there has been no material
punishment as the court martial shall
change in the plans.
direct.
5000
will
be
detroops
Approximately
spatched on the City of Pekin and other Section 343, Revised Statutes—A11 persons
or
rebellion
who in time of war,
The Charleston will aot ns
transports.
against the supreme authority of the
convoy.
United States shall be found lurking
The MoCulloch has not yet left Mirs
or acting as spies, in or about any of
Bay, outside Hong Kong harbor, where
the fortifications, posts, quarters or
she is waiting further instructions to Admiral Dewey, which will be sent probably
encampments of any of the armies of
the United States or elsewhere, shall
today or tomorrow.
be triahle by a general court martial
or
by a military commission and shall
SAMPSON’S FLEET SEEN.
on oonviotion thereof suffer death.
New York, May 9.—The Evening World
prints a copyright despatch from Paerto
LOOKING FOR HIS UNCLE.
Plata, Hayti, which says that the captain
of the German steamer Bolivia reports an
John Wesley Thorn is here is search of
the
harbor
Amerioan cruiser entering
at
an nncle, and apparently will make his
Cape Haytien yesterday and coaling desearoh under difficulties, says a Portland
spite the protest of the Spanish consul.
The Bolivia, after leaving Cape Haytien despatch to the Boston Globe.
five
American
believed
to
passed
warships
Mr. Thorn is 32 years old, poor and'
be Admiral Sampson’s fleet, steaming
crippled. He is a bright man, fairly well
slowly eastward in line of battle.
educated and a good talker. He tells a
GEN. NUNEZ RETURNS.

Washington, May 9.—In

PHILADELPHIA'S "WHITE

RESIGNED.

ISPECXAT.

TO THB

The

that Col.

report

White Elephant.

Philbrook

was

to

resign his oommand

was started a week
igo, on the second day after the regiment
mtered camp. Ic was stated at that time
ind it is still claimed that the Colonel is
to be relieved in the course of a few

days

ind that Brigadier General E. K. Newaorub of Eastport will be made colonel of
the regiment.
Should this course he
oarried out, the line officers will have two
elections on their hands, that of oolonel
and lieutenant oolonel.
Neither of these
officers are filled by appointment and In
case Gen. Newcomb is put in command of
the Second

regiment it will only

be

temporarily.
United States Army Surgeon Stiles examined 217 men today and rejected 68. So
far 1153 men have been examined and 334
men have been rejected.
Lieut. H. N.
Royden, C. S. A., the mustering officer,
kjlIjocijo

uuo

m

cmiuc

rc^iuicuu

mustered in by Tuesday night.
MAJOR COLLINS ACCEPTED.
Augusta, May 9.—The war department
has consented to allow Major
Collins,
who was rejected by the examining surgeons, to be enlisted in the Maine volunteer regiment. About 175 new recruitarrived in this town today and those who
could pass the examination were mustered
The mustering
into tho national guard.
into the United States service will begin
Tuesday afternoon.
Col. Gould’s Rockland battery of light
selected
Gov.
by
artillery, has heen
Powers as tbe battery of heavy artillery
of Maine’s quota. The examination of the

together with the mustering into
the United States service of this battery
will be conducted at Rockland.
men

ENLISTMENTS

PROGRESSING

SLOWLY.
Tbe four company commanders who
at the armory here enlisting men for
the First Maine Volunteer regiment are

are

ments come

Enlistvery rapid progress.
in slowly and more than a

third of the

men are

not

making

rejected

on

acoount

of one thing or another.
He says that he is a son of Rev. Scott
Washington, May 9.—Gen. Nunez of the
Captain Baker of B company wants
Cuban army arrived here last night on
still living in Iowa. His mother about
thirty-five men to complete his
his return from landing a party in Cuba. Thorn,
After a brief conference with Mr.Qucsada, died 27 years ago, leaving him a crippled company. Ten men from the Maine State
Her maiden name
was Annie
Gen. Nunez left for New York, where lie boy.
college passed the examinations at Auwill make a report to President Palma. Davis, and she was born in the town of
gusta and have gone into Captain Baker’s
It is understood that Gen. Nunez will
He does not know whether
continue organization of parties to go Buxton, Me,
company. Eleven other men were sent to
to the front and will have command of she married Rev. Scott Thorn while still Augusta from here yesterday
and six
the United Cubans other than those al- a resident of Maine, or after she went more were
enlisted on the muster field at
in the field
under Garcia and west. He was born in
ready
Flora, 111.
Augusta.
Gomez.
He thinks the name of his grandfather
Captain Hogan had the fewest men reDavid Davis, but is not sure. His
NEWS FROM INSURGENTS.
was
jected of any Portland eompauy comuntil
about four mander.
He wants fifteen men and sent
Nassau
N. P., May 9.—Gen. Collazo grandmother lived
and Col.
Hernandez have also arrived years ago, and she frequently told him of six men to camp yesterday. He will
stay
here from Cuba. They left Bayamo on his uncle in the east, and advised him to
here until he seoures enough men to fill
May 3, which city Gen. Calixto Garcia hnnt his undo
up and live with him. up his command.
had entered on April 29, after the town
had been evaouated by^tbeJSpanUh troops. She said the uncle in question was born
Captain Conley had twenty-fonr men
Gen. Garcia, it appears, also holds the in Buxton, near Standish, but in early
and sent six to Augusta yesterrejected
river Canto to Emborcadio.
life went to Vermont, where he was in day.
He will send a good many more toThe party passed Rear Admiral Sampson’s fleet at daylight on Friday,off Man- the sheep business, making a good deal day, as many enlistments were received
of money. Later he removed to Boston, by him
ateo.
yesterday.
as he now remembers it, and there or in
Captain Dow is also looking for many
SPANISH CRUISER AT ST. THOMAS.
New York, engaged In shipbuilding with men. Tho work is
progressing very slowSt. Thomas, West Indies, May 9.—The great suocess.
ly hero, but those who are sent to AuSpanish cruiser Isabel II., an iron vessel
His grandmother told him that this Mr.
gusta will undoubtedly be able to pass
of 1130 tons displacement, and carrying a
never married, was a vary tbe examinations.
crew of about 130 men arrived here
at Davis, who
Quite a batch of resix o’olook this morning. Her commander rich man.
She said he was getting old, cruits wili be
shipped to camp today.
communicated with the Spanish consul at and Mr. Thorn thinks he must be more
The sergeant of tho Westbrook
this port, and the oruiser cleared immecompany
than 80 now if he is still living. He ad- has thirty men to secure and for a
diately, destination nnknown.
while
No news has been received here of any mits that he paid but little attention to yesterday he was
pleased to find recruits
engagement yesterday.
tho old lady, and he does not remember coming in very fast. He visited
Portland
the Christian name of his nncle.
in the afternoon and found that some of
A BLANCO STORY
He frankly states that after the death the men he had enlisted had been
rejected
Madrid, May 9.-9 a. m.— An official of the old lady he “got mad and burnt
by the Portland companies before they
despatoh from Havana asserts that an
her
which
were
papers,” among
American oruiser and a large
many applied to him. The Westbrook men will
torpedo
boat attempted to
force the
Cardenas letters from this uncle.
be examined again and nono will be sent
channel and opened lire on the Spanish
had a little money, he says, and to
He
Augusta who can’t pass muster here.
gunboats Antonio Lopez, Ligeria and
Aierta.
After a half hour’s engagement went south for his health. Last SeptemRPff.nTAT. DA TunT. daa rr
the Amerioan warships,
the despatch ber he came to Maine, looking for his
says, were forced to retreat.
He went to Standish, but found
uncle.
In response to the protests mads by the
no one there who recalled the Davis famiMASSACHUSETTS TROOPS.
members of the Portland board of trade,
ly, or could give any Information regardBoston, May 9.—Brig. Gen. Matthews
Mr. Thorn Is now the British Vice Consul Keating and others,
of tho First Brigade, has been ordered to ing his uncle.
has appointed the governolerk
at
the
detterson house on Con- Major Hoxie,
assume
command oi tne state iorces now night
ment tender Geranium to act as a patrol
on duty on the coast for a period of 12 gress street.
The arrangement is only tempoboat.
days, when he will be relieved by Brig.
He is poor, and his only hope of findGen. Bancroft of the Seoond Brigade for
rary, or until the boats
regularly comuncle
is
in
his
the
of
his
ing
publication
a similar period.
missioned for that purpose, relieve her.
story. He hopes that his uncle, if still
The statements of several captains who
MONTGOMERY SIGHTED.
living, may see it, or that if he is dead,
have recently come into port, that they
Port au Prinoe, Hayti, May 9.—It is re- some one may give some information
knew nothing about the harbor
that the United
States
crniser concerning him. He says his
being
father, who
mined has demonstrated the necessity of
iontgoraery is off tho Mole St. Nicholas, is no longer in the active
was
ministry,
the
Windward
Pasapparently watching
boats outside to warn the
born, as he thinks, In Buxton, and grew having patrol
sage between Hayti and Cuba.
captains of incoming vessels. The Gera
up there.
PORTO RICO EXPECTS OUR FLEET
nium began her coast vigil this morning.

Sorted

Discovered by

a

Woman.

Another great discovery has been made
London, May 8.—A special despatoh and that too, by a lady In this country.
from Madrid says orders have been sent “Disease fastened its dutches upon
her
she withstood
to Governor General Augustl to
its
resist and for seven years
her
vital
but
to the death an attack on Manila.
severest tests,
organs were
death
and
seemed
undermined
imminent.
For three months she coughed incessantly
AS WAS SUPPOSED.
and could not sleep. She finally discovWashington, May 9.—Senator Jones of ered a way to reoovery by purchasing of
of Dr. King's New
Nevada has indicated he will
Discovery
oppose the us a bottle
bond provision of the war revenue bill. for Consumption, and was so much
reIt therefore will be stricken out in com- lieved on taking first dose, that she slept
mittee and a fight made in the Senate to all night and with two bottles has been
cured.
Her name lg
reinsert it.
Mrs
_j| absolutely
Luther Lutz.” Thua writes W. C. Ham&
of
miofe
Co.,
Shelby, N. C. Trial bot
OREGON AT BAHIA
ties free at H. P. S. Goold’s Drug Store
Bahia, Brazil, May 9.—The battleship Regular size 50o and $1.00 every bottle
Oregon has arrived here.
guaranteed.

GUN? COMING TO PORTLAND.
Boston,

May 9.—Battery M, U. S. A.,

which is now at Fort Warren, is
presently transferred to Grover’s

to

be
Cliff

the Quai termaster has been ordered
provide tho necessary transportation

and
to

$100,00 Mansion Built for
Presidents Which Proved to he a

PEESS.1

Camp Powers, Augusta, May 9.-The
here today that Col.
report sent out from
Second regiment
3. A. Philbrook of the
be entirely without
had resigned seems to
The PRESS correspondent
•oundation.
the
talked tonight with a member of
governor's staff who is closely connected
to the militia and
ivlth affairs pertaining
as
he knew the
so far
he said that
Colonel’s resignation had not been rejeived by the adjutant
general, neither
had it been asked for.

straightforward story.

RESIST TO THE DEATH.

tile

Second Boglorient.

answer

Madrid, May 9.—4 p. m.—A cable deSEBAGO.
spatch has been received here from the
Sebago Lake, May 9. —Mr. George McCaptain General of Porto Rico saying
that three suspicious looking vessels are Ginley of Potter Academy, Sebago. is
He adds that he
hovering in the oiling.
visiting his aunt, Mrs. Abbie Hill.
has confidential
information
that the
Mr. Samuel Dingley of Portland is visUnited States fleet is approaohing Porto
Kico.
ting relatives in town.
Mrs. C. P. Cleaves and daughters are
NO SPANIARDS SEEN.
enjoying a visit among relatives at North
Yarmouth.
Cape Haytien,
Hayti, May 9.—Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Heald of Lovell
Julius G. Tucker, United States consul are at Sebago Lake for the week.
at Martinique says there is no foundation
Mrs. J. R. Sash and daughter, Miss C.
for the report that a Spanish fleet
has S.
Tash,spent Monday at their cottage by
been sighted off that island.
the lake.
Rev. C. P. Cleaves will oooupy Pine
MONTAUK PUTS TO SEA.
oottage this summer.
The
Sisterhood will give a supDelaware Breakwater, Del.,
May 9.— per onPythian
Thursday evening at Union hall,
The Monitor Montank, which sailed from
League Island Navy Yark Saturday for Riehyllle.
Portland, Maine, passed out to sea at 3,10
o’clock this afternoon.

History

of the
Col. Philbrook Still Has Command

HOUSE.”

of (lie

faciliti es.
Guns from Fort Warren are to be sent
at once to Portland harbor, and to other
points on the Maine ooast. Some of these
guns were originally intended for points
Col. Edalong the coast of this state.
mands of the First Corps of Cadets and

VV lien the
capital was removd from New
i ork to
Philadelphia in 1790, chiefly
through the influence of Robert Morris,
provision was made for the sessions of

-.’ongress

in the building then recently
'reeled at the southeast corner of Sixth
rnd Chestnut streets, and for the Federal
1

State was out of debt, and the problem
was how to get rid ot it without a
heavy
loss to the public treasury. At the time
the University of
Pennsylvania occupied
the old Academy
Building on Fourth
street, and its trustees saw the chance of
a
closing good bargain with the State.
By authority of an act of the 17th of
March, 1800, they purchased the Ninth
street property for 840,000, and there was
begun a new chapter in the career of the
university for the next seventy years.
There it remained until
1820, when it was
demolished to make way for the building
of the university which stood there until
the removal to West Philadelphia.

ourts in the building at the southwest
orner of Fifth and Chestnut streets, says

SAYINGS

OF

SEA

HEROES.

That Have Become Part of Ameri-

in the Philadelphia
Evening
It was not quite so easy to And
suitable house or executive mansion for
' he President.
heard
When Washington

Phrases

house on the south side of Market
treet, between Fifth and Sixth, owned
! rnd occupied by Robert Morris, had be en

During the 132 years of the existence of
the nation the Commodores, Captains
and other officers of the navy have made
a magnificent
contribution of patriotic

!

writer

luiletin.

* hat

for
the new
elected by City Council
illicial residence he was inclined to ex1 iress some dissatisfaction over the want of
*

mansion
iroper accommodations. The
1 lad been the abode of a variety of interesting characters—the home of Richard
e’enti, the headquarters of General Howe
iml Benediot Arnold, and a
seat ot

french diplomacy

Holker lived
diere as the consul general of France. It
nid also been partly rebuilt by
Morris
ifter a lire, and was considered as
the
best single one in the city.
But it does
not seem to have contained more than
fourteen rooms, ail told, at the time it
was turned over to
Washington for occupation with the assurance that additions
be
would
made to it
when

can

(New

phrases

cramped

was

he with his family

York
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As
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em-

bodiment of popular sentiment in trying
situations and emergencies, they are not
surpassed by expressions of a like character in any language.
The sea fighters started in this line at
the very beginning of the Revolution, in
fact, before that tremendous struggle
with the mother country
was begun.
Capt. Whipple, of Providence, R. L, for
instance, when notified in 1775 by Sir
Janies Wallace of the British frigate Rose

Californian Held ilie
Two

Boston,

Down

Bostons

to

Hits.

Ma y 9.—The Bostons

played

a

lifeless game today, allowing tbemselvis
to be shut out by the Baltimores without
a run and almost
without a hit. X'iohols
was batted at will
Atby the visitors.
tendance 1750. The score:
gjgj
Baltimore,
Boston,

12000217 0—13
00000000 0—0
Base hits—Baltimore. 17; Boston, 2.
Errors—Baltimore, 2; Boston, 2.
Batteries—Hughes and Clarke; X'iohul and
Bergen.
New York, May 9.—Errors
were
retVl 1ha wfinlil ha
nF
4-ha
-rro-n.1
sponsible for a majority of the runs in
arm for having burned his Majesty’s ship
the New
York-Brooklyn game today.
Gaspee, sent the laconic reply to Sir Both Meekin and Dunn played a good
nn

James:

immediately. Indeed,

so

to

History.

harmless, and a strong tonic in building ud the weak
and debilitated. It cures acute or muscular rheumatism in from one to five days. Sharp, shooting nains
in any part of the body stopped in a few dosesT A.
prompt, complete and permanent cure for lameness
soreness, still back and ali pains in hips and loins!
Chronic rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago or pain In
the back are speedily cured. It seldom fails to give
relief from one to two doses, and almost invariably
sures before one bottle has been used. The Munyon
cure for each
Remedy Company prepare a separate
iisease. At all druggists—25 cents a vial. If you need
medical advice write Prof. Munyon, lauo Arch
street. Philadelphia. It is absolutely free.

game.

“Always

for

catch a man before you

’1

Attendant' 8000.

hang Brooklyn,

him.
JJI1VHW3
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The lion-hearted Whipple, who, in the
Major Lear, and wife had their lodging
preceding war with France in his priin
one room on the third iioor
apartments
vateer Gamecock captured in a single
while the Major had his pnblio office on
year twenty-three French prizes, voiced
the same floor.
in that defiant answer the sentiments of
Mnth street at this time was in a semiall the rebels in the colonies that catohing
rural portion of the city ripening for “imthem was an essential preliminary to the
provement.” On the site now occupied by
hanging business.
the post offloe it was proposed that
the
Who first raised the American flag on
State of Pennsylvania should erect a
ship of war is one of the disputed quesfor
the
building
President, which should tions of
history. John Adams claimed
be in accord with the dignity of his high
the honor for Capt. John
Manly, a New
office. There is a record of an act of the
Englander. Paul Jones asserted that “my
30,
Legislature, passed September
1791, hand lirst hoisted the American
flag.”
by which $100,000 was appropriated for He was then a Lieutenant on
the frigate
such a building.
This was a very k largo Alfred.
There were several American
appropriation for the time. No other flags at the time and Paul Jones does
not
edifice of the character of a residence had describe
his particular one.
Some hiscost “so
Thus
value
much.
the
of the torians think it
was the pine tree and
President’s house on Market street when
sold in 1795 was $37,000.
When Morris rattlesnake flag with the motto, “An apstarted to build his celebrated
Polly it peal to God; don't tread on me.” Others
was thought that $60,000 to $80,000 would assert that it
was a flag consisting
of
cover
the
of
what
cost
was
intendamply
thirteen stripes, with the motto, “Don’t
ed to be the finest private mansion in
Philadelphia It will thus be seen that tread on me,” and a rattlesnake stretohed
the outlay which the Pennsylvania Legis- diagonally across them.
lature ordered was an unusually heavy
“I have not yet begun to fight,” was
one, and in proportion to resources end
to the valuo of money was hardly less than one of Paul Jones's famous replies to a
equivalent to a million dollars at the British Captain with whom he had been
present time.
fiercely engaged for over an hour and
In May, 1793, the corner
stone of the
to know if he had surren
mansion was laid, and in the winter of who desired
1796-97 it had almost reached completion. dered. It was not Paul Jones who surISearly simultaneously with its construc- rendered whsn the battle came to an end.
tion, the famous architect ,aDd engineer, That was the oelebrated
engagement beMajor L’Enfant, who laid out the originality of Washington, was building Mor- tween the Serapis and the Bonhomme
ris’s Polly on Chestnut street. It would Kichard. The Captain of the Serapis havseem that with the
downfall of Morris
ing been knighted for his gallantry on
the house on Ninth street shared the same
that
occasion
Paul
by George III
failure of its purpose that
overtook ail
the ventures in which he had been con- Jones, when he heard of the promotion,
cerned. It was thought that in time it characteristically remarked:
would be occupied by Washington. But
“Never mind; if I meet him again I’ll
he declined a third term just before
it
was finished, and both
his official and make a lord of him.”
The first Commodore of the young
persona] disposition while he lived here
was to
discountenance extravagance and American
navy was Capt. John Barry,
to avoid anything like ostentation at the
in the spring cf 1781 he was hailed by a
public expense bsyond his ceremonial
visits to Congress. Thus he paid for the British ship on his way from Havana. To
Market street house at the rate of $350 a the inquiry as to his identity, he replied:
month; he insisted on paying itpunotilli“The
United States

The score:

00000000
00002001

New York,

1-1
x—3

-„--“

ously, and,

indeed,

was

unwilling

to

the rent bad been
into it until
named, so that he would not be under the
suspicion of being an objeot of any favoritism. It is not probable that ho gave any
particular encouragement to the Ninth
certain that he
street house, and it is
never occupied it in his capacity as President, for when he went out of office he
was still a tenant of the Market-street
house.
The Ninth-street house was, however,
tendered to John Adams on the eve of his
the presidential office.
entrance
into
Governor Mifflin addressed him a note, in“in the year 1791 the
him
that
forming
Legislature of Pennsylvania directed a
house to be built for the accommodation
United States.
of the President of the
Permit me to tender it for your accommodation and to inform
you that, although I regtet the necessity of making
on
the
subject, I shall
any stipulation
consider the rent for wbioh you might obtain any other suitable house in Philadelphia (and which you will be pleased to
mention) as a sufficient compensation for
the use of the one now offered.”
move

Pnt

A
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to do with the house. So far as it exhibited repeot on the part of the State for the
U nion, it was, he thought, worthy of acknowledgment. His tone was crisply
that he entercourteous. He declared
tained great doubts whether by a candid
Constitution of the
construction of the
United States he was at liberty to accept
it, and that as thore was no time for application to Congress, whose authority
aud intervention he regarded as indespensable, he would ask the Legislature to accept his apology for declining their offer.
Adams, of course, having lived in the
city as Vice President, was familiar with
the circumstances of the construction of
the building. Ho was probably living at
this time, or just before he became President, at the Indian Queen Hotel. After
his inauguration be followed Washington
as tenant of the Market-street house, and
remained there until just before the close
of his term he went to Washington, occupied the new presidential mansion in the
wilderness of the Potomac, and waited for
the advent of Jefferson, while good Abigail Adams, it was said, was hanging up
her “washing” in the East Room.
The President’s house on Ninth street,
in short, was a white elephant on the
hands ot the State. The termination of
Morris’s public career had put an end to
wonderful skill
all hope that with his
there might still be some way of keeping
therefore
the capital here longer. This
served to make the building comparativeof
it
and the
The picture
ly valueless.
meagre descriptions of it which have
have been
some down to us show it to

Base hits—Brooklyn, 4; New York, 6.
Errors—Brooklyn, 3; New York, 4. BatMeekin and
teries—Dunn and Ryan;
Grady. Time—1 hour, 45 minutes.

Washington, May 9.—The Senators
made but two hits after Platt went in at
the end of the fourth and bad errors then
gave the game to Philadelphia. The score:
Washington, 02220000 0— 0
Philadelphia, 0 1 0 0 1 2 7 0 0—11
PhiladelBase hits—Washington, 9;

phia, 13. Errors—Washington, 6; Philadelphia, 1. Batteries—Mercer and Farrel;
Dunkald, Pratt and McFarland.
Pittsburg, May 9—Pittsburg today won
its first game on the home grounds this
While Cunningham was batted
season.
hard a big element of luok helped the
home team to offset the effect of their
The score:
Attendance 1S00.
rors.

er-

40030200 x—9
2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0-5

Pittsburg,
Louisville,

Base hits—Pittsburg, 13; Louisville, 8.
Errors—Pittsburg, 6; Louisville, 2. BatSchriver: Cunning-

teries—Rhines and
ham and Dexter.

Cincinnati, May 9.—Hill was given
miserable
support in today’s game.
Irwin’s errors were costly.
The winning
run was scored in the twelfth inning on
doubles by Clements and Deoker. Attendance 1900.
The score:
20101000000 0—5
20000020110 0—6

Cincinnati,
St. Louis,

Base hits—Cincinnati, 9; St. Louis, 12.
Errors—Cincinnati, 4; St. Louis, 1. Batteries—Hill and Pietz; Hughey, Daniels

and Clements.

Cleveland, May 9.—The Chicag03
plenty of bard hitting today while

did
the

home team was weak at the bat.
Wilson
was hit by a pitched ball and had to retire. McAllister went out because he got
in the way of a batted ball.
Attendance
400. The score:

Cleveland,

00000001
00441200

Chicago,

C— l
1—12

ship Allianoe,
Base hits—Cleveland, 6; Chicago, 18.
Snncy Jack Barry, half Irishman,
half Errors—Cleveland. 4; Chicago, 1.
Batlielb and
Yankee. What are you?”
teries—Wilson, McAliister,
Griffin
and
Donahue.
Zimmer;
“Not the value nor the command of the
whole British fleet could tempt me from
SEAMEN'S RECREATION ROOMS.
the American cause,
was the reply of
Barry to Lord Hows, in 1776, when' the
Tonight at the Seamen’s Recreation
latter offered him 15,006 guineas
and a and
Reading rooms, No. 368 Fore street,
commission in the English navy to join
the royal cause. Equally patriotic was the officers and crew of the Aronoo will
the reply of the oaptive American bailor, give a farewell concert.
The rooms will
Nathan Collin, when asked to enter the not be closed
the summer probaduring
service:
King’s
"Hang me, if you will, bly, as the plan Is in progress for their
to the yardarm, but do not ask me to beuse as the Working Men’s Reading
Club
come a traitor to my oountry.
Stephen Decatur was one of the bravest during those months. At the oonc-tt
men that over walked the quarter deck.
there will be musio by harp, vioHis famous
toast at a publio dinner in tonight
lin and flute solos, songs by the
second
Norfolk, Va., in 1816, “Our country ! In officers and several
engineers, and other
her intercourse with foreign nations may
attractions. Reserved seats for the ladies.
she always be in the right but our counAdmission will be free.
try, right or wrong,” would, if he had
never said or done anything else, have
MONTAUK PASSED OUT.

won him a place in the memory of his
countrymen The destruction by him of
the frigate Philadelphia in the harbor of
jLi-ijjuji

wilts ueuiureu

vy

iiuru

xneiHua

ro

act of

the

be “the most bold and daring

The monitor Montauk passed out
of
Delaware breakwater yesterday afternoon
in

b.-.

age.”
Decatur

he was
was as generous as
said he to Capt.
“I cannot,”
Carden, of the Macedonian, as the latter
offered to surrender his sword, “take the
sword bf a man who has so bravely defended his ship, but I’ll thank you for
that hat.”
This was in the 1812 war, and the reference to the hat was a reminder of a bet
between the two officers, made previous
to the breaking out of hostilities, in regard to the fighting powers of their ships.
At the first fire the Macedonian lost her
mizzenmast. Hearing a sailor remark to
one of his mates that “they had made a
brig of her,” Decatur added:
“Take
good aim, my lads, at the
mainmast, and we’U make a sloop of
her.
To the hai of a squadron of Algerine
pirates, wliilo cruising in the Mediter(Where are
ranean, of “Dove andate?”
you going?) Decatur from his lone ship
mi
“Dove
answered back,
place,” (Where
I please), and they let him go. Towards
the close of the Algerine war ooe of tbelr
Captains sought for delay In order to gain

~

A

THE WEATHER.

brave.

some
a

advantage.
“Not a minute,
replied Decatur, with
threat to capture a privateer squadron if

his terms were
stanter.

not

complied

with

in-

DARTMOUTH WON.

I

Washington, May 9.—Weather forecast
for Tuesday for New England and Eastern

New York:

Fair

and

warmer;

southerly winds.
Boston, May 8.—Local forecast for
Boston and vicinity for
Tuesday: Fair;
warmer; winds shifting to southerly.
Local

Portland,

Weather Report.

Me.,

May 9.—The looal
weather bureau office records as to the
weathor are as follows:
8 a. m.—Barometer, 29,972; thermometer, 42.0; dew point, 25; humidity, 43;
wind, NE; velooity, 11; weather, partly
cloudy.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.979;

thermome-

ter, 41.0; dew point. 30; humidity, 65;
Hanover, N. H., May 9.—Dartmouth wind, SW; velocity, 3; weather, cloudy.
officers
made
won
debate
militia
Dartmouth-Brown
other
having
the first
such a
Mean daily thermometer, 44; maximum
tonight, having the affirmative side of the thermometer, 61; minimum thermometer,
request of the government. The state has
that
from 38; maximim velocity wind, 16 NE; totnl
“Resolved,
apart
question
guns enough of her own, however, and a large structure, approached by a flight legislation, New England
textile
in- precipitation. .0.
central
to a spacious
the ordnance from Fort Warren will cot ot steps leadiug
dustries will be able to maintain themof the
be needed.
The order received on Saturday to ship
Bar
guns from Fort Independence to
rescinded for the
Harbor has been
present, but will probably be carried out
later.
LATE MARINE.

; Baltimore, May
Calvin F. Baker,

9.—Cleared, schooner
Portland; Sarah C.

Ropes, do.
| City Island, May 9.—Arrived, schooner
Mary Standisb, Deer Island, Me. Bound
south, schooner E. P. Rogers, Bath, Me.
Reedy Island, May 9.—Passed down,
sohooner Edith L. Allen, for Portland.
Liveprool, May 9.—Arrived, steamer
California, Portland.

outward
loorway, but with more
selves.”
appearance of a public hall than of a
private mansion. By one commentator it
RIOTERS ARRESTED.
was called “huge,
by another "ugly,”
for a "committee of citizens” had someMilan. May 9.—Another socialist deputhing to do with changing the original de- ty, Signor Casta, has been arrested and
signs in accordance with their own highly two hundred rioters in a convent have
original aud elegant taste. All through been taken into custody.
Today’s riotthe Adams Administration it
seems to
ing, however, has not been of a serious
have stood there unoccupied.
There had character.
been talk of converting it into a hotel. It
was also
proposed to make it the guberCABINET TO BE REFORMED
natorial mansion of the State, the capital
if which had not yet
been transferred
Madrid, May 9.-5 p. m.—The Queen
from Pniludelphia to Lancaster.
But the Regent consulted
late this
afternoon
members of the legislature had no desire Senor Montero Rios president of the senso make the Commonwealth responsible ate, who advises a reconstruction of the
for an edifice which it was said would cabinet.
It is increasingly probable that
lost four times the
salary of the governor the cabinet will be reformed with Senor
;o maintain.
An inscription on it had Gamazo included, after the lower house
lestifled that it had been begun when the has adopted the idemnity bill.

Weather

Observation.

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, May 9, taken at
p.
m., meridian time, the observation for each section being given in this
order: Temperature, direction of wind,
8

state of weather:
Boston. 44 degrees,

E, clear; New
degrees. SE, clear; Philadelclear;
Washington,
phia, 62 degrees, S,
70 degrees, SE, clear; Albany, 60 degrees,
N,clear, Buffalo, 52 degrees,SW,p. cloudy;
Detroit, 62 degrees, S, clear; Chicago, 5s
St.
SW,
rain;
Paul,
63
degrees,
degrees, NW, clear; Hurou, Dak., 63 rie■
Bismarck, 66 degrees,
grees, W, clear:

york,

4(5

partly cloudy; Jacksonville,90
clear.

degrees,Ne]

MISCELLAKHOCS.

1846

THANKED DEWEY.

1397

THE ORIGINAL

committee,

presented the following resothanks and asked immediate
consideration.
Resolved, by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
lution

of

[

food among the sufferarmy to distribute
arm the Cuban people
ing Cubans and to
was

passed.

unusually
Washington, May 9--An
toassembled, that large crowd was in the House galleries
in pursuance of the recommendation of
the Capitol in anto
day
brought
being
the President, made in accordance with
Presifrom the
the provisions of section 1108 of the Re- ticipation of a message
an
of
thanks
vised Statutes,the
Congress and dent relative to the Manila victory
to Actof the American people are hereby tena vote of thanks
recommending
dered to Commodore Dewey, U. S. N..
and his men. A very
commander in Chiua of the Asiatic sta- ing Admirul Dewey
was on the
members
of
distinguished
attendance
conduct in large
tion, for highly
been
conflict with the enemy as displayed by floor.
As soon as the Journal had
of the Spanish
him in the destruction
message was prethe
President’s
read,
fleet and batteries in the harbor of Maa
sented and read.
At the conclusion
nila, Philippine islands, May 1, 1808:
Section 2—That tno thanks of Congress demonstration of the floor and in the
and Amerioan people are hereby extend- galleries
followed which continued several
ed through Commodore Dewey to the offiMr.
TO cers ahd men under his command for the minutes. When the applause ceased,
Boutelle of Maine, chairman of the House
them
on
exhibited
and
skill
by
gallantry
that occasion.
committee on naval affairs, offered and
Section 3—Be it further resolved that asked immediate
consideration of a joint
the President of the United States be reresolution tendering the ranks of Conresolution
to
be
cause
this
to
quested
communicated to
Commodore; ;Dewey gress, in line with the President’s recomand through him to the officers and men mendation.
Mr. Boutelle moved the
under his command.
adoption of the resolution.
seems to me,” said Mr. Quay of
“It
Him Pennsylvania, “that in view of the won- Upon the suggestion of Mr. Henry of
derful nature of the victory of Commo- Mississippi, the vote was made a rising
dore Dewey the resolution might well go one and it was unanimous.
farther.
I suggest that a provision be
introMr. Boutelle then
Amerioan, in Congress,

Resolutions Passed
The Old Reliable Remedy,

HEALS

Cuts, Wounds, Bruises,
Sores, Colds, Sprains,

COUNTRY’S

Hoarseness,

Frostbites,

Sore Throat,

Chilblains,

Con-

Yesterday.

gress

CURES

•»

by

GRATITUDE

GREAT COMMANDER.

Catarrh, Piles,;
ALSO

President Authorize] to

INFLAMMATIONS & HEMORRHAGES

Appoint

Rear Admiral.

Be Sure You Get Pond’s Extract!
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MEASURES

BOTH

Sold in
bottles only, with buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark printed thereon. See that our

WERE PASSED

WITHOUT DISSENT.

n.nd.

immediately
added for the presentation of a sword to
and medals to his duced a hill fixing the number of rear
Commodore Dewey
officers and men.
admirals in the navy at seven in order
“That is a very good suggestion,” said
to provide for the promotion of CommoMr. Hale, “but the matter of the sword
dore Dewey.
can be taken care of in anand medals
other resolution.”
the committee on
Mr. Boutello said
The resolution was then passed by an naval affairs
the
the bill for
presented
aye and nay vote, 66 Senators voting in
purpose of carrying out t he spirit of the
favor <*f it and not one against it.
Hf■»•
TTaln tKnn Infwndnnarl
kill nnnwU
President’s message and the manifest de
mg that the number of rear admirals of sire of the people£of the entire country.
In reply to a question from Mr. Bailey
the United States navy be increased from
six to seven, the purpose of the measure
committee was prompted solely by the
the
to
enable
the President to nomibeing
nate Commodore Dewey as a rear admiral. exceptional character of the present case,
The
bill passed without a dissenting the manifest warrant for creating the additional admiralsbip to properly reward
vote.
Mr. Qnay’s suggestion that a sword be an offloer who had brought such a superb
presented to Admiral Dewey had been victory to the Amerioan navy and reflects
anticipated as Mr. Lodge of Massachu- so muoh credit upon the entire land.
Mr. Bailey said the case was indeed exsetts offered the following resolution:
“That the secretary ot the navy be and ceptional and he would not interpose obbe is hereby authorized to present a sword jection to a proposition so meritorious,
of honor
to Commodore George Dewey but he merely wanted to suggest that the
and to cause to be struck bronze medals notion about to be taken was exceptional
commemorating the battle of Manila Bay, and was in no senss indicative of a purand to distribute such medals to the offi- pose to increase freely during this war
cers
and men of the ships of the Asiatio additional
high salaried officers In the
squadron of the United States under com- army and navy, and he would certainly
the
on
of
oppose
mand
Commodore George Dewey
inauguration of such purpose.
The bill was then passed unanimously.
May 1, 1898, and to enable the secretary to
After some bills affeoting matters in
this resolution, the sum of
carry out
The the District of Columbia were considered,
110,000 Is hereby appropriated.”
the
bill passed by the Senate authorizing
without
to
debate.
reeolution was agreed
Mr. Chandler or New Hampshire, from the army operating in Cuba to issue food
the committee on post offices, favorably and supplies to the Cubans and to arm
reported the bill Introduced on last Fri- the Cuban people, with a view to increaswas
day authorizing the postmaster general to ing their military effectiveness,
amendoffloes in military posts passed with a few unimportant
establish post
and camps. The bill was passed unani- ments.
An arrangement was made to oonsider
mously.
A house bill, declaring the federal jail the District of Columbia business tomorat Fort Smith, Ark., a national prison, row.
in cases where the term of Imprisonment
Mr. Hull called tip the Immune volunteer and engineer bill. An hour of debate
does not exceed one year, Was passed.
offered
on
each side was agreed upon.
A resolution
by Mr. Cannon of
bill was
Mr. Hull said the Senate
Utah last Friday, for an investigation
of trusts, was referred to the committee wanted by
the President and the Secreon manufactures.
tary of War, and its immediate passage
Consideration
of the post offloe appro- was urged because the time for the use of
bill
was
then
Mr.
priation
resumed,
troops in Cuba was at hand and the utFaulkner of West Virginia, continuing most haste should be made to prepare the
his specoh upon the pending amendment, troops contemplated in the bill.
Mr. Cox of Tennessee opposed the bill
providing for a reduction of SO per cent
in the
it took out of the
amounts paid the railroads for principally because
hands of the volunteers the appointment
transportation of mails.
that the imMessrs. Foraker, Morgan and Shoup, of officers. He contended
who were unavoidably detained from the munes would come from two or three
name
Senate when
the vote was taken upon Southern.States, and they would
the resolution tendering a vote of thanks their colonels,
lieutenants
colonels,
To
to Commodore Dewey, announced to the majors, captains and field officers.
Senate that they desired to be reoorded deny them that privilege would be unfair
as in favor of the resolution and that it and would be a discrimination between
out
under
the
would have afforded them great pleasure the volunteers called
to vote for it.
previous act and thoso to be called out
At 3.40 p. m., a message was received under the proposed bill.
from the House announcing the passage
Mr. Hay, Democrat of
Virginia, deof the House
resolution extending the clared that the victory at Manila made it
thanks of
volunteers
to Commodore, questionable whether more
Congress
(a resolution identical with that passed would be needed and lie believed the
by the Senate,) and a House bill increas- President had the right'.undor the voluning the number ol rear admirals from six teer bill to cal! out any number of volunto seven, the latter being identical with teers he wanted.
the bill passed by the Senate.
Mr. King of Utah, asserted that the bill
At 3.06 p. m.,
Mr. Hale called up the was unnecessary; that it discredited the
resolution of thanks and the bill which bravery and power of the troops in doubthad been reported from the House. Both ing that 150,000 men already organized,
the resolutions and the bill were placed aided by our fleet, was inadequate to subjugate the island and establish peaoe. “If
upon their passage and agreed to.
Mr. Faulknor concluded after speaking we had landed 25,000 men on the soil of
about two
hours in opposition to the Cuba, two weeks ago,” he declared, with
vehemence, “and had taken adequate
Pettigrew amendment.
Mr. Butler of North Carolina, thon de- arms to the insurgonts and hnd deployed
livered an extended speech in favor of the our fleet before Havana, Havana
long
since would have fallen and the Stars and
amendment.
ere
this
would
have floated
Mr. Turpie of Indiana, chairman of the Stripes long
Democratic caucus, announced an order from Morro Castle.”
Mr. Hawley of Texas, said the bravery
making Mr. Pasco, Democrat of Florida,
of the bravest men could not cope with
a member of the military affairs committee, to fill a vacancy occasioned by the the hidden and inslduous foe, yellow
The
death of Mr. Walthall of Mississippi.
fever, before whioh armies bowed.
Speeches in support of the pending organization of immunes was imperative
amendment to the post pffico appropri- under the conditions in Cuba.
Mr. Crown of Pennsylvania the veteran
ation bill were made by Mr. Allen, PopuHouse criticised those
list of Nebraska, and Mr. Pettigrew, Sil- member of the
ver Republican.
Mr. Quay, in charge of members who assumed to know better
Presithe bill,
moved at the conclusion ot the how to conduot the war than the
debate to lay the amendment on the table. dent and his secretaries of war and navy.
He said many people believed it would
The motion was agreed to, ayes 40, news
*
have been folly to risk our fleet against
8.
Mr. Butler offered an amendment pro- Havana while the Spanish Heat was on
viding that the government should own the sea.
Mr. Steel of Indiana approved the bill.
the railway mall cars and that it should
Mr. Sayers of Texas, said that while
pay to the railroad companies only suoh
a sum as the railroads receive for simi- he prefered to have the bill amended so
as
to leave the naming of the officers with
the
lar service. Speaking npon
amendnu uiu
DU.JJJJUXU 1U VYilU'
ment, Mr. Butler declared that the rail- wi-tw iwmuicciP,
roads were now maintaining n “crowd out such amendment la the event that
could
not
the
latter
be
secured.
of lobbyists” in and around the Senate
Mr. Lewis of Washington, opposed the
and even the President’s room had been
used as a lobbying place by the railroad feature of the bill which plaoed with the
President the uppoitment of the officers
attorneys.
The amendment was defeated without and further opposed the bill because it
was
imtolinite as to the determination of
division.
A committee amendment was offered by the question of the volunteers immunity.
Mr. Lentz of Ohio, opposed the bill and
Mr. Quay appropriating ?50,00J for the
establishment of post offices in military Mr. Badey argued for the naming of the
officers
tho
by the troops to be appointed by
and
prosent war.
camps during
posts
the governors of the states in accord with
The amendment was adopted.
An amendment offered by Mr. Butler, the volunteer bill formerly passed.
After a number
of amendments
inproviding for the punishment of railroad
companies in case of their refusal to car- tended to take irom the President the apof the officers of the immune
ry mails on their fastest trains is directed pointment
to do so by the postmaster general, was volunteers had been voted down, an addiseotion
tional
offered by Mr. Grosvenor of
agreed to.
Mr. Butler then offered an amendment Ohio was adopted. It declared specificaleliminating from that section of tho hill ly that the provisions relative to apporseveral
which provides for
an investigation of tionment of volunteers to
the
tbe question as to whether excossive puces states under the call by proclamation and
to the appointment of officers as made in
are being paid railroads for carrying tbe
mails the clauso which extends the inves- the recent act providing for 125,(100 voluntigation to all sources of revenue and ex- teers should Dot apply to tho present, act.
A motion to recommit, offered by Mr.
penditures of the postal service.
Pending action upon the amendment, Cox of Tennessee was voted down and
Mr. Qnay secured
unanimous consent tho bill as amended was passed.
The presentation of a conference report
that a final vote on the bill and amendment be taken at 3 o’clock
upon the bill to organize a naval battalion
tomorrow.
in tho District of Columbia, recommendTho Senate then at 6.55 adjourned.
ing that tho House recede from its contention that the battalion be organized as
IN THE HOUSE.
a part of the present militia of the district
War Measures Were Passed With Dis- and not as an additional and permanent
Demofeature brought from Mr. Hailey
patch.
the
crat of Texas, a brief speeoh
upon
Washington, May 9.—The greater part danger of legislating at this time touchnavy establishments.
of today in tha House was consumed by ing the army and
He said Congress was united in a deterThe recommendation of
war measures.
mination to prosecute the war to an early
the President that a vote of thanks
be and victorious end, but it s.iould bo on
in
tendered Commodore Dewey and his asso- guard against any permanent increase
and navy features of tho governwas
ciate officers and
men,
followed the armyHe
recent
to
referred
ment.
journalistic
quickly with a unanimous vote, and with expressions congratulating the country
sentiment
favorable
equal concert tho House passed the bill upon C’O growth of and
deas
army
to a stronger navy
additional rear
an
n

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH REMEDY
a,..

For Catarrh. Price 75 Cents per bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE
For the

Teeth. Price 50 Cents per bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT PREPARATIONS
are for sale at all first-class drug
stores, or sent on receipt
of price by the

OF

Sword to the Hero of

Manila

Ordering Medals

Be

Given

to the

Office

Bill

Struck to Be

Men—The Military Post

on

Washington.

DEERIMG.

to

a

Bay and

Passed—Appropriation

to Be Voted

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ave^N.Y.

<31TY

Emphasized Its Action by Voting

Senate

Bill

Today-

May 9.—Fitting

tribute

was paid by the Senate today to Commodore Dewey for the magnificent victory
he achieved in the battle of Manila Bay.
A
message from the President was received
reoommending that a vote of

thank* be extended by Congress to Commodore
Dewey and the gallant officers
and men of his command. Without a
In accordance witli an order issued by Mayor
Moulton, notice is hereby given owners o£ dogs word of debate and without a dissenting
on April 1.1898, that until the 15tli ol May is
voice the Senate agreed to the resolution,
hereby given them to procure a license at the
Pity Clerk’s office. After that date prosecution carrying into effect the recommendation
will be made in accordance with Chapter 287 of of the President
A bill was presented
tiie Public Laws of 1883, as amended by Chapters 222 and 297, of the public laws of 1897, of inoreasing the number of Rear Admiral*
the State of Maine.
in the navy from six to seven in order
Per Order
that the President might nominate ComEDWIN E. BKOWN, City Marshal.
Deering. Me., May 5.1898.
may6d6t
modore Dewey to tho highest position in

Notice to Dog Owners.

the navy within his gift, and that, too,
was passed without dissent.
In addition
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joint resolution was unanimously
agreed to directing the secretary of the
to present to Commodore Dewey
navy
a sword
of honor and to have struck, in

a

commemoration

of tho battle of Manila
a bronzo medal for officers and men who
participated in the fight. The resolution

$10,000 to enable the secretary to carry its provisions into effect.
The biii offered last Friday authorizing
the postmaster general to establish post
offices at military posts and camps in
order to facilitate the delivery of mail to
soldiers, was reported favorably by the
post office and post roads committee and
appropriates

unanimously

WashiE
at the

To my customers and friends:

I am glad to announce that I am now
with Cox & Dyer, 245 Middle St., where
I should be pleased to receive a call from
Yours Truly,
vou.
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MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
on

will be held

Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday. June 1, 2,3. 1838.
CHAS. D. SMITH. Sec.
mylldtjul

and

an

the

May 0. —In' his"invocation
of the Senate’s session to-

chaplain gave thanks for the

signal victory achieved by Commodore
Dewey’s Asiatic squadron.
reading of the Journal was diswith and the Vice-President recognized the
President’s
executive clerk,
The

Mr. Crook, who
presented a message
from the President.
Tho message was
laid before the Senate. It reoommended
that a vote of thanks to Commodore

Dewey

and his men be extended by Conin recognition of his remarkable

victory in Manila Bay.

FITZ TO FIGHT AGAIN.
Corbett

gton7

opening

day,

gress

Accepts Offer of

Subsequently

White. pensed

with F. C.

Forty-sixth annual meeting
THE
at City Building, Portland,

passed.

amendment to
tho post office appropriation bill was agreed to appropriating
$50,000 to carry the bill into effect. The
post office appropriation was under discussion during almost the entire sossion,
the subject of disousslon being the proposition to reduce tho compensation of
railroads
20 per cent for carrying the
The amendment was defeated,
mails.
40 to 8.
At a late hour it became evident the
bill could not be disposed of today and
it was unanimously agreed to vote upon
it at 2 o’clock tomorrow.

Kid Me

As soon as the message had been read,
Mr. Halo, chairman of the naval affairs

Coy.

Boston, May 9.—Bob Fitzsimmons, this
afternoon, announced his acceptance of
the

offer of Kid McCoy to pay the champion 810,000 for a fight at middleweight,
and also
his acceptance of the offer of
James J Corbett of $25,000 for an opportunity to regain the heavyweight championship. Fitzsimmons says he will meet
either man before tho regularly organized
club offering the largest purse, but he
will insist of a side bet of $10,000 in each
case, and both matches must take place

before the last of September.
The announcement is
accompanied by
the offer of Julian, Fitzsimmon’s manager, and the prize lighter himself to bet
$2E00 that neither McCoy nor Corbett will

make good his offer.
Fitzsimmons states that he will enter
tho ring one month after the signing of
As a guarantee of
articles.
good faith
the moneys offered for the fights arnst be
in
Disced
responsible hands, and must
be
paid to Fitzsimmons the moment he
enters the ring.
Fitzsimmons states that
his acceptance ot the offers is prompted
recent
the
newspaper assaults
only by
emanating from those pngilists, and it
is to ascertain their sincerity rather than
catering to this as a means of advertising
that Fitzsimmons and his manager have
considered them.

CORBETT TO THE FRONT.
May 9.—After reading
Press despatches from
the Associated
Poston
this afternoon announcing that
Bob Fitzsimmons had accepted his offer
Of $25,000
for an opportunity to reguin
the heavyweight championship, James
J. Corbett sent the following despatch to
W. A. Brady, bis manager, who lives in
New York
city: “Go after that man
(Fitzsimmons) and make my offer to him
again—$25,000 that I will stop him in
ien rounds—and
put up some money.
Show him up.”
Denver,

Colo.,

COPPINGER REPORTS.

Washington,

May 9 —In obedience to
orders, Major-General John C. Coppinger,
who

has been in command of the troops
quartered at Mobile, reported at army
headquarters for duty today and took
the &>-.th of office as
major-general.

It is the primary duty
of every woman to wear
in her face the lilies
and roses of health. It
is one of woman’s natural missions to please,
and one of the nrst attributes of a pleasing
woman is a complexion
that shows the bloom
of health.
No matter how beautiful a woman may be
at the outset, if she
suffers from weakness
and disease of that
delicate and important
r ,,yr•organism that is the
threshold of human
life, she will soon show
traces of suffering in
her face, and very shortly become haggard
and homely. She will lose her animation
of manner, the sparkle will fade from her
eyes and the roses from her cheeks, her
form will lose its roundness and her step its
sprightliness. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre-

scription imparts strength, health, vigor
It
and virility to the feminine organism.
allays inflammation, heals ulceration and

It makes weak women
the nerve9.
a womanly way and able to bear
the burdens of maternity. It banishes the
suffering of the period of gestation, and
makes baby’s advent easy and almost painless. It restores the lost complexion and
imparts strength, vitality and health to
the entire system.
tones

strong in

I am very thankful for what Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription has done for me,” writes
Mrs. Etta R. Smith, of Grenota, Elk Co.. Kans.
“About a month before I was confined I had
such pains that I could stand up only a little
while at a time.
I could not rest at night or at
any other time. I could scarcely eat anything.
I began
Pierce’s Favorite PrescripDr.
taking
tion and after the second dose I felt better.
From then until I was confined I carried all the
water that was used up a long hill and worked
in the garden
every day, besides my other work

and did not feel at all bad. When the baby was
born I had a very
easy time. The women said I
had an easier time than any one they ever saw
for the first time. The
baby is very healthy. I
got up when she was five days old. After two
days I began my own work and felt stout and

healthy.”

For a free, paper-covered
copy of Doctor
Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Adviser
send 21 one-cent
stamps, to cover mailing
only. Cloth-bound 31 stamps. Address
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y. A medical
library in one 1008-page volume.

lid

creating

admiralship

for the hero of Manila. The bill providing
for the organization of an volunteer engineer brigade and the enlistment of lo,000 troops immune to tropical
diseases

passed after two hours’ debate.
The principal ground of opposition

P

explaining the conference
Mr^Hilborn
had appeared
that the
it

report said
militia complement ot the district was
not
filled and the naval battalion could
present
be organized as a part of the

militia-

pre-

sented was found in the features giving
to the President tbe appointment
of all
The Senate bill authorizing the
officers.

The report was adopted 103 to 82. T hose
not voting but present increased the number present to a quorum.
House adjourned
At 4.50 p. m., the
pending the disposition of a motion of

H2f?rn *? re«°Mider
Mr

Ba^ev

the

vote

by

wus adopted,
W?Ce report
agalu raised the

----

pol'ntatno’quornm.8

COMMENDATIONS
Message

ot

FOR

the President
gress

lUP

order, the United

eleven ships, which were under the
protection of the Are of the land forts.
After a stubborn fight,
in which the
enemy suffered great loss,
their vessels
were destroyed or
completely disabled and
’Tater bsfttery at Cavite silenced.
Of our brave officers and men, not one
was lost ana
only eight injured ana those

ships

escaped

any

Also

Executive

WILLIAM M’KINLEY.
1893.

Mansion, May 9,
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to 1© years, at
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$3.00 AND $6.30. ABOUT HALF1 PRICE.
WHY IS IT, you ask, that we can sell these
nice goods so cheap ?
BECAUSE we bought
them cheapCASH will

than

CASH

is

a

great power.

YOUR

buy
good Clothing HERE
anywhere else..
more

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
255

Middle

(Manufacturers and promoters

ators of 36 stores.
THE
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With

The

spring

Fine, Fashionable, up-to-date Perfect Fitting Clothing—Opermay"dtf

SCHOOLS.

PORTLAND

Term

of

Street.

Opened Yesterday Morning
a

Large Attendance.

term of the Portland schools

opened yesterday morning and in almost
every room there was

a

full attendance of

Probably more children are
pupils.
attending sohool in this city than
before.
On Munjoy hill it was

now

I

ever

impossible

to
take any new pupils, on account of a lack
When the new school house Is
of room.
finished in the fall there will be room

I

enough forjall pupils.
At the North school the first grade
Miss
rooms were crowded this morning.
Emma Weed is

primary school,

a

new

in

THAT THE

I FACSIMILE

In the
teacher
of Miss Jordan,

SIGNATURE

place

who recently resigned.
At Chestnut street sohool a new room
with
Miss
was opened this morning,
This room is crowded
Logie as teaoher.

Washington, May 9.—The Senate com- with children who have never before atmittee on finance continued its work to- tended
school and the other two first
day on the war revenue bill beginning grade rooms are also overflowing.
the
unfinished
amendments
offered
with
The new kindergarten rooms at No. 128
by the Republican members of the stamp
The committee considered Pearl street, were opened yesterday morntax schedule.
the two matters of the elimination of the
ing, with so large an attendance that an
tonnage tax and the changing of tno to- assistant may soon be needed.
bacco
schedule so as to relievo stock on
Miss Farnham, the new teacher in the
hand from taxation absolutely settled.
They have decided to leave the beer High school, began her work yesterdaysohedule as it passed the House except
morning.
to be increased from
that the rebate is
Miss Barstow, the kindergarten teacher,
5 to 7 1-2 per cent.
Tho
Democratic members of the com- is absent on account of sicknoss and her
mittee have completed their amendments
place is filled by Miss O’-Donnell.
and decided fully upon a programme. In
At Casco street school a new room has
addition to their provision for a corporation tax they will offer an amendment been opened with Miss Evelyn Clark as
authorizing the issuance of $160,000,000 teacher.
in non-interest bearing treasury notes and
Miss
Marion
At the Butler school,
another authorizing the coinage of the
in the treasury. It Chapman takes the place of Miss Jacobs,
silver seigniorage
now seems quite cortain that these pro- deceased.
visions will be incorporated in tho bill as
At Brackett street sohool the rooms are
reported to the Senate and that the bond well filled.
The attendance upon the
provision will be strickun out.
kindergarten is so large that an assistant
TO SUCCEED ROOSEVELT.
may be needed.

IS 03ST THE

WRAPPER
OP EYEEY
BQTTTiE OF1

CASTORIA
HI
I

4

anything

liefte-

1I

Allen

of Massachuroom in the same building
has
setts, to be assistant secretary of the navy. one other
Treasury—First Assistant Engineer not arrived, so the rooms weTe not ready
oi
Chalker
New
to
H.
be
James
nca Toatflrrln'P
Jersey
chief engineer in the revenue cutter serVaughan street and West End schools
vice.
Postmasters—Maine, Addison P. Buck, have many new pupils.
Foxoroft; John R. Woodman, Oldtown.
FESTIVAL, CHORUS REHEARSAL.
To be inspector general with rank of
lieutenant-colonel—John Jacob Astor of
There was a very enthusiastic and inNow York; Charles A. Vthittier of New
teresting meeting of the Festival chorus
York; Curtis Guild of Massachusetts.
To be assistant adjutant general with last evening at Kotzschmar hall, when
of captain—Charles R. Miller of both Mr. and Mrs.
rank
Chapman were present.
Ohio;" William Astor Cbanler of New
Erkino
Hewitt of New York; Wal- Mrs. Chapman addressd the chorus in her
York;
ter Bouve of Massachusetts; Fred M. Al- usual charming way, explaining someger of Michigan; James G. Blaine, Jr. ,of thing of the sale of tickets for the forthMaine; W. B. Allison of Iowa.
coming concert by the Maine Symphony
orchestra and the chorus, which is to he
SOUTH PORTLAND CHORUS.
There
given at the Jefferson, June 7th.
On Wednesday evening, May 11th, at are to be three different
prioes for the
7.30 o'clock a grand reunion of all the tickets, for which
certificates will be
singers of the choruses, who for the last given to exchange at the box office June
have
months
three
sung under the baton 1st. Mr. Chapman worked with his usual
the earnestness and energy, and the members
of O. Stewart Taylor, will meet in
vestry of the Congress Squaro Universa- of the chorus responded enthusiastically
The evening will be devoted
Iist church.
to his suggestions
to discussing future musicals also the
to
bo
CREW OF THE CROFTON.
given May 26th under
grand concert
the auspices of the Young Ladies’ Annox.
Halifax, N. S. May 9.—Steamer NewThe ohoruses are composed of Leering iield has arrived here from Sable Island
and orew of the
and Woodfords 100, Westbrook, 115; South with Oapt. Thurber
ship
from Dundee for New
Crofton
Hall,
Portland. 180 and Portland 200 voices.
lost
there April 17.
was
which
York,
Mr. Taylor is also arranging for the
Hall was
The Crofton
twenry-eigbt
members of his choruses to take prom iout when she struck cn the treachernent seats in the Decoration Day services. dayssandbars of Sable island at
ous
2.30 in the
are
take
to
part
All wishing
requested to
A thick fog prevailed and a
on
meot
Wednesday evening.
Bring morning.
was
The
blowing.
gale
strong
big sbip
chorus tickets and books.
leaped along at a ten knot clip and at the
height of the gale she struck the outer
bar, leaped over It and the second bar,
Yellow Jaundice Cured.
and landed on the south side of the bar.
should
ho
supplied A heavy sea was running, but in answer
Suffering humanity
with every means possible for its relief. to signals of distress a life
boat put out
It is with pleasure we publish the follow- from the shore and after much
difficulty
ing: “This is to certify that I was a landed the ship’s crew from their perilous
terrible sufferer from Yellow Jauudiceifor position.
over six months and was treated by some
Captain Thurber had on board his wife
of tho best physicians in our oity and all and three little children but Mrs.
Thurber
to no avail.
our
Dr. Bell,
druggist, pluckily remained on the ship until all
recommended Electrio Bitters, and after the sailors had beon safely landed; then
taking two bottes 1 was entirely cured. she and her little ones were landed withX now take great pleasure in recommend- out. mishap. The Crofton Hall is
believed
ing them to any porson suffering with to be a total loss.
this terrible malady. I
am gratefully
yours, M. A. Hogarty, Lexington, Ky.”
CHIEF JUSTICE CARPENTER
Bold by H. P. ti. Goold, Druggist.
Concord, N. H., May 9.—Chief Justice
Buckien’s Arnica Salve.
Alonzo P. Carpenter of the New HampTHE LEST SALVE In the world for shire Supreme court, was stricken with
at his home on North Main
Cuts, Bruises,
Sores, Ulcers, Balt apoplexythis city, today, and
is now renneum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped street,
os
dangerously ill.
Hands, Chilblains, Corns and ail rfkin garded
Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or
no pay required. It is
FIVE-YEAR-OLD BOY DROWNED.
guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction or money refun lied.
Calais, May 9.—Fred Lilia, aged five
Price 25 cents per box. For sale
by Id. P.
fell into the river here this after»S. Goold, 57? Congress fcit.,
under Con- years,
noon and was drowned.
gress bquar® Hotel.

It1
Castoria is put up in ons-sisa bottles
is not sold in bulk. Don't allow anyone to sell
else on th," plea or promise that it
you
is "lust as good” and "will arawer every puiw
pose.'' JW Sea tint you get C-A-S-T-O-E-I-A.

only.^

At the McLeilau school a new room is
Washington, May 9.—The President has
sent the following nominations to tho to be opened in charge of Miss Geogia
Senate today:
The furniture for this room and
Rines.

Navy—Charles H.

Saits,

lot of

Boys, strictly

For

serious

Manila.

are

§*•';" ft
selling Boys’ strictly

ABOUT HALF A FAIR PRICE.

slightly.

Bv the 4th of May, Commodore Dewey
had taken possession of the.naval station
at Cavite, destroying the fortifications
there and at the entranoe of the hay and
me waters of
pairoung their garrisons.
the bay are under his complete control.
Ho has established hospitals within the
American lines where two hundred and
fifty of the Spanish sick and wounded are
assisted and protected.
The magnitude of
this victory can
hardly be measured by the ordinary
standards of naval warfare.
Outweighing any material advantage is the moral
effect of this initial success.
At this unsurpassed achievement, the
great heart of your nation throbs, not
with boasting or with greed of conquest,
but with deep gratitude that this triumph
has come in a just oause and that by the
has thus
grace of God an effective step
been taken toward the attainment of the
wishes for peace.
To those whose skill, courage and devotion have won the fight, to the gallant
commander and the brave officers
and
men who aided
him, your country owes
lnoalcuable debt.
Feeling as our people feel and speaking
in their name, I at once sent a message
to Commodore Dewey, thanking him and
his officers and men for
their splendid
achievement and overwhelming viotory,
and Informing him that I had appointed
him an acting rear admiral.
I now recommend that following our
national precedents and expressing the
fervent gratitude of patriotiu hearts, the
thanks of Congress be given Acting Rear
Admiral George Dewey of
tho
United
Mates navy, for highly distinguished conduct in oonfliot with the enemy and to
the officers and men under his command
for their gallantry in the destruction of
the enemy’s fleet and the capture of the
of
enemy’s fortifications in the Bay

•-

%

navy,

Wren, consisting of the tlagshlp3 Olympia, Baltimore, Raleigh, Boston, Concord and Petrel, with the revenue
flutter
McCulloch, an auxiliary despatch
boat, entered the harbor at Manila at
day break on the 1st of May, and Immediately engaged the entire Spanish fleet of

damage.

y

BOYS!

$2.35, $2.93,

commanding the
:suadron, then lying in the port of
Sail?
,on8i to proceed forthwith to the
i mapping
islands, there to commence
operations and
engage the assembled
Spanish fleet.

All of our
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Navy to telegraph orders
George Devroy of the
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Washington, May 9.-The President, today sent the following
message to Con-
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SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

RUG AND DRAPER! DEPT,
will show the

same care in

selections
to procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland.
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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS*
—

AND

MAINE STATE

Subscription

PRESS.
Rates.

Daily (In advance) *6 per year; $3 for six
mouths; §1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of S7 a year.
Maine State Teess. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, St.oo per year; so cents for o
months; 25 cents tor 3 months.
Persons wishing to ieave town for Jong or
short periods may have iho addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Tijess $1.50 per square, for one
week; § 1,00 for ono moidh. Three insertions
or less, §1.00 per square,
livery other duy adverdsemeuts, one third less than these rate3.
Half square advertisements $1.00 tor one
week or $2.50 for ono month.
“A square" is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, §2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square eacli week.
§1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with ether paid notices, 15 cents per line each
insertion.
rure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
JI'ants, To Let, For Sale and similar adverts emeuts, 25 cents per week in advance, fot
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and 50 cents per square foi
ea_£ subsequent Insertion.
Adc'rcss all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
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He is Rear Admiral Dewey now—and
he didn't get liis j romotion through a

pull.
It

is pretty

begin
pines.

late for the Spaniards to
vigorous defence of the PhilipThey are lost already.

a

If the skill of the Spaniards at Manila
had been equal to their valor the American fleet would not have escaped without
casualities.
The New York Sun points out that
with the stars and 6tripes floating over
Manila we may boast that the sun never
sets

upon

our

while
and the bugler blows “Silence!
the men, at a fearful tension, the most
whole
the
difficult, nerve-testing period Of
situation, await orders.
What has ocourred during the three
minutes oonsumed In putting this big ento
a
According
Washington despatch to gine of war in shape to hurl death and
the Eoston Journal great pressure Is be- destruction Is marvelous In its immensity
of Capt.
ing brought to bear upon President Mo- and a great tribute to the ability
Cook and hill corps of officers. It Is hardiiinley not to send supplies and troops to ly
possible to recite its details, but here
Admiral Dewey, lest the occupation of are some of its features as notioed by me
the Philippines complicate us in Eastern as an eyo-witness: At tbe note of warning 500 men have, in perfect order, taken
affairs; and also to refrain from taking their
various stations and begun the
Porto Rico and landing an army in Cuba work of
“clearing ship for action." In
and taking Havana. The people who are the 3 1-2 minutes oonsumed they have
exerting this pressure profess to think closed over £00 water-tight doors, thus
impervious.
compartments
that if wo Btop aggressive action now making
They hive coupled all the hose to the
Spain will agree to abandon Cuba and fire-plugs, oovered the small boats with
tho war can be ended without bloodshed. wet canvas to keep them from flying
If hit; put up splinter nets of
They are a very short sighted folks. Fail- splinters
rope about the pilot-house, gun-sponsonf,
ure to follow up our advantage now and and
other exposed plaoes; taken down
to push the confliot would be regarded davits, hand-rails and anchor-davits, and
by Spain as a sign of weakness, and the laid them on deck so as to give tbe guns
a oleur
removed everything movSpanish government and the Spanish peo- able orsweep;
destruotible from aeok; covered
ple would be encouraged ”to more vigor- all hatches with steel covers; lowered all
ous resistance.
The Spaniards can 6top Interfering
ventilating pipes; dropped
this w"r whenever they see fit by aban- overboard email boats, gang-ways, paint
tubs
and other deck furniture; filled all
linn in
PnVui
Him
n1
Pium
4-lvn
division tubs with fresh water; lashed the
withdrawal of Spanish troops from that anohors more securely, and furnished all
island and the relinquishment of Spanish the extra mechanical devloes necessary
for the service of the guns.
sovereignty over it. Until that is accomIn the heart of the vesse1 tbe engineers
should
the
war
be
plished
pushed by the have coupled the four big engines and
turned
United States with all the vigor it is casteam on In the 75 auxiliary enAll of the big boilers have been
pable of. To stop and parley now would
red up and the stokers are pouring in
not shorten the war, it would prolong it.
coul; the dynamos have been pnt In serIt would not save life, it would waste it. vice to work battle ciroults; the turret
The men who are urging the President turning engines tried; the ammunition
hoist engines and steering engines, fire
to stop the military and naval campaign
and ventilating
and
forced
pumps
and try and resume negotiations with draught blowers made
ready. Two-thirds
of
the
In
the
main
mean
but
are
engineer
corps stay
Spain may
well,
they
givand fire rooms and one-third go to
ing tho worst advice possible. The war engine
the auxiliary enlgnes.
must go on until Spain concedes our
Magazines have been opened and prepdemands, and it must be pushed with aration made for ammunition shipment
co eaon oi me w guns by the hoists and
relentless vigilanoe and vigor.
oars prepared for fast delivery.
In the
tops of tho military mast the
There is a current impression that war fighting
men have hoisted up ammunition for the
is very profitable for the newspapers, be- one-ponnders, and are ready with their
cause
there i3 a great increase in their guns. On the bridges the signal men,
and searoh light men have
sales.
As matter of fact the opposite is range finders,
made ready and are at work. In the pithe case.
This statement from “The lot house or conning tower the men are
Fourth Estate” tells the exact truth:
at the wheel, and others at the speaking
It i3 generally believed by the publio tubes and other devioes controlling the
that war is a good thing for the news- ship by signal.
In the siok bay the surgeons have gotTho assumption is that
paper business.
the largely increased circulation of the ten out oases of glittering instruments,
rolls
of lint, splints, bandages and other
papers is extremely remunerative to the
The contrary, however, Is grewsome suggestions of possible disaster
publishers.
the fact.
The expense incurred by any and death to some. In the torpedo rooms
one of the leading journals in gathering gratings have been removed, air pressure
war
news far exceeds the
amount of turned on for the purpose of charging uir
money received from increased circula- flasks; the heavy torpedoes rolled In nnu
tion.
prepared. And lastly, the
There is very little profit in cir- the tubes
that has floated
culation
per se for one-cent daily news- American flag, Old Glory,
the
flag-staff at the stern of the
The papers are sold to the news- from
paper.
the
with
down
oomes
staff, while
10 to 50 cents a hundred, ship,
boys at from
which barely covers the cost of the white two Old Glorya take its plaoe at the truck
paper upon which the journals are print- of eaoh of the military masts, the breeze
ed.
It is mainiy upon the advertising whistling through their folds defiance to
that the publishers must rely for their an enemy.
Three minutes have elapsed. On tha
In these times of wav, however,
profits.
the volume of advertising is contracted forward bridge Commodore Sohley and
to a marked degree.
Many liberal adver- :lnpt. Cook stand watohing the enemy’s
tisers have either stopped advertising alpproach.
“Silence!” blows the bugle, and thoe
together or have cut down their expenditures 50 or GO per cent. General advertis- is death-i ike stillness.
comes another signal, ar
“Load!”
ing remains perhaps, nearly the same. It
is often argued that a largely increased there is a second’s tustle as the obarg s
circulation in times like the present at- are rammed home in the big guns.
Then “Silenoel” again oomes the or
tracts
advertisers and lncrases rates.
This,
however, is not true. It ia un- der, and the guns are ready for use at the
word
“Fire!”
true
in
doubtedly
ordinary times, but
But there is no firing and no enemy.
these are not ordinary times. If the war
should continue until the end of the pres- Commodore Schley has tested his fleet
ent year there will net be many newspa- aDd found it ready. Upon eachjship ex I
pers in tho city that will be able to show actly similar work has been done—a pracas large a
profit on the business as last tical demonstration of the discipline in
the United States navy.
year.
It might be added that the tremenAN IMPORTANT QCERT.
dous increase in
sales has so

flag.

Instead of Dewey’s fleet retiring behind the foreign shipping, to land the
wounded, as the Spanish reported, it retired for breakfast.

Capt,

General Blanco would make an
exceedingly capable editor for a yellow
journal. His capacity for manufacturing
“fake” stories appears to be unlimited.
The Oregon has arrived at Bahia, and
she is 1000 miles nearer home. She has
not reached the real danger point yet,
however, and anxiety in regard to her
will not cease until she joins Sampson’s

squadron.

and Massachusetts, and has a
of 5,000,000.
The population
of the whole group is given by Mr. Williams as 8,003,000 to 10,000,003.

m o

newspaper

increased the
demand for white paper
that the price has risen very rapidly,
while the price of the printed paper has
remained the same.

slight.

The average citizen kniws little about
the magnitude of our modern ships of

CLEARING THE SHIP FOR ACTION.
Forth

bers Can

So

That

I.amilnlj-

Understand It.

Which

Permits

of

Only

One

Honest

Answer.

This unavoidable question has to be
answered honestly by Portland after they
have read the opinions given below by
Mr G. T. Perry, a freight conductor on
who lives at 76 Pine
the B. &. M. R. R
street, which of a dozen articles, all making the same claims, oan I depend upon

endorsed by people well-known
most,
Harold
Frederic, the London corre- war or of the processes by whioh they are in Portland, or eleven endorsed by utter
strangers? Bead this and compare the
spondent of the New York Times, teleoperated. Very illuminating, therefore, evidence with
other statements
about
grains ms paper tnat vne delight in Eng- is
the following bit of description by a
other kidney rtmadles published side by
land over Dewey's victory is scarcely less
of
Leslie’s
correspondent
Weekly, writing side with it in the columns of this
than in this country.
The Commodore’s from
paper.
Old Point Comfort:
Mr. Perry says: “For quite a number
dash is praised
on
“So
every side.
Retiring time on board a man-of-war of
years my back bothered me with pain
well,” says one

distinguished English-

“has he followed the great naval
man,
traditions that he has become one of ourselves.”
It is by no moans clear that the Cane
Verde fleet is in West Indian wafers, not-

withstanding reports that Spanish vessels havo been seen at various points
in these waters during the pa9t week.
These vessels may have been the vessels
were on the Cuban coast when
Sampson began the blockade. There were
supposed to be fifteen or twenty Spanish
war vessels in that neighborhood when
which

Sampson moved his fleet from Key West
to llio Cuban coast, three or four of them
cruisers of considerable size. As soon as
the blockade began these vessels
disappeared, and it is by no means improbable that the Spanish vessels seen off Porta Kioo and San Domingo are some of
these ships. There is certainly no
very
good evidence that any of them belong to
the fleet that left Cape Verde. Where
that fleet is is still an unsolved mystery.
That it is steaming in the direction of
the South American coast to try and intercept the Oregon is perhaps as probable

anything, though it would cause no
great surprise if it should turn up at
Cad iz.

•s

From the report of Mr. Oscar F. Williams, United States Consul at Manila,
it appears that our trade with the islands
is very large. Twenty-two
consulates
representing the leading commercial nations are maintained there, and Mr.
Williams says that the export trade coming under his supervision (that is, destined for the United States) equals that
of his twenty-one colleagues combined.
Of the total exports of hemp during the
past ten years, amounting to 914,055 tons,
41 per cent went to the United States,
and the United States percentage of the
whole is increasing. During the same 55
per cent of the sugar exports, amounting
vitogether to 1,582,900 tons, went to the
United States. Cigars, tobacco,
copra,

hides,

shells,

Philippine group is ten per

cent

greater
than the New England Stutes and New
York, New Jersey, Maryland and Delacombined. 'Ike island of Luzon,
ware
which

Manila

hannncA nf

fha ourlr

Brooklyn. Forward, the hammocks were
swinging, rocked gently by the roil of the
ship. In the ward-room live or six officers sat reading,
chatting and smoking.
On the quarter-deck Lieut. Doyle paced
to and fro in silence, while in their respective cabins Commodore Schley and
Capt. Cook and executive officer Lieut.
Commander Mason sat awaiting a call
that they alone knew would be made.
The ship, sleeping on the bosom of the
ocean, is in port dress and not stripped
for action.
“A steamer’s smoke on the port bow !’
reports the man at lookout on the bridge.
“All right. Can you make her out?”
answers

the officer of the deck.

“A man-ol-war,
out.

sir,”

stands, is larger than

one

ricinn (wmih

and the arduous labor of the day, and at
9 o'clock very nearly all the men, except
the few on watch, have retired. It was
shortly after 9 o’clook on the flagship

answers

the look-

“Messenger,

tell the captain, and Mr.
Doyle watches the boat through glasses
“Call the musicians,” says Mr. Mason,
sharply, to the messenger, and the musicians came. Still the big ship and its
inmates sleep, still the
officers in the
wardroom chat and smoke, while others
have already retired. Still Mr. Mason
and Mr. Doyle keep the glasses up.
“Sound the call of general quarters!”
says Mr. Mason, and the drum rolls a
diapason to the trumpet’s thrill treble.
Then comes a transformation that knows
no equal for Its suddenness ol
action and
shifting of scene.
From the quarters pour forth meD dressing thomsslves as they come, nover
waiting for shoes or stockings. The siren
shrieks forth its weird steam blast, the
big gong clangs, the drum rolls, and before their clamor has ceased its echo everry part of the ship, from the depths of the
hold to the top of the military mast, Is
filled with active, bustling men. From
both forward and aft bridges the bright
search-lights have begun to work, and
the rest of the fleet have, quicker, almost,
than thought, been notified of the approach of an enemy, and their searchlights are aiding in making brighter
than daylight the darkness in which a

indigo and coffee torpedo boat might approach.

constitute the other chief articles of export, and Mr. Williams places the present
outgo from the islands to the United
States at about $1,000,000 a month.
The
extent of land area comprehended in the

on

is fiftrlr

FINANCIAL.

But of the transformation!
Three
minutes and a half of what appears to be
the direst confusion, but which is really
the acme of discipline and order, have
elapsed, and the oommanders of the various divisions report.
Mr. Kush in command of the second
division, including the after eight-inch
turret and the port eight-inch turret, reports, “All ready, second division, sir,”
and following him comes the report of
each division.
The great ironclad is ready to fight,

the loins. I
the kidneys, for the

knew it was due to
secretions were far
too scanty and altogether too frequeent.
The only medicine that ever helped me
was Doan’s Kidney Pills.
I had read
across

several

notices

them, and

one

in the newspapers about
in particular interested

I made

up my mind to try them
and proounng a box at the drug store at
the junction of Middle and Free streets
kept by H. B. Hay & Sons, I started on
the contents of it.
In the oourse of a
couple of days I felt better and encourme.

aged.

I kept right

on

using

them.

I

years as I do at present. I enjoy my rest
at night right through from the start to
the finish. The backache is gone and the
secretions of the kidneys are corrected.
I want to reoommend Doan’s Kidney
Pills to all the boys.
If they use them

they will
Doan’s

disappointed.”
Kidney Pills are for sale by
not

_
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an<1 has something to show for her labor beside
a
*ace an<* a

This company supplies Deer mg, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

Pa^rof^rougbhauas.

L,0rn

N.

K. Fatrbanls

Compa»iy>^^jr^

GUARANTEED
by Portland Water Co.
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H. M. PAYSON &C0.,
BanKers.

From receipt
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der to Jan. 1>
For
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You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below. Regular price for each, SO
cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,

You will want

a

CAMERA
$4.50 to

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free Sf.

PEASE,

JAWES & IIOEMSTROU,
and other High Grade

and

can

recommend them as the best representatives of the several grades.

^SOLIAKTS

$15.

See the new TOURIST HAWKEYE, the latest folding camera
at
$8.00 each
We also have the plates and
films.

OA.rtnY
IIA 9t I) WAN,

-AND

fEriol
Old

Self

taken

in

Pianos.
Exchange,

CATALOGBKS TREK.
Lowest Price..

Liberal Terms

_Host

M. Steiner! & Sons Co.,

tel™Mc«IC
TEL. 818—2.

517

<■

^

^

re**

—

Cost,
Unequalled in Privileges;
Give Protection
Under All Circumstances.

Union mutual
£if* Insurance

<

Company,

<

Portland, Hlaine.
PRESIDENT.

"j1

Arthur L. Bates,

^
<*
^

the same lines.
Because they are

are

reliable.

Solid guarantee.

Remington,

Forest City,
Falmouth,
Portland,

$50

and

\

g,

^TVWvvWWnJ
Lamson & Hubbard

aPr9_TnTii&Sat2m

*35
$30

(RMS

GO.

Hundreds of Children and adults have worm.
but are treated for other diseases. The syniD
toms are
indigestion, with a variable an
petite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard and
full belly with occasional pricings and pains
about the avel; heat and itching sensation in
the rectum and about the anus; eyes heavy and
dull; itching of the nose; short, dry coughgrinding of the teeth; starting during sleepslowfever; and often in children, convulsions!

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

maras__dt{

PIN WORM

Portland Board of Fire Un-

PsassK&ss,
at
o’clock from May 7 to Oct
M.™**

State,

$50

198 MIDDEE STREET.

12

>

Thousands of Maine people posUnion Mutual policies. Millions 1
of dollars loaned and invested in the \
sesa

$40

Portland Jr., (Juvenile)

Portland,

Go.,

^

Vice President.

$75

Jobbers of Bicycles. Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.

B. DAVIS

/

/

BOSTON.

n„“e

UTtLE’

‘<Uy

0-I°ra,p atV?n
^50
R!

^

on

SWAN &

“BARRETT,

WOODBURY

Exchange

Sts.

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtl

J
JS
>
S

Portland Trust Co.
No. 89

slate

at

Chandler’s MusiCongress street.

Store 431

Wednesday,

Feb.

RECITAL,
XI, 1898,

o’clock p.

at 3

m.

OF

THE

M.

PROGRAMME.

(Portland

Savings Bank Building.)
Capital.$100,000
Surplus. 100,000
Liability.... 100,000

Stockholders’

and

Capital

invested

Surplus

wholly in Government Bonds.
Investment

517 Congress St., Portland,
T. C. IHcGouldric, manager.

Overture—Obevon.Wt-bir

Exchange St.,

Securities

Aeolian Orchestielle.
Recollections of Home.S. B. Mills
Aeriol Piano.
Judas Maceabaeus—See the Conquerquering Hero Comes.Handel
Aeoilan Orchestrelle.
invitation to the Dance.Weber
Aeolan Grand.
Valse op. 34-No.
2.Chopin
Aeriol Piano.
Overture—Morning, Noon and Night_Suppe
Aeolian Orchestrelle.
Grand Palko de Concert.Wallare
Aeriol Piano.
La fille de Madame
Angot.Leeocque
Aeolian Grand.'
Symphony No. l—op 21—adagio—

vivace.Beethoven

a

Specialty.

Aeolian Orchestrelle.
Rondo

Capricctosa.Mendels shon
Aeriol Piano.

SAFE

DEPOSIT"'AULTS.

Hallelujah Chorus from the Messiah.... Handel
Aeolian Grand.
d2t

mayio_
AUCTION SALES.

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
BY F, O. BAILEY A CO.. Auctioneers.
Trust Company now offers its patrons modern »ry kiln at Auction.
and the public unequaled facilities for
MONDAY, May 16th, at 2 o’clock p. m. we
ON shall
sell on the premises. No. 61 York
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers street,
a modern dry kiln, originally cost $35.and silver ware.

good repair, and
tenements at small

ooo.

remodeled lor

be

can

With the kiln is
expense.
best in 5,000 feet of one-inch
iron piping with stop
Maine, and the location is the most cen- cocks, etc. Favorable terms can be had for a
lease of land on which the building sets.
tral and convenient in Portland.
For furtner particulars inquire of the aucThe utmost privacy is afforded by sep- tioneers or of Rufus Deering & Company, Commereial St.myiodtd
arate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consoli- F, O.
BAILEY & CO.
dated company is such that all financial
business can be transacted under the Anetioneers and Commission Hereknh
The

same

security offered

is

the

roof.

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

at!

iimroi

THE

r. O. BAILEY
tnarh*

—-

Gasco National Bank
OK

MAINE.

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

AND

SURPLUS

C. W.

TOWN OF SOUTH
Proposals
1

hROPnS

for

A T.Q will

ALLE
it

v

PORTLANOT

Furnishing Pipe.
woACtsrarl

Ice

fiirnichincr

pipe for surface water and drain work in
the town of South Portland, until Tnursday
noon. May 12,1898, said pipe to be the Portland
Stoneware Co.’s first, quality salt glazed, delivered fn any part of the town.
Address proposals to J. F. CHAPLIN, Road Commissioner,
Cash'3 Corner. Maine.
maytdtd

ONE MILLION Wholesale
DOLLARS.

and

Retail

Interest Paid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.
Draft® drawn on National Provincial
Bank
of England, London, in large or
small amount®, for sale at current rates.
Current Account® received ou favorable
terms.
Correspondence ••licitod from IndividBanks and
others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well a® from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any
description through
this
Bank.

Cashier.

of the generative organs
of cither sex,
such as Nervous
eases

|
_rmfi-nfn^v
ricfork and

,■■■■

afteu L’Sisii

Prostration.
Failing or Lost

Manhood, lmpotency.Night-ly Emissions, Youth-

Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
Insanity. With every $5 order we give a written guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Sold at $1.00 per box, « boxes for &.Y.OO. DR.
MOTT’S CHEMICAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.
ful Errors,

Order

FREE MIAN

STEINEKT & SONS CO.,

Spring Style, 1898.

Piano Tuner,

Grand chorus of ladies and gentlemen. InSailors, Marines, Continental Soldiers.
fantry,
Standard Bearers of tne Nations, Scottish Bagpipes, Tyrolean Singers, Cuban Soldiers and
Eminent So.oists. Over 200 people in ail.
PKICES—Evening, 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50. Matnee. 50c, 75c, $1.00.
“Sousa’s” souvenirs at
matinee.
Seats on sale Monday, May 16 at M. Steinert & Sons Co., 517 Congress street.
Special excursion rates on all railroads.

WAREROOMS

The great remedy for nervous
prostration and
all nervous dis-

H. E. MILLS

the Services of SOUSA'S BAND.
eo MUSICIANS 60

OR. MOTT’S NERVERINE PILLS,

^
L

Eve., May IP.

J0H2J PHILIP SOUSA

Enlisting

LETTERS DF CREDIT,

A-

w

and

“STABS AND STRIPES FOREVER.”

MOULTON, “THE TROOPING
OF THE COLORS’’

&

feb9

HALL, Portland.

Presents the superb military, musical and pa
triotle internatioual spectacle

Hestorsd Manhood.
For durability. Stylo and Comfort the I.amsor
6 Hubbard llat lias no equal.
For sa e bj
febl7 deod 3mo
leading dealers.

g.fe'.gc-goc-aoc.
Thursday Afternoon

180 Middle St., Portland, Me.
jy2,dtt

febTdtt

^

WEDDING.

application.

^

^
£

O'HOOLIGAN’S

4s. CITY

Biddeford,

STEP;iE1 R. SMALL. PrrodsU
MARSHALL H GQ0IK3,

^

[/B^
|«W
M§

purely vegetable, harmless and effectual,
Where no worm: are present it acts as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane of the stomach and bowels. A positive
*ud Biliousness, and a valthe common complaints of
children Price
Ask your druggist for it.
1
K * co ♦ Auburn, Me.
treatment for Tape
Worms. Write for free pamphlet
is

Last Performance of Season.

4s.

Saco,

TURESECBY. Ttfanacer.

4s.

4s.

PORTLAND.

>
>

I

County,

N. H.,

—

>
^
>

I'KICE', 10c, 20c\ 3»c

TO-NIGHT

>

Fred E. Richards,

^

selling

in

5
<'

St

j^>

F.

Reasonable

<

maysdtf

Pollard

Sides

from any attack of poverty is the ^
wife and family when the husband’s life is insured with the ^
< UNION MUTUAL. They are >
act of the
^ independent by the freeintervention
the
bread-winner
^ of foreign assistance is unnecessary.
Acknowledged the world over as
u the only investment that is not
^
'n only safe and profitable, but a ^
of proper living.
requisite
<

Manager.sire»t. <“
Conor

api-9dTu,Thur&Sat tf

_

Upon
All

>
>
>
>
>
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THE

Playing

Instruments

AND

l

EVENING

4s.

HAS REMOVED TO

2

Waste your money and efforts on a "poor
thing." To become an artist you must have a
fhstrclass instrument.

We have them at prices from

It.,
Portland Water Co.,

TOWX TOPICS,
80S Fifth Avenue, Xew York.

S

NTtm

Maine Central 11.

to

LIST.
S-THH SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLelian.
1—THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
8-SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clinghani.
SKIRTS OF CHANCE., By Captain Alfred
9 THE
Thompson.
10—ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne.
ir-AN ECLIPSE UF VIRTUE. By Champion Bissell.
as—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
13—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. VynttO,
*4—A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendrec.
rS—WHYI SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
16- A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL.
By L. H. Bickford,
17- A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
18THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
2HX
°F
*9 THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Bissell.
20
THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita Vivanfi
Chartres.
EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne,
IfSR STRANGE
ALTAR OF FASSION. By John Gilliat.
A martyr TO LOVE.
8y Joanne E. Wood.

and

car.

own

c. C.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

At
<
Every
<•
Corner
<;
<
*
^
<

and“L Yankee

bonds!

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a s56pago
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $3 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

| rvAAAAAAAAAA^

STEIN W AY,
CARLEK,

~

Cor. Middle &

ub

IDOIKPT

RAMBLER BICYCLE

in

for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture aud refinement than any

by numbers,

1

Saturday Mat.,

KESEBVEU SEATS 80c.

imRMW

n

HISIORY

10c,

BANKERS,

\ Protected

WHY!

may3eod2w

nr

THE JOURNAL
OF SOCIETY

W

HARPER & BROTHERS
Franklin Sq., N. Y. City

Highest quality.

Portland,

vntirafilf

tf

•2.00

derwriters.
46 Exchange St.,

to indnl

can

My Kentucky Home
Nights in lloma

Two

,

FINANCIAL.

Prices

X
W

Receipt of Order 10 Jan. 1,1899

We have sold wheels for years and

F. Q. BAILEY & CO.

dtf

family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
\ ou can get both of these
publications with
almost a library of
novels for $5 per year.

I

from now until peace is assured. A brilliant
staff of artists and correspondents
jvill represent the WEEKLY at the front.
Rufus F. Zogbaum, Frederic Remington,
Carlton T. Chapman, W. A. Rogers, T. de Thulstrup, and others will accurately portray the engagements in which our Army and Navy may
participate, as well as happenings at Washington.
Among the WEEKLY’S special correspondents will be Caspar Whitney, John R.
Spears, John Fox, Jr.,0. K. Davis, and Harold
Martin, following our Squadrons and Armies.
In order to bring this matter home to every
good American, the publishers will send, prepaid, HARPER’S WEEKLY from

After yon have bought your

T.

Portland, Me.

St..

GOOD TIMES HAVE COME.
afford

ion

OF THIS WAR

I

Exchange

feb28

dollars.

is beginning another era in its existence.
The Congress of the United States has declared
that Spain must at once relinquish its auHARPER’S WEEKLY,
thority in Cuba.
whose pictorial history of the last war marked
an epoch in American illustrated journalism,
will, with enormously increased facilities, be
each week an accurate, concise, and authentic

{PICTORIAL

32

jp

HARPER’S WEEKLY

still

25 1897 high grade wheels
Irons bankrupt sale at $25 each.
The best bargain
we
have
ever offered.
Bicycle sundries and repairs.

{^a^Munre

Merrimack

-FOB SALE BY-

High Grade Bicycles Reliable: Wheels! Wood,

$40 and upwards.

GalIei

teinfew* Scenery. Properties, Costumes
Electidcaleft'ects'ever in tlie, c_lJv» TS3.1
ma8ni5c«‘>t his
a11 transported
special

—

STAN DISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

f

The finest line of strictly high
r ade wheels in the city.

,he

flip

all

STEARNS.

]FLiiJJPER.TOinE.
Flirtation Thursday Kve,
sll«* Frida>’ MatDrifted A™an Frid« Eve-

on’

MA1JNEE 1 KICKS

ulf

*

actress MI s ettA KEKnanda company of recoK°
nized players presenting comedies and dramas.

Wednesday Eve,'
Thursday Mat,
OF THE

FVERYAFTKBNOON

Supported by the handsome

Wednesday Mat

dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN'S and take
no substitute.

VICTOR,

THEATRE. 1 Ff*i*os- h<»fgf-»
TUa VavorUeSomM Uu"'
AT^
I—* /\
CI2C^3rA£»Ii[S

EVENINGAT 8.

Thu

—

amusements.

JEFFERSON

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT TAnioh^e

be

TRIBUNE,”

I

amusements.

1750,000

gines.

The Process Set

MISCTEt.t.AJfEOIr8*

n

The world is still wondering how so
fierce a battle as that at Manila, with no
great disparity between the contending
forces, could be fought and all the losses
be on ore side. None of our ships was
heavily armored, and the protection to
the gunners on most of them was very

woods,

WSOlSmj^O^___ j

New York

population

—

For sale J. E. Goold & Co,

STERLING $75. STORMER $50,
ROCHESTER $50. YALE $50.
CRAWFORD $50 & 35. PENNANT $00.
ELMIRA $30. JUVENILES $20 to $30
WE CARRY ALL PARTS
Our
of our leading wheels in stock.
line of Sundries and repair Goods is

.1Kos1t,on' it,Jrou

tlie largest East of
,,
need new Tires,Saddle, Handle liar,
Pedals, Boll or Cyclometer give us
a call.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT.
We have a large Repair Department with experienced machinists. If
a tire,
break a rim,
you puncture
or

meet with any accident to your

wheel,

we can

remedy the trouble.

THE JAMES BAILEY GO.
264 Middle St., near Monument 8q.
AGENTS. Walter V. Knight, Westbrook,
J. H. Edwards, So. Portland,
Hancock Clark Co., Gray

apr22.M,W,F,

sat

-q

MUSIC AND DRAMAr

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

TERRIBLE EXPLOSION.
Quite

THE JEFFERSON.
The

Corse-Pay ton

popular price

com-

The Oriental Powder Co.’s Wheel
Mill Blows lo Atoms.

feature about the plays
They ure,
the company produce.
dramas that
many of them well-known
have made
a
reputation in the large
ilramatio centres. Such are: The Gaily
Is Marriage a Failure?

important

that

Slave,

WALTER MAXFIELD

Candle,

Two Nights in Rome, A Daughter of the
Regiment and The Plunger, while the
iaroe of Lend Me hive Shillings, is standard drama. The other plays are attrac-

AM)

FRASK

GUPTILL LOSE THEIR LIVES.

and The Parisian Princess, with
which the season opened last night, evidently pleased the audience greatly, for

tive,

Force

of

Explosion

In

Felt

Portland

—

Timbers Flung in Every Direction—
Value of Property Destroyed Not Large

they applauded vigorously all tho prinThere is
crape on the doors of two
cipal situations and the moral sentiments
homes
in the little village of Gambo, as
expressed by the actors.
The Corse Payton company has never a result of an explosion wnich took place
Oriental powder mills, yesterday
been seen before in this part of New Eng- at the
Walter B. Maxfleld,
a foreland. The
organization is large
and afternoon.
the people are all oi fine ap- man, and Frank Guptlll, who had charge
strong and
of all repairs at the mills, are the victims
course
pearance. One doesn’t expect of
full-fledged Joseph Haworths and Mnry of tho disaster.
The explosion occurred at 2.20 o’clock,
Hamptons in a popular price company,
located at the
but there is some very good talent in the in the No. 3 wheel mill,
Corse Payton company that may he heard extreme southerly extremity of the comThere are four
wheel
from at a future day as bright particular pany's premises.
stirs.
Mr. Corse Payton himself in the mills connected with the plant. In them

tut?

IUUrut.r

Ui

JltiJ.

JUwnci,

sion

beautiful specimens of
art. It isn’t often
so well mounted in any
costuming is all in good

painter’s

taken

were at work on the bed plane, in
which was a charge of 200 pounds of powier. It is supposed that they were setting
plow, and in doing so accidentally
struck the wheel and caused a spark to

was re-

Wedding”

was

greeted

W. B.
Portland

“O’Hooligan’s

presented.

There is little plot in the play, enough,
however, to afford a back ground for
specialties which kept the Audience in

juickly under subjection.

humor from start to finish.
First came Conroy and Edwards in
their amusing talking turns, and afterwards, West and Fowler in their German

good

;

Willis

villagers,

The

frantic with fear for the

company’s standing

she

enter

jnybody

rule not to allow
the enclosure without a

permit.
George Mnxiield, proprietor of the Portland and South Windham express, and a
lhe foreman of the ill-fated
brother of
mill, left his home at South Windham
village when he heard the explosion. He

tition of the play the season at the Portland theatre will oloee.
THE COMING SOUSA

FESTIVAL.J

all the way,across fields and pastures,
One of the gate hands
to the mill yard.
attempted to stop him, but without
avail. The runner kept on till he reaohed

The announcements already made of the
coming great Sousa Festival, “The Trooping of the Colors” to be presented at City
Hall, Portland, the afternoon and evening of Thursday, May 19th, have already the disabled mill, and when he learned
was In there, the workaroused considerable interest among the that his brother
popular musician’s many friends through men had all they could do to restrain
from rushing into
the burning
(he East, aDd as this is to be his only ap- him
ran

building.

When the flames had been extinguished
he
search for the bodies began. Max-

regular Sousa Band, which we are accussomed to hear, has been auginonted for
this tour to sixty musicians, and
there

field’s
wheels.

GuptiU’s body

Will be considerable local interest attached
10 the performance, as a large chorus of

through

roof,

lingers from Portland and vicinity is
Jeing organized(in fact, is now in rehearlal) for the choral work in the spectacle,

The maimed bodies were bornegby symjathetic hands to the company’s office and
) laced in a rear room to await the underaker’s arriyal.
When Treasurer John B. Coleman ar-

latflrl

I

;
:•

1

work when suddenly a deafening
and the shock from it was
:o severe
that it threw me backward sevI shut off :he machinery as
eral
feet.
sv

It is a

delicious,

1

■

\

came,

the

as

1

could

and rushed for the

in the neighboring
The concussion
shaken.

yillage and
were

the front windows of the Windiam school house, more than a mile from
the mills.
This
;urred

■

digestionandstrengthensthenerves.

stimulant but a health
builder, and children, as well as
adults, can drink it with great
benefit. Costs about \ as much as
coffee. 15 anu 25c.
a

\

•

.1

[

■

)

[

]

Grain-O!

Insist that your grocer giveB you GRAIN-O
Accept no imitation.

>
<

>

their

was

first

Charles F.

Simonds, Federal street,
appeared to complain against James E.
Lowery, a 15 year old boy, for assault.
Simonds claimed that the lad had struck
him onder the right eye and the fellow
admitted giving the blow, but said that
he had done it in self defense, as Simonds

uuu

^JcUU

UJ

Employes

seven
men

the first disaster that has ooat Gambo 'mills since 1890, when
buildings were wrecked and four
is

hurt, but

none

of them

fatally.

at

tlie

Shop

Get

Friday

SHORTENED.

Maine

Central

Notice ol

a

SvftuptfEcs.

Repair

Cut.

employes

afternoon the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

of

usual

—

LADIES'

of work to be done in
equipping freight
cars with air
brakes and automatic

job whioh must be done on all
service before January i.
It is estimated that nearly one-half of the
Maine Central freight cars are
yet to be
equipped according to law. Besides this,
a short time ago the
company began the
work of repainting all of the
freight cars,
a

freight

and if this work is to be continued each
car must be in the shops a
day or two extra for that work to be done.
ELIZABETH

WADSWORTH CHAP-

TER, D. A. R.
P'H'TQ hftt lr

Wndanntl,
--

—

C1L

n

WMUJJUOi, x/uugu

of American
Revolution, met yesterday afternoon in the parlor of the Conters

Square hotel, and was presided
over by the Regent, Mrs. J.
B. Shepherd.
The annual May reception at Westbrook
An interesting report of the
Lexington
gress

Syrup of Piga js taken;

and

Fairbanks and
Marie
Lucy Leighton and Messrs. Dana Bailey,
Arthur Mitohell and Richard Coolldge.
At the new high sohool building Deer-

the sum of 1105.12.
Miss A. L.

cotta
handsome terra
bearing the date 1897 has been
plaoed in position over the third story
window direotly above the main entrance.

before the chapter, that the one written
and read by her before the
meeting April
U, entitled “History of Martha Wash-

Misses

ing Center,

the

medallion

The

Sunday school circle of Oakdale,

will close their labors for the year with a
baked bean supper and entertainment at
Oakdale hall, Pitt street, next Thursday

ington,’’ was published in last Sunday’s
Telegram.
The Chapter has a member. Mrs. Fullerton of Massachusetts, a
daughter of a
her

evening.

being made for a return game for Saturday at Gorham.

Mr. E. Vinton Earle

has

prize. Ice cream and cake with fruit
punch was served during the evening.
There Is to be a special meeting of Hose
3, Morrill’s corner, this evening at 7.30.
The meeting is held principally for the
of bills.

tv

Eighty-five

men

will

out at Harpswell this year was also discussed and although the instructor of the Cadets, Capt.
I. H. Baker, is now in the United States
that the
volunteer army, it is probable
boys will enjoy camp life this summer
The matter

just the same,
can

of

as

camping

undoubtedly

be found to go

with

Eome

them

in

one

his

stead.
of the P. H. S.
meet
The indoor
Athletic
Association will occur at AsThe
sembly hall next Friday evening.
boys practiced for the event this afternoon

at the Armory.

CITY HALL

OPEN

FOR

MENTS.

wounded soldiers. This movebeen endorsed by the surgeon
general of both the army and navy. This
was also accompanied by a
request for a
small donation to help defray
expenses
not to exceed $5. It was a^unanimous
vote to forward the required $5 to
help
the enterprise in question; also a notioe

OPENING

of

introducing our patrons to the 98 styles of the cleanest,
devised for feminine wear, the ever popular Shirt Waist.
They are beautlesj all of them. There isn’t a single unavtraotivo one in the whole lot and if
you think we are prejudicial just come in and look for yeurself.
Each and every one made with full blouse front, detachable laundered
collar, attached laundered cuffs, pointed yoke and gathered back.
attention
has
been
to
the
three cardinal principles upon which the success of
Unremitting
paid
our ladies’ department depends.
Assortments unquestionably the very largest.
ever

Prices Emphatically the very
Qualities Absolutely Dependable.
Special Sale this Week Ladies’ Crash Skirts,
89c.
Ladles’ Black and White Pin Check Skirts,
\
89c.

lowest-

OUIt MOTTO:—Exclusive Patterns, Lowest Prices.

FOSTER7

AVERY

&

CO.,

Men’s Outfitters, Ladies’ Shirt Waists. Skirts. Coliars and Footwear.

u-

vuv

uuj

IDES

Do not accept any

:

BROTHERS

:

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
NEW VORK. N.V.
LOUISVILLE. XV.

3 THE

YANKEE

READY.

Captain

W. H. Brownson and is manned
All
told her crew consists of S68 officers and
men.
Captain Brownson announced that
he would sail shortly after noon.
It is
thought that the vessel will join the

by the New York Naval Reserves.,

EXTREMELY [LOW PRICES MADE STILL
LOWER BY OUR CASH DISCOUNT
OF 10 PER CENT.

Nortii<lUl&nti^)oastj>atro^fleet^_i>__^_
MARRIAGES,

In Low Priced
;:

%

Black Novelties
Wc show a full assortment of choice patterns at 17
cents,
48 cents, 50 cents, 55 cents, 75 cents and $1.00 per
yard,
and give you lO^per cent discount for cash.
i

DEATHS.

In Finest Black

In this city, May 8, John Davis.aged 47 years.
Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
from Ills late residence. No. 137 Oxford street.
In Lewiston, April 30, Ward W. Sbedd,aged

%

Dress Novelties

58 years.

In Ediugton. April 30, Augusta H. Scott, aged

77 years 4 months.

Flag Stick Pins, many styles.

We show a most extensive line of the Latest Weaves and

__

“In Bangor, iMay l, George W. Prescott, aged
Flag Stick Pins, many styles.
article of interest
on prison 65 yearge.
Harnor, April SO, Eliza E. Treat, aged
ships will bo published in June number' ^Jp.Bar
74 years.
of the American Monthly
East Sumner, April 29, Mrs, Martha, wife
Magazine, and of InWm.
Coffee and Tea Demonstration*
H. Downes, aged 06 years.
that a new D. A. R.
is
in
In Center MontviUe, April 28. Miss Belle F.
dictionary
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elijah
Gay,
course of preparation.
only
daughter
Gay.
A communication
Coffee and Tea Demonstration.
28 years l month.
from a ohapter in Philadelphia, wished aged
In Augusta, April 20, Hiram McCauslahd,
84 years.
all local chapters to request the
proprie- aged
In Bar Harbor. April SO, Ellz t E. Treat, aged
tors of theatres and other places of smuseof
A
Coffee Free
74 years.

Patterns, make prices that are lower than any competitor’s
and then give you 10 per cent discount for cash.

pound

_

Splendid

In Black Dress Goods

Summer

GOODWIN’S PRICES MAKE IT EXPENSIVE TO BUY ELSEWHERE.

I

DCTTCD
DCs i cit

jj>

»»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

EVERY DAY.

iii

We are making this a better
you—better for business—better
are arriving
daily. Everything

to

store every

day—better

for ourselves.
is new here.

New

for

goods

W

no

m

low for like

qualities.

fo

Chamois

Coffees

are

Sm

7 MONUMENT SQUARE.

»

meat

to

have j the Star

Spangled

Banner

frequently played

and that audience3
arise on such occasion.
This has already
been done in Philadelphia. It was voted
to grant this request and ajcommittee
for this purpose consisting of Mrs. Kendall, Mrs. F. Robinson
and Mrs. LeGrow.

appointed

communication was read relative
to protesting against using the flag for
advertising purposes. This was heartily

A paper will be prepared and read
by Mrs. Franklin Robinson. Meeting
adjourned until second Monday in June.

by

Several

the

a

pair.

____J

Graduating Suit Demonstration.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

j(i}?

4
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WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR THE BEST
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COFFEES In Portland,

t

I will guarantee our 25c Java and Mocha Coffee to equal any 82o Coffee
our 50c Tea
in the city. We are having a big Bale of our 25 and 35c Tea;
that tries it.
Remember our Arabian Lonee lias no
suits

4

TEAS and
everybody
competitor.

| WHITNEY, THE

committees

BINES

:

BROTHERS

MMIlMllMs!
THEY WILL PLEASE YOU.

t
T

4

GROCER,

291 CONGRESS ST.

i

were ap-

DECEIT.

ing.
At the next meeting

a programme ap“Flag Day” will be carried 4

out.

CUMBERLAND

CLUB.

The annual meeting was held Saturday
were elected:
evening and these officers

President—Horace Anderson.
Treasurer—Philip G. Brown.
Secretary-Winthrop Jordan.
Executive Committee—Elias Thomas,
Ira Crocker and James II. Dyer.
The club, in honor of the great victory
at Manila, and the fact that two of their
members were in command of two of the
cruisers in that battle, Captains Dyer and
Wildes, gave a club supper and celebrated
the event

Price only 75 cents

Linings

44

pointed for various kinds of work, the
results to be reported at the next meet-

THE

pair.

chapter.

special

propriate to

a

#
mylO<J4t>

^ ^

^

10 Per Cent Discount on all
Black
for
Dress
Goods.

Price only 75 cents

Graduating Suit Demonstration.

Will H. Goodwin & Go., I

I

Gloves, natural and

We give 10 per cent discount for cash on all Black Broadcloths,
Fancy Cords, Clay Diagonals, Cheviots, etc., that are especially desirable for capes, outing suits, etc.

white.

$

I

was

W

W

Buying

Cbamols Gloves," natural and
white.

W

Black
We show the best values we have lately shown, at 59
cents, 63 cents, 75 cents and $1.00 per yard and give you
10 per cent discount for cash.

Fine Kid Gloves at 75c.

JK

In

Storm Serges

Fine Kid Gloves at 75c.

I

here

are so

kind.

8?

you have the knowledge that you are selecting of the latest
and best.
Our guarantee also goes with each purchase that

prices

To every pound-of-Tea buyer.
The Tea to he either the 50c, 60c or 75c

\y

•««»♦»*>

|

A

To every pound-of>Tea buyer.

I

BETTER AND

1

3j

Weights

We show the best of Tamise, Cliallies, Lansdownes,
Henriettas and Grenadines, all guaranteed to be at lowest
prices, and give you 10 per cent discount for cash.

A pound of Splendid Coffee Free

there will be no more polo games in the
hall, tho ha'l being reserved for meetings
entertainfairs, dances and theatrical
ments.
This decision of the committee
will make four regular places of amuse-

mills have
been running on full
with
full crews, the wheel mills being
TO
SECRETARY OF
in operation day and night to keep the REFERRED
WAR.
rtber departments
supplied.
During
the last way the Gambo mills manufacHon. John W. Peering, collictor of this
tured
more powder for the government
port, has received a communication from
than any other
in
the
plant
country,
but
lor several years their product hits the secretary of the treasury saying that
been confined
his request for an inside patrol to warn
to sporting and blasting
grades.
approaching vessels that the channels to
Both Mnxfield
and Guptili lived at
harbor have been
jumbo village.
torpedoed, has
The former leaves a Portland
wife and Guptili a wife and two small been duly received and referred to the
ffiildren.
Secretary of War for his action.

pleasure

that an

endorsed

Theater,

shall have the

CALIFORNIA FIB SYRUP CO.

has

have
The publio buildings committee
voted to rent City Hall and its adjoining
rooms for any respectable amusement in
the future. It has lately been the custom
to refuse to rent the hall for theatiical
has
entertainments but the restriction
been removed. When the new floor is laid

Portland
The ment, the Jefferson,
Hall and Gaiety.
time City

we

soldier, who will celebrate

A

ENGAGE

•

sick and
ment

Cl'

land High School Cadets yesterday forematter of participating in
noon, the
Sousa’s spectacle at City Hall next week
It will be decided at the
was disoussed.
drill next Friday whether to accept the
invitation or not.
be required.

Today

coolest and prettiest little institution

In Rockport. May 2, Joseph Hutchinson and
birthday anniversary Judo 1. It
Abbie V. Mendall of Vinalhaven.
voted to send a letter of greeting up.
In Waterville, Aorll 28. Edward H. Brackatt
on that occasion.
or East Llvermoje and Miss Nellie M. Stevens
of Oakland.
A communication from the National
In Prospect Harbor, Ernest Rice of Winter
Society in Washington gave information Harbor and Miss Pannie H. Sargent of Gouldsboro.
that a hospital oorps is to be
organized
In Blddeford, May 2, Gustave Dansereau and
by the Daughter of American Revolu- Miss Nellie Judge.
In West Paris, April 30, Robert E. Shaw and
tion.
Volunteers are called for from the Miss
Lora N. Curtis, both of Paris.
Iu South Paris, ADrll 30, Fred N. Wrig it and
Chapter to hold themselves in readiness
E. Masou.
Miss
Flora
in oase of need to assist in caring for the

__nf 4tvn T3a*.4-

J.

iui

WAIST

*

other stores are sold at

Bowels,

uiuiUUUy

—

The season’s choicest, most wanted, and rarest styles and fabrics.
The sorts that at most
top figures at present, here for our opening at deeply cut syndicate prices as

pleasant

promptly on the Kidneys,

wishes to try it.
substitute.

CO.,

102d

A

PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOL.
A

refreshing

it is

to the taste, and acts

moved from

Miss Gertrude Goodridge was
avenue.
awarded the first ladles’ prize and Mr.
Ernest Cole of Portland the first gents’

AVERY &

SHIRT

was

his house on Smith street, Deering Center
to one of his houses at Fessenden park. A
Mr. Plummer from Portland has taken
the rent which Mr. Earle vacates.
Misses Helen and Annie Stevens entertained a pleasant whist party on Thursday evening at their home on Hartley

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LADIES, ATTENTION '■

Tie Big Store of Wonderful Values.

New York, May 0.—After weeks of Graduating Suit Demonstration.
McDonald, historian, gave preparation the converted auxiliary
notice for the benefit of those
who are cruiser Yankee, was pronounced ready for Graduating Suit Demonstration.
preserving the historical papers read sea this morning. She is]commanded By

Revolutionary

NEW

Today, May lO.

cleanses the syseffectually,
dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to tho taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and
truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro-

seminary will be held at the parlors of celebration was given by the chairman
Heresy hall, Friday evening the 30th, of the executive committee, Mrs. F. A.
The follow- Kendall, who stated
from eight to ten o’clock.
that, after the paying committee are in charge of arrange- ment of all bills, the Chapter will realize
ments:

•

wwa? BOTOYS

rJotn too method and results when

gently yet
repair work,
Liver and
has been unusually
large during the
spring, there stiff remains a vast amount tem

in

|

•»»«««*

FOSTER,

shortened
custom the time was
the winter months and the full

ten hour schedule
ODly a
was restored
few wcets ago.
At that time, and ever
since, there has
been a largo amount of work at the shops
and the men are at a loss to
know the
reason for the
reduotion of time. Besides
the general amount of
whioh

cars

ADVERTISEMENTS.

the

during

couplers,

NEW

IMPORTANT NEWS !

Maine Central repair shops in Waterville
were surprised by having notices posted
the shop that
in the different parts of
after May 10 the time would be out to
This reduction of
eight hours a day.
time at this season of the year is a great
snrpri-e and causes not a little dissatisfaction among the men. According to the

uuo

my

irash

ullages

appetizing, nourishing food drink ]
to take the place of coffee. Sold
|
by all grocers and liked by all who
when
have used it because
properly ]
prepared it tastes liko the finest

Try

flight.

iroke

coffee but is free from all of its in[ jurious properties. Grain-0 aids

[

had been blown
and the limbs torn

vould bo more sorely felt by the compashows in what high esteem the
ly,
rictims of the explosion were held.
“I never heard a louder explosion In
ny life,” was the way the foreman of the
“I was standing
iress mill expressed it.

n

Drink

It is not

«

wheel mill.”
The clock in the company’s office was
stopped by the explosion. All the houses

Give Your
Children the

■

■

rmn nf

on

juickly

called Grain-O.

muti-

the train which left Poitland
it
3.30, he was met by sad-faced workmen who briefly related the story of the
Mr. Coleman’s statement to a
lisaster.
“there were not
PRESS reporter, that
vro men
in the whole force whose loss

Recital will ocof M, Sfeinert

No. 517 Congress street, on
Wednesday afternoon at three o’clock,
when the famous Aeolian Orchstra will
This unique instr ument
he introduced.
has attracted the interest, and is endorsed
by the leading musicians of the
world.
For further particulars see ttaoir
advertisement on the 4th page.

horribly

found nlofift aoainst.

was

•ived

AEOLIAN RECITAL.

Co.,

body, headless and

the
!rom It In its

While several home organizations’will appear as the soldiers, sailors, marines, etc.,
if the various nations represented, and,
as an additional
feature, it is announced
that a Sousa Souvenir will bo presented
it the matinee to
every lady. The patriot® spectacle has been the greatest success
If the season, and will here, as
elsewhere,
iftoite unbounded enthusiasm.

& Sons

opportunity in consider-

ation of the fact that this
offense.

approval

this section, it will undoubtedly attract
auditors from ail over the
State. The

The next Free Aeolian
cur at the warerooms

an

The Twilights, a young amateur ball
safety of their fathers, husbands and
jrothers, rushed to the mill gates and be- team defeated the Riversides in a hotly
sieged the guards to allow them to enter, contested game on Saturday on the Reed
out the gate tenders striotly enforced street grounds, by a score of 16 to 7.

Love and Pat Conroy’s dancing was good and an appreciative crowd called them before the cur
tain. Grace.Tyson and the Arnold sisters
In their specialties, are deserving of favorable mention aDd with tonight’s repe-

specialties.

they he given

Roof
timbers
were scattered in community.
Conductor J. A. Blackhall,
but the frame of the
formerly
every
direction,
on the East Deering line of the electrics,
mill was still
standing and was envelwho resigned his position recently has acoped in flames.
Being well organized for just suoh an cepted a similar position on the Cape
miergency, the
employes manned the Elizabeth railway and assumed'the duties
rand engines and in a twinkling had a of his position yesterday.
The ball game on Saturday between the
stream playing on the burning building.
the
1’hey succeeded in extinguishing the lira Dering High school ball team and
n
season to
prevent it spreading to ad- team from the Gorham High sohool remitting property. The gate-house caught sulted in a victory for the Gorham team
Ire
but the flames there were by a score of 16 to 14. Arrangements are
once,

PORTLAND THEATRE.

theatre last evening when

one-ninth costs on each of the tramps but
suspended the sentences on recommendation of Marshal Sylvester who urged that

tion.

The theatre was decorated with
the national colors.
J At the matinee today “Flirtation will
be the bill, and “Galley Slave” tonight.

tho

Davis, James Sullivan, Thomas Mulhearn
and James Adams.
They pleaded guilty.
Some of them said that they had not been
warned away, hut that if now allowed
the chance they would leave the city.
Tiie court imposed sentences of $5 and

The Ladies’ oircle of Morrill’s corner
held a charity whist on Saturday evening
The attendance was
at Red Men’s hall.
fall.
The money was for the benefit
The explosion was so terrific that the small.
villagers thought the whole plant had of the Red Men’s tribe in payment for
blown up.
The machineryiin all the oth- the nse of the hall upon the occasion of a
held recently by the ladies for the
er departments was
promptly stopped and party
workmen rushed to the scene of destruc- benefit of one of the sick residents of the

called.

at

outjwhen

they

the terrible explosion occurs and tne forward part of the
battleships sinks beneath the waves. The applause was some-

audience

one-story wooden

of the bodies was found It is known
that the machinery was stopped and that

song, “The Maine in Havana
harbor,” created a sensation. The last
scone
of ail represents
the ship lying
at anchor
in
the moonlight, the city
lights in the distance, when all at once

company

a

some

me

trated

good-sized

mui,

Messrs. Maxfield and
juptill went into the mill.
Nobody else was in the wheel mill at
the time. From
the position in which

alties. The Prentice trio, injbeir sing
ing and dancing,Mr. Payton in his songs
and dances, assisted by Miss Grace Fox,
and Miss Camille Gautier in songs and
dances, Mr. I). J. Sullivan in his illus-

A

jno. a

distance from
the surrounding structures,sporting powier
was being [manufactured
up to the
noon hour yesterday, when a change was
made to blasting powder. L The charge in
the bed
plane was nearly ready,to be

taste and appropriate to the occasion.
feature is the capital speciAnother

Watson’s

tne

in

building, standing

most

thing tremendous and the singer

being, to prevent the powder from

‘crowding.

members of the company were acceptable.
A great feature of this company is the
splendid setting of tho plays. Last night
tho drawing room scene and the palace

that plays are
The
theatre.

Maine.
l’he men gave their names as James H.
Devitt, Robert Scott, John F. Leonard
James A. Brigway, Jesse A. Still, John

on

“plow,” is attached to the axle and moves
simultaneously with the wheels, its mis-

was

forcible and effective. Charles Barringer
and Will D.
a good Tom Greenwood,
villain. The other
Corbett, a capital

the scenic

With

In the Municipal court yesterday morning nine tramps were brought up before
They were the men
Judge Robinson.
arrested by Officer Raggett for hanging
about the freight yards of the Boston and

BV.UHUU

was

scene were

Dealt

DOIAUIC nuu
sembling a mammoth bowl. In this receptacle are placed in powdered form the of $100 and costs.
ingredients from which the powder is
A small copper rod, termed the
made.
DEERING.

Reed in the dual role of Mary Greenwood
and Fanchet Fontaine, was graceful and
pieasing, and in the strong scenes, notably that in which her betrayer charges
Willi

Offenders

had first kicked him. William H. Looney
the lirat process in the man- was counsel for the boy whom the court
ufacture of
In each mill are ordered discharged.
powder.
two huge iron wheels, each weighing sevWilliam Egan, at whose place on Wash
eral tons, which slowly revolve above the ington street the police had made a seiz“bed plane,’’ a cast iron receptacle re- ure of liquors on Saturday, pleaded guilty
is carried

amusing character of George Washington
was
Ought Sight,
very amusing. He
was as lively as a teetotum and as voluble; as a man could possibly be, and be
jumped into favor at once. Miss Etta

nor

of

Yesterday.

at the Jefferson last evepany appeared
for a protracted
ning
engagement in a
repertoire of plays. There is one marked
and

Hatch

a

ARE

HOURS

handsomely.

1

Blowing hot upon the thermometer f

j4

won’t change the temperature.
It
may deceive a man into thinking it is
better
had
but
he
keep his coat
warm,

4

X
X

on.

X
4

4

X

HOPING your house won’t burn X
won’t keep the flames away. 4
Not if you hope 305 days a year. Don’t T
deceive yourself with suoh vain hop- X
Get your property insured and *
then your possessions will rest on' a 4
firmer foundation than hope.
Let us 4
write the policy if you want flawless

tdown
X

:ing.
X

X

insurance.

4

| DOW &
♦

X
X

SPRIMC-1&S.'
We keep Hats at all prices from

$1.00

to

WE WILL GIVE YOU TRADING
Buy your Shirts anil Collars of

$5.00.

STAMPS,

us.

We have an Elegant Stock.

PINKHAM, j!

35 EXCHANGE STREET.

MERRY, Hatter anii Furiisisf,
237-239 MIDDLE ST.
may7eod!J

:

CO.

tlie building of
pany today contracted for
with
R. D.
bheir Harrison extension
Shanahan of Portland, the work to comThe road is to be ready
mence May 10th.
for passenger trains July 10. lhe extreme
five and one-flfth
length of extension is
of the line from
miles, making the length
bhe Maine Central at Hiram to Harrison

village 21 1-5 miles.

'WESTBROOK.

daughter,

Thursday from North Dighton,
Mass., to make her home with her
came

father',

Cleaves

Hides, returned from Augusta Saturday
night, for the purpose of recruiting men
[or the company.
Xiis commission is to
enlist 31 men to join company M at AuThose enlisted yesterday were
gusta.
Fred F. York, Frank Lewis, John Labeau, Charles L. Adams, John Morrison.

Sergeant Romee will
Wednesday
day and

be at the armory tofrom 8 a.m. to 9.30
purpose of receiving re-

Adams

of the West End

Congregational church of this oity, exchange with Rev. T. M. Davies of Deering on Sunday.

Pillsbury bad his arm badly
burned Saturday. In company with other boys he was at play and was holding a
Lonnie

twist of paper, one end of which was on
lire, one of the boys poured powder on
the paper, badly burning his arm,
5>Hiss Lottie Grant, who has suffered a
great doai from rheumatism for the past
six weeks, is now able to walk out.
Mr. Charles A. Anderson has so far recovered from his recent illness as to ashis duties at the library after an
sume
absence of two months.

U. S. CRUISER

“

CINCINNATI

”

FIRING A SIX-INCH GUN.—From

Reproduced by Permission from Harper’s Weekly.
AUi,

U.

B.

1JN

B..

ACTION.

rmritan, and the cruiser Cincinnati, at a
range of 400 yards from earth works
abreat of their stations, were firing al-

Tim bombardment of Matanzas on April most incessantly. The engagement was
at that opened by the flag-ship, but the Puritan
27th was momentous, because
fired by the and Cincinnati impatiently signalled for
time the first shots were
Amerioan fleet in Cuban waters against permission to join her. Their request was
the Spanish flag. For eighteen minutes at ono granted, and the Cincinnati was
in aotion,
the flag-ship New York, the monitor speedily
demolishing the
___m__

a

Drawing

by

Carlton T. Chapman

in

HARPER’S WEEKLY

Copyright, 1898, by Harper & Brothers.

the west slier:.
The Harper’s Weekly, which we
reproduce
accuraoy of the gunners on the big cruiser this week, is the Cincinnati
swinging
was remarkable, and every discharge of into line
opposite the enemy’s torts, and
her 6-inoh gun wrought destruction to discharging her forcastle
gun. It was the
the Spanish works, while the men were first test in modern warfare of American
full of enthusiasm, and overjoyed at the discipline and
the test
gunnery, and
distinction of firing the first shots of the proved conclusively that
thirty-five years
war.
of peace have not dulled the traditional
The subjeot of the illustration
from keeness of Yankee
|
markmanship.

enemy’s batteries

on

THE HOME,

C.,

care

one

Press

as

MIDDLE aged woman would like a
tton to do cooking or housekeeping
b
dress 0. JOHNSTON, Press Office.

A

LOST—Diamond

maro,
at 14

SALE—A few dozen choice mixed Gladiolus bulbs. 25 emus per dozen.
Address
MISS SADIE MORE! l.L, North Deering. 9-1

I70R

ten horse power motor; also a
horse power motor, both in good con96 Cross St.,

SALE—A
I7OH
1

situa-

one

dition.

Inquire of If. (J. LIBitY',
Portland, Me.

\u

7-1

POSITION—A

VtimMlit'I.v

njWhf*}.
lli L

oSe.

EUKDEKIcK^'vAlil.i‘Bly

FltV

_

First
class only
WANTED—Seamstress.
need apply.
109 Brackett street, lower

_MISCELLANEOUS.

bell.

SALE—New house
VOR
a

on List St..
Coniains seven rooms and Kill,
water, wired for electric lights,
sewer, has large lot. and will lie
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C.
No, 31 Exchange Sr., Portland.

6-1

cold
with

Forty words
one

inserted under tills head
week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

RING FREE—Sell only 15 Stick-pin
OFAL
souvenirs of
and the Maine at 10c each
war

ARVILLE, Magnetic
LILLIAN
has taken
at
No.
rooms
rear
can be consulted on

and

clairvoyant

we

give you free handsome genuine opal

name and address and say you will return
or money by mail within two weeks. THE
COLUMBIAN', 34 Oliver street, Boston, Muss.
my3Tu2t

pins

ail

Forty words Inserted under this head
week for gfi ceifts. cash in advance.

one

4-1

SALE—On Paris Hill, 2 story,15 roomed
house, well arranged for summer boarders, large family or two small families, and
large stable, nearly new. good repair, on main
street, good location. MRS. WILLIAM DANIELS. Paris. Maine._my3-3
SALE—The two modern houses we are

FOR

LET—The store at the corner of Washington and Cumberland Sts. A desirable location for grocery business. Apply at 45 FREE

I’O
ST.

10_l

rflO LET—In good quiet location, nicely fur1
nished front room, conveniently arranged;
also a large unfurnished alcove room. 15
GRAY ST.
10-i

FORbuilding

nave

rriO LET—On Great Diamond, a lurnished
A
eight room cottage, has excellent drainage,
a good location.
Address MRS. C. H.
HOLLAND, No. 83 Pleasant St., Waterville,
Me.
10-2
rflO LET—A desirable rent, centrally located
A
in Deeri g on Arlington St... has eight
rooms and bath, furnace heat, cemented cellar
and all modern improvements.
Apply MRS.
WARREN SPARROW, 4 Arlington St., Woodfords.
10-1
LET—New lower flat, 18 Central Avenue,
TO Deering
Center, six rooms and bath and
large pantry, hot and cold water, furnace, hard
floors, cemented cellar, and sewer; fine
at PORTLAND TIN-

location; $15.00. Inquire
WARE CO., 100 Cross St.

10-1

POR RENT—Desirable single house, 9 Charles
A
St., 8 rooms and bath, steam heat, new
plumbing throughout; large lot and sunny exBENJAMIN F. HARRIS, 48 Exposure.
change St.
10-1
rro LET—Furnished rooms with bath, hot and
A
cold water, at 11 MYRTLE ST., opposite
City Hall.
9-1
rrtO LET—One large front room on Congress
A
St., opposite the National Bank. Suitable
for lodging room or physician’s office, or will
let for light
housekeeping; pleasant and quiet;
on the same floor with my employment office.
MRS. PALMER, 399 1 2 Congress St.
9-1
LET—Rent at 142 Cumberland street, upTOstairs,
six rooms, bath room, hot and cold

water; also a cottage pnd lots tor sale
at Trefethen’s Landing, Peaks Island.
of W. H.

11'O
1

SARGENT.

247

Congress

or

to

let

Inquire

St.

9-1

LET—A sunny, convenient rent. Apply
SOUTH WORTH BROS., 105 Middle St
9-1

_

RENT—An extraordinary opportunity
to
secure
a
htree-story brick house
in
Congress
square
suitable
for
private family or physician.
9 rooms and
bath, steam heat and plumbing, all in good repair. .BENJAMIN .SIIAW, 511-2 Exchange
street.
7_1

FOR

trio LET—The substantial brick residence 198
a
High street, heated by steam, open tireplaces, hard wood floors, etc. Also lower rent
194 High, with separate steam heat, bath and
other Improvements. Rent reasonable to desirable tenants. Apply Real Estate Office, First
National Hank. FREDERICK S. VaILL. 6-1
LET—In Deering on line of cars. 2 exeeptionally well located houses containing 8
and 9 rooms each, large yard, sunnv exposure
rrtO
A

1

iuau

cm.

a-rice

oniy siu

ana

six

eacu

to

aesirable

tenants. For particulars apply Real Estate
Office, FREDERICK S. VA1LL.6-1

'ro LET—You liave good soap iu exchange for
a
bone3 and grease. Drop a card or telephone, PORTLAND RENDERING CO., Teiephone 115-2._mays 4

Good Country Board

1? OR

RENT—Store 211 Brackett street,

corner

Dow. with 2 adjoining rooms suitable for
light housekeeping. An excellent location for
a drug or
fancy goods store. E'er full particulars apply Real Estate Office. First National
Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL. c-1

LET—Rent 125 Franklin street between
Sun all day.
Cumberland and Congress.
Will let to small family.6-t.f

t|lO

on
Forest
avenue,
Deering.
are up to date ill everything and
hot water and steam heat, oak,
Cyprus
and hard pine finish, open fireplace electric
lights, set tubs and laundries, slate sinks, porcelain bath tubs, cement sidewalks, oak and
birch floors, in fact everything that makes up a
first class residence. In addition to the above
there are beautiful oak trees and 6500 feet of
land.
Slow down, balance to suit. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress St.
2S-2

These houses

and is in

C .T« FIS K JP"“

on

mays 4

FOR SALK—Good house with stable and
large lot of laud, very pleasantly situated,
modern conveniences, hath, hot and cold
water, combination heat. Price right, terms
easy. MYRON E. MOORE, Deering Center.

TO LET,

wood

sold

ADAMS,

t^OK

full

WANTED—All

Oakdale
hr.t and
connects

SALE-Sailing yachts and vessels of all
descriptions; also steam pleasure boats,
passenger»tea ers, and lugs; could dispose <4
several good coasting vessels, from 75 to 3(55
tons. Henry WESTON RICE,
yacht and
snip broker, Fire and Marine insurance, Fast
Boothbay. Maine.
5-t

ring, best gold plate warranted 2 years; trial
subscription to new ill. patriotic magazine free
with each pin; no money required; just send

70 Portland
health business or private family matters.
Office hours 10
a. in. to 12 m.. 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m,
Test circle
Sunday and Tuesday evenings.
6-2
A| OnEY TO LOAN on first and second mortMrs. Jabez O. Towle, a woman about X'A
gages on real estate, life insurance poliof age, formerly a resident of cies and notes or any good security.
58 years
Real
estate
sold and exchanged.
48 1-2 ExCornish, but of late residing on Foster changebought,
street, I. P. BUTLER.
apr28-4
street, this city, died early Sunday morn
ATOTICE—I have a nice lot of rugs which
ing. Mrs. Towle was born in Hiram. She XY X will exchange for east off clothing,
la dies’ dresses,gentlemens clothing and
being
leaves a husband and a married daugh- childrens’
clothing. I pay cash for them if
it is preferred. Send letters or postals to MR.
ter., Mrs. Edward Beasly of this
city. or MRS.
D’GROOT, 70 Middle street.
services this
Funeral
afternoon at 2
may7-l
o’clock
from the residence
on Foster
persons in want of trunks
Kev. G. F. Millard of Cornish
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
street.
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
will conduct the services.
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
At 8 o’clock yesterday morning at St. and can therefore
give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame
Hyacinthe church. Miss Alexine Boucher,
u-J
pictures.__
formerly employed at Butler’s millinery Af OTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
xy
for household goods or store fixtures oi
store of this city, was united in marriage
any description or receive the same at our auctto Mr. Philip Luoier of this city. The ion rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &
19-3
performed by Rev. Fr. WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free St.
ceremony was

St. where she

D

a

seen

QTENOG jtAPilElt—Bookkeeper, experienced
k~ and
grocery and provision store on
capable in both branches, desires a sit- poll SALE—A
Congress st. Store well fitted and well
uation
as either or will combine two.
5-1
Address located
NEWCOMB, 63 Vesper street.
D, press Office.
j for the for business. A first rate opportunity
04
right party to make money. For partic|
CITUATION in office or store by a reliable ulars inquire of I. P. PUILER,
48 1-2 Ex
LOST AND FOUND.
O’ and competent young mun.goou
change.
7.1
references
moderate. A. 1). K,, Press Office, s-t
wages
stud. On Saturday, May 7, a
small pasteboard box containing a diayoung man 21 years old would 17011 SALE—House 138 Pine street to close
stable and all other modnond stud. Finder will be liberally rewarded
like a position as stenographer.
Can fur- 77n ’,™lPtate'
in first class repair; price
nish references. Address M, Box 151, Peaks
10-1
by communicating with W, this oflice.
»
"P,,
5-1
Island, Me.
Fltrftkifiinc-13 wf°ry. For particulars apply
First National Ban::.
T OST—Four notes dated and signed as folor Real Estate
01
Office, FREDERICK S.VAII.L.
lows: All four notes are dated December
WANTED.
rill, 1883, and are given by Richard F. Rowe to
___(i-l
Situation by a young man who understands
Henry F. Coffin and are as follows: One note
Congress street, tobacco
dated Dec. 7th, 18.33. for §500, payable in one bookkeeping and is willing to work. Two
pool table anil
di11!? fixtures,
Graduate of Gray’s Port- ni».<
vear; one for $620.60, payable in two years; one years’ experience.
Stock supplied with
land
Business
Good
references
furwiirtam
ih
College.
three
for
and
one
years
hayaVle
oSJ:
$o00, payable in four years.
Address CHAS. F. ALLEN. SkowheSaid notes have nished.
aprisdow*
peen paid and are of no value to anyone except gan, Maine.
Beal Estate
hnder will please leave them
.Bl?
with RICHARD F.
Nason’s
Corner.
ROWE,
DEEP.
WANTED—FEMAEiS
ritYPEWRITERS—A few good second hand
9-1
_machines for sale. liENRY l. CHEN
93 Exchange St., Telephone 514-1.
words
Inserted
under
tills
U
afternoon
while
Forty
coming
FriilaY
our
week
for
25
cents.
Ash
in
Advance.
& Co.’s hat factory an
^jy.er’ Houston
CCHOONElt FOR SALE—Schooner “Addis”
envelope addressed
Emma Evans, and containaJ3.UIP of money.
Finder nlea.se return to VV an El)—competent cook ana laundress; cial Of,,11 77-10° tons net, now lying at CommerWharf. For further particulars
''
references required. 1 THOMAS ST.
AVAPia, ISO urant street, and be reinquire of
John M. Freeman, 27 Monument
warded.
10-1
[Square, PortJQ.J

_

vu

31 High
occupan-

drivin >•
open nuggy.
can no
Fessenden St. between
and 2. or
address by mail and 1 will call and show them
to you. A. W. DYER.
Io-i

10-1

WAH„IiiF:1?^i,t,uat'on

ANT ED—Immediately a man or woman
\\f
f *
cook for summer hotel, also a first class
able girl to go as head waiter in a restaurant
n the city.
Girl for private family, wages $4
aer week. Apply 3901-2 Congress street, MRS.
PALMER’S OFFICE.0-1
AW ANTED— Everybody to try a bottle of
Dr. Aliak’s stomach and blood remedy. A
jure cure for dyspepsia.
Delivered in any part
if the city by sending me a postal card.
C. K.

head
rath in advance.

CHEAP—One light weight
g7OR SALE
harness and

Address TYPE-

by an American, martied, strictly temperate.
understands care of horses, wouldthorouEhlv
like steady
work teaming; has had experience
in provision
business Call or address CHAS. S.
Hartord’s Court, South Portland, Me. CHASE
74

G-l

___

cents,

one or
cy, arranged
families, with furnace, set tubs and lot containing 5,000 feet of
Price $3600.
land.
Apply to C. E. DFEKING
No. 300 Commercial St.
jo.!

stenographer and typelYANThp—Work
lady of experience. Could mrDaily Press.

35

SALK—Two

an

"''-’.by
desired.
wvt'i^i
care ot Portland
iVKilLR, *l.!er

tor

story house. No
FORSt., in good
repair and ready for
for
two

experienced salesman in
Expects to earn ills salary.
pruIerredAddress SALESMAN,

tlSsofflee

week

one

trade.

Jellycou.
Made m a minute without
Jugar. For economy it has no equal. For sale
^y grocers. Trade supplied one dozen boxes,
iny flavor by H. 8. Meicher Co., C’onant & Patick, and jobbers generally. Try it.
10-1

—

—-

Forty wind* Inserted under this

inserted
under this head
week for 115 dents* eaali in advance.

Office._10-1
WANTED—Best dessert which is Burnham’s \\ ANTED—By

ing apd a pint of water. Leave it on till sembles bottled lightning. The electrici- the Portland &
Cape Elizabeth railroad,
dry, and then rub off the powder with a ty is stored in condensers which hold as
for the
chamois.
coming summer Decelles. The newly-married couple will
much as a celestial thunderbolt, and any- preparatory
WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
To clean stoves before putting away for
reside on Brown street.
SOME SPRING HINTS.
can be destroyed by it.
It is unfor- travel.
thing
the summer saturate rust stains on nickel tunate that one of the scientific
Waltham and Elgin Watche3. A large stock
Dr.
of
St.
the
Rev.
Fr.
Decelles, pastor
Cox,
Hya- of new model Watches will be sold on
experiretiring surgeon at South
Always begin cleaning at the top of the or steel in oil, and after a day or two rub menters with
easy paythis terrible weapon was Portland
Heights, has removed his fami- ointhe Catholic church of this city, will ments at reasonable prices. All Styles. All
house, bringing the dirt downstairs. with a cloth dipped in ammonia. If spots recently killed by his own lightning.
leave on
Friday for Nashua, N. H., Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
This is the time to take up carpets, if still appear treat them to a dose of diluted
An electrical bomb has been almost ly to Boston.
marl9dtf
The
acid, polishing with Tripoli completed. The flying projectile unrolls
last meeting of the As You Like where he will assist at the dedication of square._
however, be hydroohlorio
necessary.
They may,
powder. The mica (improperly called 1s- and carries akmgfa copper wire connected It olub was held
Tiff ONEY LOANED on first and second mortin
a
church
that
afternoon
at
the
city.
Friday
cleansed on the floors thus: At ter sweep- ingglass) will look like
new if cleaned with a
gages, real estate, life insurance policies
When the home of Mrs.
powerful dynamo.
son of W. K. Dana, a
W. H. Carter of Spring
Philip Dana,
notes, bonds and good collateral security’
ing thoroughly put four teaspoonfuls of with rTarm vinegar and water and a soft bomb alights It can be exploded by touchNotes discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a
After blacking the stove cover it ing a button at the
and a very pleasant afternoon was student at
the Philadelphia
Textile
street,
ammonia in a pail of water and scrub the doth.
station.
flying
year and upwards according to security. W p
carefully with two or three thioknesses of
Mr. Seely, in the patent office, has got passed. The Tempest was read and other school, is at home with his parents.
CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford buildi'nc
carpet with a medium brush, changing manila brown paper and set away.
up an electrical gun. which will throw a matters of business was
The
Canadian
Jubilee
completed.
singers appeared 185 Middle St.
may9-4
the water often, and|afterwards wipe with
Closet shelves and floors washed with continuous stream of
containprojectiles
Mrs.
in
one
of
their conoerts for
Adolph Robichau, who has been last evening
would in
a cloth, as you
washing any hot water and cayenne pepper will tend to ing high explo jives. The range is six
Practicein
Successful
Maine.
No
v°f
I
7th
VPA
ants
and
roaches. Borax and miles. Two Russian inventors have a quite seriously ill at her home is slowly the benoflt of the Methodist
1 "
church of
floor. Leave the window open and the keep away
l other specialist can point to an
alum may be sprinkled under the shelf device for
equal record of cures of Rectal
the bottom of a hostile improving.
The
boring
this
entertainment
was
m
well
city.
soon
To
clean
will
matting, paper, or an under layer of tar paper is ship full of holes. This is to be
dry.
carpet
diseases. The most difficult cases FI
B —^
done
Battery E, of the Second Artillery, attended and was held at the Methodist solicited. No knife; easy; safe;
take it up from the floor and hang it out effective.
from a submarine boat or otherwise, and
*
■ ■
painless.
No
detention
from
whioh
has
been
ordered
church.
to take
the holes are made by an electrical conjust
doors. Take a fairly hard brush and dip
business. Cure Guaranteed. Consultation FREE !
PATENTED WARFARE.
trivance which causes the metal of the ar- station
at Portland Head, has been at
Call at my Lewiston or Portland office, or consult
it in a mixture of coarse salt and hot
DUCK POND.
mor to melt and just run down, thus Fort Preble since
May, 18S9.
water and go all over the matting, leavof Mr. Charles Hasty’s horses got .mi?.7
the
One
hole.
Awful Things That Alight
r.
leaving
on
Happen
PLEASANTDALE.
SS2 Main St., Lewiston. Send for free
ng it out on the line until
thoroughly
Captain Zalinski furnishes his new deaway from his driver, ran into the Long
pamphlet
Land and Water.
At
US.
structive
device
which is a flying torpedo
Hotel, Portland, Saturdays only.
dry. Choose a sunny, dry day, if you
Misses Dora and Abbie Rush, of Con- swamp, got mired, went down all but his
fitted with a dry battery.
This
is
to
be
want good results.
Equal parts of camthrown alongside an enemy’s ship and gress street, Portland, passed the Sabbath neck and head, and was with difficulty
(Army and Navy Journal,)
SUMMER RESORTS.
drawn
out.
tho water energizes and explodes the with friends.
phor gum and tobacco spread under a oarIf all of the inventions directly traceMaster George Hall of Raymond Hill Ylr
affair, and probably destroys the vessel.
pet will prevent carpet bugs and roaches.
ANTED—Summer boarders at a couutry
Mrs. J. A. Lewis, accompanied by her
able to the inspiration of war and to the
visited Master Ervin Grant, coming on
farmhouse. Plenty of room, mountain
be reGrease spots on wall paper may
son, Mr. Stetson Lewis, have returnod his wheel a distance of 16 miles in one scenery, fishing, vegetables and berries in thenfeverish preparation for hostilities, should
moved by covering with
moistened potseason.
a
half
a
and
of
12
First class table.
One mile from
from passing a few days at Booth bay.
boy
hours,
years.
SOUTH PORTLAND.
be putjto use today, the men of the navy
station. Terms moderate Address p. O. Box
ter’s clay; cover with brown paper, and
Mr. and Mrs. George Lambert and son
Me.
125, Brownfield,
10-1
would be kept pretty busy and the coast
SUICIDE AT BELFAST.
then press with a hot iron, repeating the
Arthur have returned to their home in
defense force would have to be largely inSUMMER BOARD in comfortable atBelfast, May 9.—The body of R. J.
Mr. Nat Gordon and wife left for New Lawrence, Mass.
process until the greaBe is out.
BEST
tractive farm house. Address ORCHARD
creased.
all of these thousands of
Very old furniture may be much [ im- devices Nearly
York on Saturday last for a short trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Farrington of Wiggin was found hanging in the carriage HILL, Oxford, Me.
9-1
for the destruction of hostile ships
of
the
house
hotel
at
this
first
it
in
lime
mornFreedom,
water
proved by washing
The French olub met last night with Lowell are guests of Mr. Charles FarringUCHMER BOARDERS
wanted
at
the
and then require operators possessed of
►3
The
man
had
House.
committed
suicide.
and then applying ti coat of oil. White
ing.
Pequawket
Plenty of batter,
Miss Susie Starling, I’ine street.
ton, Hill street.
ftfirirs. cream and all farm nrndnnp
Moot* won’
more
or
less
scientific
Tims
be
fufmtura
on
removed by
training.
may
The cause of road and
spots
Winfield Sprague, sou of Otis Sprague,
Mrs. Alice North, who has been ill for He was sixty years of age.
Postofflce; lovely drives. fine views,
holding a hot stays lid near them. A when the day arrives when the “war”
the act is not known.
large chambers and piazza, large lawn, plenty
good furniture polish may be made of patents realize the expectations of their has passed the preliminary examination some months, is now able to walk out.
of shade. Address MRS. OLIVER MURCH,
for enlistment in the volunteer forces and
Mr. Joshua Lewis, who has been in the
West Baldwin, Maine.
equal parts of turpentine, vinegar and
6.1
TO GO ON SHORT TIME.
olive oil. To wash grained or varnished owners, fighting, both on sea and land, will leave for
employ of Will H. Goodwin & Co. for
Augusta today.
SPRING HOUSE-Select board
furniture use two tablesponfuls of kero- will become so dangerous and destructive
R AYMOND
on line Maine Central railroad.
Dr, Kinoaid is making repairs on his the past year, has severed his connection
Waterville, May 9.—The North VassalGood
sene in each pail of water.
that either whole fleets and forts and
boating and fishing. Send for circular. Adboro Woolen company,
a
manuTo make hard wood and stained floors
with the business.
street.
doing
residence,
Sawyer
E
C.
North
dress
Me.
SMALL,
armies will be annihilated, or the. very
Raymond,
AiC-wa
T?
P
-;«__1
bright and glossy: .Put kerosene on with
The Republican town committee had a
facturing business at North Yassaiboro
mayltf
the windows open that terrible aspect of such a war will brine mnni-inn nt C'..:
a mop, leaviDg
_III
nnfl omnlnYiTvv c/vma A in K«n/lo Kana
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Ilf
ANTED—Summer Boarders, New house
uwvuxuhj
the disagreeable odor may evaporate. about a forced and lasting peace among
*'
on high land commanding fine view,
troduced a new schedule of
with a view of getting into lice for the Farrington.
large
time, the chambers
Cracks in floors may be filled with thor- the nations of the earth.
This remarkand piazzas, lovely drives, plenty of
Mrs. Louise H. Pillsbury has returned mills to run 10 hours a week against 60.
oughly saturated ; newspaper in a paste able
September
election.
So soon as the call
butter,
eggs and cream, two and one-half miles
tendency in inventive genius makes of the
made of one pound of flour, three quarts
from
Stroudwater electrics.
Terms. $5 per
county committee shall be issued, from passing a few weeks as the guest
of water and a
week.
teaspoonful of alum. it necessary to safeguard the army and it
Address L. P. SKILLIN, Portland,
MAINE PENSIONS.
was the sense of the committee that a of her daughter,
Mrs. George W. York,
A ff.on mirinrf nnH h.diHnrv it will hn of the
Maine.
28-2
navy departments against the specious
Washington, May 9.—Pensions have
cauous be called, and action be at once Cambridge, Mass.
consistency of putty, and may bo put on
of cranks of all kinds who are atbeen
with a knife, tit will soon harden and'flll pleas
to
the
granted
taken to secure an expression of opinion
Maine
Mr. Clarence A. Ficketi, of Bedford,
following
the cracks., To cleanse knife handles or tempting to foist upon the heads of bufrom the straight out Republican electors Mass., has been In town on a business people:
piana keys use a preparation consisting reaus scores of crazy schemes which may
of the town.
ORIGINAL.
of tWc=thirds alcohol and one-third sweet be
trip.
infinitely more destructive to our own
with nice shady grounds, pleasant walks
oil. Ink stains in wood will yield to this
The Golden Cross celebrated their anniMr. Ralph French of Everett, Mass.,
James A. Bragdon,
Springfield, *6; and drives and beautiful scenery can be
side
than
to
the
enemy.
treatment.
William
is
last evening at the K. of^P. hall.
Brophy, Xogus, *8.
being entertained at tho home of Mr.
This avalanche of patented problems versary
Paint may be removed from window
obtained at
ELMWOOD FARM.
ware joined by Casco Bay comman- J. D. Hoyt.
INCREASE.
glass by rubbing on a little vinegar.
for war cannot be too closely scrutinized. They
Inquire of WILLIS WARREN, CorMr. Charles A. Fiokett of
from the city and the affair will be
Mai'bla statuary may be cleansed with A limit
dery
Moses
Lynn,
Swan, Hampden Corner, $6 to $8; nish, Maine.
must be set, too, in the morale
apr22d3w*
a solution of saleratns and boiling water.
pleasantly remembered. A collation was Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Frank G. Calvin M. B. Parlin, Sumner, *12 to $li;
Use one-quarter of a pound of saleratns of the devices. For instance, every reSamuel
to
Mayberry,
served.
*15
Otisfleld,
$17.
Pillsbury.
to two quoits of water,
boiling it two sponsible government chief may well hesMis.
F. A.
A. Burnham,
Oxford
hours. Leave it on the marble for twenty itate about
On Thursday evening the “Knights of
the patent of that
SIGHTED
adopting
A
SPANIARD.
four hours and then wash it off. Stains
OR
Pythias'will have a celebration and they street, Portland, passed Sunday with
in marble may be removed by a mixture inhuman genius who proposes to annihiBoston, Mass., May 9.—Capt. Roberts,
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dyer.
of equal parts of vitriol and lemon juice. late whole armies, or entire crews of war- will be joined by Ivanhoo and Pine Tree
A lady with her little boy (about 2 yrs.) deof the Warren Line steamship Roman,
Miss Kate Goff, employed as head nurse
Wet the spots and leave them an
now in this port, reports that at noon last sires board for July and August in a private
hour, ships, or the complete force in a fortifica- lodge from the city.
in the Ladies’ Aid Hospital at Manchest- Friday, when 70 miles
family or where only few boarders are kept:
then wipe off with a soft cloth. Alabaster
The
has
issoutheast
from
just
[Shaw
business^college
tion by means of a powerful gas whioh
Island, near Evergreen landing preornaments may be oleaned with
Sable island, or about 600 miles due east Peaks beat of references
N.
is
boiling
er,
H.,
a
short
vacation
sued
its
passing
given and required
the
successand
calendar
ferred;
among
Such dewater in which a little borax has been suffocates every living being.
from Boston, a Spanish torpedo boat was Address giving particulars w. A. E., 3% Broadwith
her
Mrs.
Charles
E.
niece,
Hayes.
students at this institution whose
dissolved. To clean bronze,
rub with vices go along with the electrical patents ful
Mass.
sighted.
way, Somerville,
my9d3t
Mrs. O. Mountford has returned from
sweet oil and polish with chamois,
Tar- to
of Wm. F.
slay the enemy at wholesale at an en- pictures are shown is that
nished brass may be restored by warming
a few days at West Cumberland.
passing
TO
of
BRAM
the
Coal
Spear
ACCEPT
company.
Spear
HIS FATE.
WANTED—AGENTS.
and th6n applying shellac dissolved in tirely safe distance. We are not ready
Master Bert Dysr, son of Mr. and Mrs.
for thut horrible weapon yet. SubmaCapt. Seabury severed his connection
Boston,
alcohol.
Mass.. May 9.—Thomas M.
J.
sell on merit at sight to every
rine
A.
olassed
S.
GOODS
boats
still
from
what
also
be
it
is
with
among
the
on
may
Dyer, escaped
To clean mirrors make a paste of whitmight Bram,
Sunday
thought, will acoept the ver- OUR
Cape Ferry company
horseman and to sub agents for over 2oo
the extra hazardous implements of warlast and takes charge of the Madeline of have been a serious accident Saturday diot of the last jury wbiob found him
cent
Big Spring demand. For genprofit.
per
fare.
of the murder of Capt. Nash of the eral
agency write S. GUNTER GO., Racine.
Foreside route. He has evening. In stepping from one of Morse guilty
Civilians probably do not understand the Falmouth
barkentine Herbert Fuller, and will re- Wis.
7-1
that the navy and the army distrust In- been succeeded by Capt. George H. Up- Bros., truck teams he tripped and fell di- ceive a sentence of
imprisonment for life
ventions which propose to do away with ton.
rectly in front of a team driven by Mr. the jury having decided against capital
AGENT wanted to represent
I his forenoon, his
lighting. What with five thousand dollar
GENERAL
well established house, salary §75 per
Will North. One wheel passed over him, punishment.
counsel
A reception
will be tendered to Rev.
and Mr. French
range-finders and thirty-five hundred
month and expenses. Address S., Fress Office.
Cotter
Mr.
severo
some
consulted
bu
inflicting
very
bruises,
dollar automobile torpedoes and expen- Mr. Holmes
6-1
with District Attorney Jones ami his asby his parishioners of the no bones were broken.
sive guns and submarine boats and dirigsistant, Mr. Casey in Mr. Jones’s oliice
M. E. church on Wednesday
People’s
ible eloctrio torpedoes and search lights
williams Indian 1*11*
in regard to the exceptions taken by the ■Bn H B
|££H
|FARMINGTON WATER WORKS.
and two million dollar battleships and evening next.
!Si HP Sr® Ointment 13 n. sure cure
dofense during the trial. At the conclu- :v';
TOM m for PILES. It absorbs
SkiS
U
harbor mines and
Mrs. J. K. F. Rogers entertained the
sixteen-inch guns,
the
[SPECIAL, TO THE PKES8.]
defense
IQ
was given
sion of the trial,
tumors.
Stops ltchina.
t£ B K
fighting has become more and more sci- double quartette,
Monday to decide whether it P
consisting of Mr. R.
a
M imBrnia GIVES RELIEF. COc.
Farmington, May 9.—The assessors of until last
tU
II lESn H W aDd $l. At
entific, but there is still the element of Chase
its
but
the
tile
exceptions,
would
time
Druggists.
[GooJwin of Portland, Mr. Will Farmington village corporation have redanger that the true soldier loves, and
was later extended until today. However,
For sale by J. E. GooldA Co,
Goodwin, Mrs. R. Lueila Knapp, Mr. tained Hon. J. C. Holman and
which he cannot escape.
new developed today.
Frank
nothing
iuned&wif
The wizard Kdison suggests the use of Joseph Haley of
not definitely known whether
Pleasantdale, Mrs. E. T. W. Butler, Esq., as counsel, and will beIt is
large numbers of canister lights. He Benner, Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
carry the exceptions
Squires of gin proceedings at once to compel the Bram’s counsel will
would fill the canisters with calcium carMAINSPRINCS, 75c.
court or whether the deto the
evening. A very Farmington Water company to appoint fendantSupreme
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
bide, with a small quantity of calcium Knightville, Friday
will waive them and take his
Elgin and Waltham companies.
Warranted
These canister pleasant evening was passod. Refresh- its representative
phosphide mixed in.
ou a committee to
de- sentence, but it is generally believed that for one year.
McKEltfjiEY, the Jeweler
lights could be placed in the water near ments were served.
bis sentence.
termine the value of the water plant, as Bram is disposed to reoeive
Monument Square.
marl9dtf
the patrol boats or tired half a mile away
Mr. and Mrs. Harry F.
from a mortar. Acetylene gas would be
Howes, who per contract with the village corporation
given off from the contents of these canis- have been the guests of Mr.-Howes’s After sucn vulue is determined the vilWhen you want school
ters and this would be ignited continu- parents of
and the
Boston, have returned to their lage has the right to purchase [the works
ously by the presence of spontaneously in home.
the
the
named,
best,
at
get
Hon
price
flammable phosphoretted hydrogen. 'Thus
Enoch Foster
Mrs. Coleman Flaherty of Gorham, N. was named as the
great numbers of cheap lights could be
representative of the
is
over
an
to
a
area equal
placed
square H.,
passing several days at the home village several months ago.
mile, or even more. These lights burn of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Murlor a long time and reveal the approach
TO EXTEND TO
HARRISON.
ADJUSTABLE
of hostile torpedo boats, which seem to ray.
A large number of men are being brokbe so much feared.
Bridgton, May 9 -The directors of the
Devonshire St., BOSTON.
165
Then there is an inventior. which re- en in as motormen and conductors on I Bridgton and Saco River
Railroad comaP1'13
Tu.Fri tf
-o

FOll SALE.

i.

Forty words

rooms

miles out of
VyANTED—By a lady living
Portland, one or two children to board,
those between the ages of 2 to 5 years preerred., Address MRS. R., care this paper.

Ctias. Moses, Arthur
Gray,
Frank Springer and Wm. Graham were
that
visited the Cleaves
among the party
Hides at Augusta on Sunday.
Mrs. Alice Wesson ana young

p. m. for the
cruits.
Rev. S. N.

or

housekeeping.
iress 0.

20

Messrs.

Mr. Thomas Foster of this city.
Sergeant E. W. Romee of the

WANTED—SITUATION

__WANTED.
for light
furnished
WANTED—3 4 Must
be reasonable. Ad-

■

Only

CTEAM LAUNDRY—One of die best paying
in New Hampshire; fully equipped, good
business; ill healthe cause of selling; a grand
chance to engag-in the laundrv business; will
hear
the closest investigation.
Address
LAUNDRY, Press office.
apr29-4

A THOUSAND RINGS
select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Rubys and all o:her precious stones. Engage
To

ment and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McixENNEY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
marlOdtf

MARRY

WE, NELLIE,

will buy you such a pretty Ring at
A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emefalds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, Tho Jeweler, Monument
Square.
mar22dtf
And

I

Melienney's.

FOR SALE—Handsome (liver color) pointer
Apups, whelped April 20th.. win oe just right
age to train coming fall. Sire, “Dustyway”
36735, winner ot 1st prize in late New York
show; write for full pedigree and prices. Pups
for delivery in 4 to 6 weeks. ARTHUR
ready
D. MUltPHY, Biddeford, Maine.
apr224
FOR SALE or exchange for house in
city' or village; 125 acres. 40 acres mowing,
the balance pasture, wood and timber. 400
apple trees and small fruits, house 10 rooms and
piazza, wood house, carriage house, hen house,
barn 10x50, with cellar and 1ce house, room lor
12 cows and 3 horses, nice lawn, plenty of shads
trees, a fine place for summer boarders,
1-2
miles to allroad station, 2 miles to village.
For further information apply to SMITH &

FARM

SALE,

43 Exchange street, Portland, Me.
___apr!2dtf

FOR SALE—Two new houses on Alba street,
a
Deering Centre, seven (7) rooms and bath,
furnace heat, bay windows, broad piazzas, large
gardens, very sunny, near schools and electrics, price only §1750, only $300 down, balance
to suit. A
cience low.

chance to bliv a suburban resi.
DALTON & CO., 4781-2 Congress
28-2

rare

street, opp. Preble.

WEDDING RINGS.
Two
hundred to select from. A11 weights
and sizes.
10, 14 and IS Kt. Solid Gold. Mc-

KENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
marlDdtf
SALE—Farm In Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
|70R
“■
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known at the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be exchanged for Portland
property.
MISS SARAH Hi DEN, No. 135 Oxford St
Portland, Ale.
marO-tf
lease, a lot of land at the West
17 OR SA LE—Or
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. IIAULOW, ata Congress St.
__

jamidtf

trustees
17OR SALE—By
the farm

the estate at a
bargain,
known as the Charles
Brooks place, situated iu Hollis, York county
fTO LET—A very nice furnished rent, sunny Maine, one mile jrom Portland & Rochester R
*
and comfortable, consisting of live rooms, K. station, and one mile from Salmon Falls
with hot and cold water and pantry and bath (Saco River).
Said farm contains about G5
room. S15 per month.
Apply at JOHNSON’S acres of land, more than half Ullage, the rest
STORE. South street.6-1
pasture and woodland; cut last year 20 to 25
tous of liay.
Good buildings, nearly new.
LET—Large pleasant furnished room. 94 house large and roomy with
ell and wood
Oak street one minute's walk from Con- house, barn 38X55 with cellar.large
Excellent, well
of water; about 25
gress street room has three windows, coni in
young appie trees. Must be
summer, warm in winter._4-1
For further
j sold.
particulars a only to \
WAThRHOl SE with Eastman Bros. Portland,
CHANCE—Country store, stable
Esq., Alfred, Mo., or
V,imoel
M-Trc,ame’
and ice house, rent very low. located in
Brooks Bros.. Hollis.
7 1
village at railroad station, small stock owing to
illness. Will he sold at a bargain.
Chance for FO? SAEK-Two and a half storied house
for
2
B. B. FULLER, 215
one with small capita!.
families. Sebago water. lG.ooo feet of
land, handy to electrics, full view of Portland
Lisbon street, Lewiston, Me.4-1
}DRON
»«}-e &distant.180 Price $1600. W. II. WALMiddle street._J-i
CO.,
LET—House No. 40 Pine street.
Will be
rfto
I
ready for occupancy about tlie second J^OR SALE—Elegant residence on High street
at
702
week of May. Enquire
CONGRESS ST.
be1.ween Congress and Cumberland, has u
may2tf
rooms with bath and billiard room, powerful
steam heat throughout, open iires, 7ht>0 fei*t of
LET—New flats No. 265 Spring St. contain- land, will ne sole at great sacrifice.
W. II.
ing 9 rooms; sunny exposure, all modern WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.7-1
conveniences, hot water heat, lighted by gas or
mats.
JAMES
electricity. Apply at 281 Spring St.
|?OR SALE—Horse, carriage, harness,
*
BAIN.
etc..also new double sleigh (built to order).
aprix-tf
The whole for $220, or will exchange for laud or
1st mortgage.
LET—The first and second flats (third flat
MR. KEATING, 511-2 Exis already rented) in our elegant and com- change street or 280 State street. Portland.
7-1
modious new block No. 59 St. Lawrence street.
Without question, these flats arc the finest in
theeitv and the only ones that have separate
TV A NTJED— WALK RKL*.
back and front entrances, separate cellars and
heaters, set tubs, open fireplaces, seven (7)
large rooms, steam heat, three large bays in
each rent, sun all day. large yard, price only
$25 per month. Call and look them over. Al.o
an elegant flat at Deering Highlands with
every
modern convenience. DALTON & CO., 47S 1-2
*

SUMMER BOARD WANTEOn
DIAMOND ISLAND,
PEAKS

*

of

TO

BUSINESS

TO

TO

WANTED.^

Congress St.

28-2

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS

furniture,

This is tlie prettiest Spoon ever put on the
market.
Call and see it. McKENNEY the
Monument Sq uare.
marlb’dtf

Jeweler,

CHANDLER”

THE ANNUAL MEETING
the Home for Aged Men will he held at the
office of the Portland Trust company Thurst er Order
day. May 12 at 2.30 o’clock.
H. H. EMERY.
Secretary,
J

A

first
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iiB
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OWEN, 100iE &, GO.
mayldst
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FINANCIAL AN1HMIERCIAL

TOWNS.

Items of interest Gathered

by

Contf

pondento of the Press.

GRAY.

(juelatioBs of Slaoie Products in the
Leading Markets.

Gray, May S.—The weather is cold
backward, and but little planting or

West
and

ing has been done about here.
Mrs. Susan Floyd, of Portland, is visiting at her daughter’s, Mrs. Edward Huston.
Mrs. Floyd is over PO years old, but
stood the ride from Portland remarkably
bow

will stop with Mrs. Huston
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Libby visited
Portland aud Westbrook last week.
John Campbell, who has been at work
at Portland Head, is at home for a few
work having been suspended on

well.

She

through

days,

account of a lack of cement.
In the notice of the promotion of Col.
Royal F. Frank to a brigadier generalship in a recent number of the PRESS it
was stated that he was born In Portland.
This is an error. Kis birthplace was West
Gray us was his father’s and mother’s.
All his brothers and sisters were also
born here.
North Gray, May 6.—The steam box
mill owned by E. F. Libby, Melvin Goff
proprietor, was burned at 5 o'clock this
afternoon. There is some doubt whether
there is any insurance or not.
Mr. Sheehan, who has lately bought
the woolen mills, has repaired the dams,
and will start for western Massachusetts
to superintend the loading of machinery
that he put chased there lately.
Joe Skiliintis has moved into the chambers of the Ed Libby house.
The voting men of this place have
turned out and helped Mr. Sheehan repair his dam.

N*w York Stock

NEW
on

call was

steady

70|’l

__

andMoney Market,

(By Telegraph.*

Money

[Nutmegs.86®86
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Yolk—
standIPepper.I6®17
Flour strong; foreign bids 40c higher;
light.25®261 Cloves.16(817
lands
Mia weight... .S6S26J Ginger.14(8115 ard patents quoted 7 40®7 Etc leading
Heavy....36@26[
Starch
SI higher than Friday.
Coca d’mz.24®2cI Laundry.4%®5
r
A"'1
Wheat—No 2 spring wheat 1 30® BCA
Union Daoks.. .37®38IGloss.6%®7y3
S5»A
do —;No2 Red 1
76. Oor«-No 2 at 31
HO®] .001
Am. call.
Tobacco.
at
4
Oats-NO3
-c.
2
@37c:
No
>,t
yellow
Lead,
[Best brands... ,50@60
No3 White
Sheet.
®7 % Medium.30®40 SS32V40; No 2 white at34V4i®36c;
at
Baile'
®6Va iCommon.26®30 33g84vaC; No 2 rye at. 74@76c:.N0
(Pipe.
7Vs®8 Naturaiat
Zinc.
—60®70 43,<i,52e: No 1 Flaxseed at 1 »6iPrl“®
Jo.
thy seed at 2 65(a2 7o; Mess pork 10 90®iu <u.
T. TT. F.1601 Loadx.ard 6 90@5 92% ; short rib sides 6 3a&o
Pure
00
eieai
50®6
I
ground.6
Hay.
Dry salted meat3—shoulders 4% @5; short
Pressed.si4@16iKed.......6 a0®6 oo sides
6 su;g6 lo.
11 Eng Ven rtedb
>«3%
Loose Hay
Butter steady; cremry 13@16c; dairy at 1
iso. Cheese dull at 7V3@12%c. Eggs steady,
Leather

New

Gram Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OP l it

YORK, May 9.
2y2@0 per cent;

at

last loan 2Vi: prime mercantile paper at GQ7
percent,
sterling Exchange firm with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 84%
@4 86 for
demand and4 8iy2*a4 8iy* for sixty days; pus teU rates at
l 2 *4 HdVa%
Commercial bills at
4 80K4 80yfl.
Silver certificates 66@o6%.
Bar Silver 66Vs.
Mexican dollars 45.
(Government Bonds strong.
Railroad bouds strong.

PERU.
Peru, May 9.—A new ferry boat is
launched at the ferry between Peru and
Dixfleld. It is owned by the two towns.
The town school is taught by Eddie
Hussey, supervisor of schools; Ada E.

t

id

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT

July.
102 Vi
106%

May
Closing....
Opening.

170

CORN.

July.

May.
Ooeutng.
Closing.......... o.

do

OATS.

July.

May.

|6%

Opening.
Closing..,,

47
FOBS.

July.

Retail

Grocer*

flare*.

>u*r*r

Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetion ta y
pulverised 6c* powered, 6o; granulate*..
6Va
coffee crushed oe: yellow 4:.
Hides.
The following quotations represent the paying prices in this market:
Cow and ox hides.. 7c up lb
Bulls and stags. 6c
Ccaif skins, trimmed,..
do
untrimmed... 9c
Lamb skins ..50 to 80c each
Portland Wkkoiacaie

oiwicuiw

bing way for
brands show

I'Jui

WHEAT

vu ILl

3

*1

Spring Wheat patents: all
a

The following are todys'
Provisions. Groceries: c;g
Flour.
Superfine &
low grades.4 8536 00
Spring Wneat bagers.ciaua st6 503675
Patent Spring
Wheat... 8 0008 25
ni lcn. sir'son
rouer.... 6 7537 00
clear do.. .6 6636 85
-tLouis st’gi
6 76 it7 00
roller...
clear do..66506 85
Wnt’r wbeai
patents. .17 6037 76
Fl»n.

JJ U
other

At

rise.

wholesale oricei of
Crain.

Corn

46047

car

do bag lots

....

Meal Dag lots

Oats,

lots

ear

48

45346
41342

Oats, ballots
43345
Cotton Sceeear lots. 00 00028 00
bag lots 0000324 00
Sacked Err
car lots. 17 0(>®18 00
bag lotaOO 00@18 no
Middling $1700318 00
bag ots. .$Oo@18 60
Mixed feed.... 18 60
Coffee.

(Buying* selling price) K!o, roasted

Cod—Large
snore
4 60347 6
small. do. .2 00@8 25
Pollock
2 26®S 60
Haddock... 1 7532 00
H ake.2 00&2 25
Herring, box

ll@lo
Java&Mocha do26®28
Sfolouea

....

....

July.

Slay.
.176

Opening,....

109

Porto Rico.26080
Barbado&n. .... 26326

Fancy.32336
Tea.

Amoys.22030
Scaled....
9014c Congous.25050
Maekerei.01
Japan.2E035
Shore is $22 OO.E$2C Formoso.25366

-.non
Receipts—Flour, 16.000 hbls; wheat, lB,ouu
bus; corn 6S7.0U0 bush: oats 606.000 dusii,
rye I6.°00 bus),. ba,.ley 27.000 hush.
Shipments—Flour 13,000 bbls;wlieat 623,000
bush; corn 068,000 bush; oats 253,000 bush;
rye|lu09 bush-.barley 6.000 bush.
July
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—May atNo1 60:
1 o34t,l 63Va; No 1 hard 1
1 North0184 ;
ern 1 6944
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 6 50®
7 bo; second patents at 6 6n®6 76; first clears
at 6 30t®<> 60. second clears at 4 30 £4 60.
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White at 1 38: No2
Red cash o7: May 1 57.
Corn—No 2 mixed 40c.
I
Oats—No 2 white 30c.;
five—No 2 at 70c.
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash 1 65: May 1 65
3,sk6d>
Corn—No 2 mixed at 37%c.
Oats—No 2 mixed 32 Vac,
Rve—No 2 at 75c.
Cloverseed—prime cash—.

Slay.

July.
35%
37

Culnr,,,,.
36%
Opening..
OATS.

Juiy.

Closing..;

31%

Portland Dally Press Stock Qoatatlont.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett. Bankers, 186
Sliddle street.
STOCKS.
Tar Value.
Bid. Asked
Description.

75

National Traders’Bank.100
Portland National Bank.100
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Gas

Company.

60

1 nft

1 in

100

a02
3u
3 00
10n
111
99

88
109
97

102
130
80
102
130
128
60

104
155
86

104
Portland Water Co.300
136
Portland St. Railroad Co..100
130
Maine Centfal R’y.100
61
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100
BONDS.
120
Portland 6s. 1907.118
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 302
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
102
Bangor 0s. 1899. R. R. aid.101
116
Bangor 6s. 1906.1 Water.114
102
Bath 6s. 1898. R. R. aid .101
103
Bath 4Vss, 1907, Municipal.101
103
Bath 4s. 1921, Refnnding.101
102
Belfast 0s. 1898. R. R. aid.101
106
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
102
Calais 4s. 1901—1911 Ref unding.... 100
107
1901,
Municipal.106
Lewiston 6s,’
105
Lewiston4e, 1913. Municipal.103
102
Saco 4s. 1901. Muniolpal.10O
Maine Central R K 7s, i898,1st mtglOl 101%
••
••
135
7s. 1912.C0US. mtgl33
••
106
107
“4%s”
••
106
"4s cons, mtg—.103
••

"

gns,1900,extcn’sn.l04
Gerrish teacher at East Peru.
106
Portland & Ogd’g ges.1900, 1st mtg] 04
Snore 2s S16 003613
sugar.
G. Hodsdon, the trader, has sold his
as
103
Large
StandardGran
6 465 Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899....101
store and goods to Barrett & Kidder, a
Eroauce
Ex cliue duality 6 465 Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 104Vs
new firm.
They are taking account of Cane Cranberries
sxtrac....’
5 09
stock. Mr. Barrett is from Dixfleld vilBoston stool Marzeb
crate.
3 60*3 50 Yellow Extra C....44S
lage, formerly a trader there. Mr. Kid- Maine.
0 00
the
Seed
The following were
closing quotader is a young man from Dixfleld Centre,
Pea Beans.l 6601 75 Timothy.
3 6503 76 tions of stocks atBoston:
a farmer.
Yellow.Eves.) 0631 75 Clover West, »ya®8
Mexleau Central 4s. 61
N, Y. 9Vi®10 Atchison. Top. & SantalFe. R. hew. 12%
The Grange has moved its plaoo of Cal Pea.... 1 66@l 75 do
Potat’s.nus ;i 0001 10 Alslke..
10*10% Boston & Maine.162
meeting Irom West Peru to the Town
ao, bDi
Red Top,
®
16017
copfd
.158
Hall here. A. B. Walker is Master.
Maine Central.123
76
Provident,
SweetsJersev326@3
V. tafher coo), fanning backward.
Union Pacilic. 23%
ao b orloik o oo®
Porkdo Vineland,4 5O0S5
14 60 (Jnion Pacilic pfd...68%
heavy backs
FREEPORT.
Onions. Bei 2 00@3 10
medium) 3 00018 60 American Kell.260%
do
3
American |Sugar, .’cjinmon.133
60
snort
aDd
9.—Mr.
cut
Chas.
M.
lEgyp'n
2503
Chase
Freeport, May
ChicKoaa...,
clear
13 500*14 Sugar, ptd..„.
10@12
was in Bath Wednesday.
Turkevs.
Wes.
130i6e
Beef—light..9 2.,0975 uen Mass, pfd.
The cutters in the Shaw Company shoe Northern
do common
ao... .16017
heavy... 10 60® 11 60
..
factory will return to their work about Fowls...
Flint & Pere Mara.. .. 86
b«y
BniesUMcbS 6 75®
the 11th inst.
Apples.
para, tcs ana
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R .161
60@4 5fi
% bbl.ouro 7 Vi a 7%
George Cushing, with wife and son Eatingappl’83
do common *23300
dooom’ua. 43/i&D
New Yorlz Onottmoas Htcexs ana Bonds
Leroy, are visiting at James Cushing’s.
3 6004 001
Baldwins
pails,cornua
6V406V4
Edwin Small will take the place of Mr.
fcvapJPtb
33y TelegraDh.
Sigiotic
pails, pure 8 *814
Gerald at E. B. Grant’s. Mr. Gerald
Vernons.
pureilf
8%to8»/*
The folloing ware to-day’s closing quotations
3 00@400 Bams....
feesSina
goes to Worcester. Mass
9
®9ys of Bonds
3 60@3 76
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Anderson are vis- California
dooev’rd
May 9.
oranges.
Oil.
May 6
iting at Riverside.
:22%
0 00@,C 00 Kerosenel20ta
121%
gy, New 4s. reg
Jason Small has moved to the Moses Florida
do
coup,
3
322%
00
121%
Calliornia,
60@4
Ligorna. 81/,
cottage on Chapel street.
do Seeding* 2 7533 2 6
Centennial. 8y, New A’s reg..108%
108VI
Jesse
New 4’s coup ... Iu9%
Dresser, James Leslie, Ralph
109
Pratt’s Astiai ..10%
Eggs.
icnver & it. G. 1st.104%
GI3 In hall bbls la extra
Day, Fred Foster, Philip B. Griffin are Eastern extra..
104%
Erie gen 41. 71%
the volunteers from our village, aud are Fresh Western..
70
@12
Raisins.
Held.
Musctl.50 lb bxs5®6% Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds........ 62%
61%
at Augusta, having been accepted.
A
Mo
Kansas
Texas
utter.
is
London
pfd_
uty’rll 76©20C
N. N. Kendall is working in NewburyKansas Pacific'Consols.
Creamerr.tncy..l8®20
Coal.
port, Mass.
Glltbuge vrmt
Oregon Nav.| lsts.116
018
Retail—delivered.
115
Geo. R. Rogers is boarding with Jason Choice..
Cumberland 00004 26
C ostng quotations of stocks:
Small and working for H. W. Jones, the
Cheese.
Chestnut,. s.
00
@6
9.
May 6.
N. Y. tct’ry 9 010
Franklin...
'8 00 Atchison. May
jeweler.
12 vi
11%
«6on Atchison pfd. 39%
Lehigh....
Mr. Charles Sharp has a position in Vermont... 9 felO
28
13 Pea.
sage.012 V,
4 60
Central racifle. 13%
Stoneham, Mass.
12%
Bread
tanutr
Cues, a Ohio..... 21%
20 V*
Mrs. Frank P. Morse is visiting her sisPilot sup....
@7% White woodCnicago s Alton........169
154 a
ters.
N 01&2,1-ln *820*35
do sq.
@6 ys
do
ufd
Mr. Louis Tuttle will move with his Crackers—
Baps.l-to.
©6
*26@**8
Burlington « Oulncy 99%
97%
family to Barkerville.
Cooperage.
Com’n, 1-m *235**26 Chicago'
Delawares Hudson CanalCo.109%
110%
lVi, 1%&2The Conant boys are the happy posses- Hhhd sliooks & hds—
West
&
168
Delaware.Lackawana
j
to, Nol&2*33®|35
MoLclty. 160@176
sors of new wheels.
30
Dearer & Rio Grande.. Ill
Sug.count’y 85 @100
lVa,l%Si2-to
Sans,
Country Mot
VINALHAVEN.
*28**30 Erie.new...13
12%
hlid Shooks
Squares,
*S3®*38
uo 1st prefer
36%
34%
hlid hdgml
CypressVinalhaven, May 9.—Mr. Hudson, state
Illinois Central.103
101 Vs
1-to No 1*2 *30**33 Lake r.rieS West.. 16%
82 n. 24026
16
secretary, and Mr. Southworth of Porthd36in
21®23
1V4.1V4 & 2.
Bug
185
Lake Shore.184
to.Nol&2 *32@*34 Louis A Nash. 54
land, grand officers of the O. U. A. M., Hoops 14 ft. 25@S0
51%
12ft. 25@28
2ys, 3&4ring8$«»38
101%
visited Abraham Lincoln council No. 7,
8 t. 8 @9
S’th pine-*26i|$5 Manhattan Elevated ..103
Mexican Central.
4%
4%
Clear pine—
Cordage.
O. U. A. M., here this week.
Michigan
Central.104%
104%
4mer’nlS'lb 10 @lt
1 Uppers.*66@65
news
stand
A. B. Vinal’s
was the Manilla...
27
7% @3y4 | Select.*45065 Minn & St Louis. 26%
83
Fine common. .*42046 Minn & St Louis pf. 83%
most exciting part of the town last Satur- Manilla bolt
00@9V4 |Spruoe. $13 @1400 Missouri il’acific. 33Vs
rope.
3]
day ovening when the steamer arrived Russia do. 18 @18%,Hemlock.$11*18 New .Jersey Central. '94%
93%
7
@7% 1 Clapboards—
114
New YorkCentral. Hoys
Star extra
from Rockland. Sisal......
with the
I Spruce. X.$32085 New York. ChicagoS St Louis 13%
Krugs and Dyes.
13
latest
account
from
giving the
60
Dewey, Acid Oxalic. .120141 Clear.$28030
do pf
65
Acid
$a
tart."3@801
iuc*u
auiu<;
dear.*26027
eve J one wanting his copy first.
Ammonia.150301 No 1.*16020 @9
<10
<io
pfd. 66%
65%
Luest. Parker of the United
States A sues. pot... .6$4@ 81 pm©.$25060 Northwestern.124%
323%
Bats copabia... 660601 Shingles—
in
service
was
town
this
week
to
Signal
Da.n—brtiE.iP Y
$2 *7 K.Ve’O
170
171
Go^
pfd.
make arrangements for a signal
34%
station Llcli pov,aers... 7@9IClear cedar.2 BO®2 75 Ont & Western. 163/s
*9
1.1 86*2 25 Readme.
lx
No
18%
Borax.
10*11
here, what is known as Kittredge’s hill Brimstone.
93%
.7H@'.'V* |No 1 cedar..l *6*i 75 Kook Island. 97%
on the eastern side of the harbor
95%
60
Paul.
2E@i
92%
Cochlneai......
I
Spruce.1
40@431
being
144
do bfd.
143%
the spot selected, having a commanding Copperas_ 1V4® 21 Laths.spco..l 9002 00
Lime—Cement.
Creamtartar „2SVi®311
73
SLPftul & Omaha. 76%
view of the ocean and both bays, and only Kx logwood.... 12*16 Lime.# csk. 86®
145
Qltfo prfd.149
G
Cement.1
umaraoic...
20®
182
70*1221
tu
Minn,
ft
Mann.137
Paul.
a few minutes
walk to the telephone
10M
Texas Pacific. 11%
Matches.
Glycerine
,30 07 b;
office.
66%
EE Union Pacific pfd.68%
Alooslcape..... 16*26 iStar,^ gross
7%
7%
@ 6E wabash....
Job Tolman was the lowest bidder for Camphor...... .35*42 jDlrtxo.
Mytrh., ,»2®65lForestCity.60
J8V«
do prfd. 19%
collecting taxes for the coming year, Opium.. ..4.CO 6 OOi
Metals.
160
Boston ft Maine..160
$375, The rate this year being $.023 on Shellac.36®401, Copper—
92
New York&New England pid, »3
Indigo.tl5c® 61114*48 com... .016% Old Colonv..187
187
the dollar.
2s
iodine... .S 60® 3 8b roUsneacopper.
100
Adams!
Express...100
16(51N
Ipecac.22602 EOiBolts.
BUXTON.
123%
America*; Express..— .120
12
Licorice, rt_16*201 Y M sheain39
S„ Kxnress —. 39
12
West Buxton, May 9.—Mr. John Berry- Morphine...2 7,® 2501Y M Bolts.•
•
97%
93%
Oil bergamoi2 76*8201 Bottoms.22*24 Peoples Gas....
man, who went to Portland last Tuesday
44
44
Homestukc,
11*12
Nor.CodIlver200®2251 Ingot....
returned home last Friday.
Tin—
3%
American do S1®1 261
Ontario.. 4
Mrs. F. H. Pike, who spent the winter Lemon....
26%
X6Va@iei^, Pacific Man.. 28%
1bu»3 til Straits.
with friends in Massachusetts
176
returned Olive.1 00@2 6O1 fingUsn...
Putman Palace.180
@6 60 sugar'common.132%
130%
last Friday and is stopping with Mr. and Peppt.22602 ftolChar. L Co..
<»7 3E Westerni Union..
88 Va
90 Vs
Mrs. Joseph Sands.
Wlutergreenl 76@200jChar. l.X... © utK®o
©(J
Southern By pfd.
The Students of H. H. S., attended the Potass Dr’mcte. 64@5t>»Tern0
Antimony...
12*14 Union Pacific.
35®
40|
Chlorate.......
graduating exercises at Limerick last Iodide.2 68*3 80|Ooke.* 7“i»&oc
Thursday.
Domestic Marmots.
Quicksilver... .70®801 Spelter.
12*14
Mr. George
Randolph is to move his Quinine..
33*30 iSolderVfcxVy
(P»y Telegrapm
NaU**
family to Bridgton soon where he has ob- Rheubarh, rt-76c@l So
May 9. 1898.
Rt snake.3o@40 Cask.ct.Dasel 6 ®1 C.E
tained work.
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
1
wire.
3S
.1186®
sales 9.00G
has
22.919
9bbls;
moved into the Saltpetre.lo®l«
Mr. Frank Sawyer
bbls; exports 7.43
Naval Stares.
packages: excited and decidedly higher.
house on Maple street owned by E. A. Seaua.26®80 Tar
bbl.
..2
OC
75@8
Canary seed....
#
mills
riour quotations—city
4@5
patents at 7 35(a
Mr. Ansel Sawyer and wife of Cardamons 1
Hobson.
B0@2 25 Coal tar.... 6 or® 5 26 7 60; winter patents 6 60@7 00:city mills clears
Portland spent a few days last week with Soda. by-carb3»4 (8,644 Pitch.2 7b.®aoc at 6
6
26@6 50; Minn,
304(6 50; winter straits
Mr. John Sawyer of this place.
Sal.\2%@8 W1L Pltcn. .2 75®8 0C pats 7 6o@8 00: winter extras 4 60<5 UOsMinc
Mr. Warren MoCorrison is moving his Snphur.2V*@2V*JKosin.3 00®4 0G bakers at 5 50ffi6 Oo; winter low’ grades 2 90(a
lead.20*221 Tupeunns.gai. .3004 3 00.
family into the house on Portland street sugar
7
White wax... .60*651 Oakum...
®*
Wheat-receipts 226,675 bush: exports
owned by his son.
Gil.
ttrol. Blue
6Va® 9l
.*
bush: sales 10,195.000 bush; futures 96.00C
and
child of
Mr. Charles Graffam, wife
83 f o t
bus spot;3pot stronger; No 2 Bed at
Gorham who have been visiting in Ly- Vanllla.Dean..sig®20lLlnseea.42*47
1 Boiled.4.4*41
Dock.
afloat New York to arrive, nominal;No 1 North
man and Waterboro,
with
Friday
No
spent
7u*8c ern—; No 1 hard Duluth—.
1.,.S2iRperm.
No 3.28IWhale.60®si
friends here.
Corn—receipts 3 60,876 bush; exports 364,Mr. and
Mrs. George Sprague and No 10.20,'Bank.40*4' 497 bush; sales 205.000 bush; futures 129.00C
lOoz.13
Shore.S5f»4C
bush
with
snot; No 2 at43%c f o b afloat.
daughter of Saco spent Saturday
8 oz.11
1 t’orgie.30*36
Oats—receipts 212.400 bush: exports 129.96C
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Randall.
bush spot; futures
Gunpowder—Shot. I Lara.
6fa«f bush; spot strong = sales
Mr. Orlando Smith is spending a few Biastlngf.. .3 2 6® s 601 Castor.110@i 2C
—; No 2 at 36c; No 3 at 35Vic; No 2 white at
days with his sister, Mrs. Wilbur Par- Sporting-4 60*6)261 Neatsfoot
46o*6E 37@38Vic;NTo 3 white 37%@38—; track white
Drop snet.20 fcs.. 1 261 Flame.&
tridge.
33(0/41 c.
1
Faints.
Buck. b. BB.;
Beef firm; family —; city extra India Mess
car lots*lo®12 j Am Zinc.... 6 00*7 OC
Straw,
FORTIFYING PORT MAH0N7”“
Iron.
.2 Vi
Lard firm: Western steam 6 25@6 30.
Rochelle...
Ri?e
Pork firm; mess —.
Common-1%®2 I
Madrid, May 9.—Port Mahon, the Refined....
I Domestic. 6Va«7
Butter firm; Western creamy at 14%®17c:
Capitol of the Island of Minorca (Balearic Norway.... 1%®2V4
1
3 Vi *4
Salt.
do l3®i4Vao; Elgms at 17c: state'dairv
factory
islands) is being prepared for possible at- Cast steel.
80I0 I Tks ls.lhhu 200(82 5c l4’u.lb%c;docrem 14%@17c.
taok upon the part of a United States German
2 00@2 2f
steel.®3Va ! Liverpool
Eggs firm; State and Penn at ll©il%csquadron.
The Spanish war department Shoesteel.*2
IDla’md Crys. bbl 2 2i WesteriTfresh 10*/i@lic.
sne"* Iron—
has reinforced the
1
saleratut.
□Cheese’lirm—state large white at 8%c; small
garrison considerably. u.
Saleracus
C.4%@ft
It is said that
6®6iA do 8%c.
torpedoes are being placed Gen.RussiaI3V4®14 II
Spices.
Tallow steady
in all the ports and the
on
the
artillery
Anieri’cuRussiall®12 Cassia, pure... .21*71
Sugar—r w quiet-.fair refining3% ;Centrifugal
inn'* has been nreriareri for servic
1 Mace.
Ga.lv.6V4®7
SOcffil OC 96 test 4 H -16 jrehned quiet at decline.
•*

••

106

..

,Ly Telegraph.!
MAY 8, 1898.
CHARLESTON—XU* Cotton u.uiKe to-day
was steady; Middling 6%c.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
steady; middllug 5 ll-lGe.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
steady; middlings 6 13-16c.
NEW ORLKA NS—T1- < otron market to-aay
was steady; middling k li-36c.
AKiRll.K—The

Cotton

marker,

trwlo-r

wool

nominal; middling 5%c.
SAVANNAH—The cotton market to-day was
quiet; middling 5 II-I611
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Northern Light,
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Ray, NYork.
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Gloucester.

FFRNANDina—Ar 7th,

Dun ton, Boston.

..

...

Alleghany-NawYork.. Kingston... May

Athos.New York.. Honduras..May
Labrador.Montreal
Liverpool... May
Parisian.Montreal
Liverpool. .May
Rotterdam.. ..New York. .Rotterdam..May
Touraine.New York..Havre
.May
Furnesla.New York. .Glasgowh...May
Capua ...New York..P’rnambucoMay
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool. .May
Hevelius.New York. .K10 Janeiro May
Pennsylvania..New York. .Hamburg. .May
Ems.New York. .Genoa.May
Hubert.New York. .Para.May
Labn.New York. .Bremen
.May
Friesland.New York.. Antwerp,.. May
Labn.New York. .Bremen —May
Cymric.New York. .Liverpool.. May
..

..

...

..

Friesland

....

New York.. Antwerp

..

May

10
10
11
11
12
12
12
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
16
17
17
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
21
21

Majestic.New York. .Liverpool...May
Mongolian.New York. .Glasgow ...May
Aug Victoria...New York..Hamburg...May
Coleridge.New York..P'rn’mbuco May
Caracas.New York. .Lagdayra. .May
F' der Grosse.. New York. .Bremen —May
Ethiopia.New Yora. .Glasgow.. .May 21

Montreal...Liverpool..May

Carthaginian

Alexandria —New Yora. .London —May
Aller.New York. .Genoa
.May
Obdam.New York. .Rotterdam .May
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg. .May
May
Gascogne.New York. .Havre
Campania.... New York. .Liverpool. .May
...

....

Tjomo.New York. .Demerara ..May
Auranta.New Fork. .Liverpool. .May
New York. .Bremen
K Friedrich
.May
Germanic
.New York. .Liverpool...May
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp;....May
..

—

...

MINIATUREALMANAC.MAY
Sunrises........ 4
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li,gl1 water

Sunsets.. 6 64
Moon rises.11 471

1

....
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Height.0 0—
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21
21
21
21
21
21
24
24
24
26
26

10.
145
2 16
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MARINB

ISTEWe

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MONDAY May 9.

Wiscasser.
Sch J fi Atwood, Cook. Lockport. NS, with
10.000 live lobsters.
Sob Maggie Miller, Frederlokton. NB, for Salem, for orders.
Sch Nat Ayer, Hodgkins, Bangor for Boston.
Sell Emma W Day, Crockett, Winterport
Sell J B Norris. Holmes, Tremont.
Sch M J Sewall, Beals. Jonesport.
Sell Evelyn L Smith, Ashing.
Sell Mcnewa, Kendall, Bangor for New York.
Sch A F Kindberg, Bangor for New York.
Sell Willie, Boston for Greens Landing.
Soh 'Wmmii M

HnY

Vfnnklna

Hnmmp fnr

sch Viola

Reppard,

Ill DOrt. Sfihs Chnao

finnro Mow

Vnrk

fnr

Pnrt.-

laud; 1' fl Odlorne, White, Raritan for Lynn;
A Lewis, Kendall, Amboy for Salem;
Nellie F Sawyer. Hoboken for Portland.
N013SKA —Anchored 8th, sch Anna E J
Marse, Crocker, Port Johnson for Portland.
PORT TAMPA—Ar 7(h,scbs JohnK Souther.
Hamilton. Galveston; Ii W Hopkins, Htchborn,

needy Island—Passed down 7th, achs Warren
Adams, from Philadelphia lor Port Royal; City
of Augusta, for Bath; Ella M Storer, lor Rockport: S P Hitchcock, for Bath.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 7th. sch Celia F. West,
Wiimlngton.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 7th, sch Mary E Crosby,
Cummings. Weehawkeu.
RICHMOND-Ar 6th, sch Millville, Smith,
Kennebec.
RED BEACH—Sid 9th, sch Maggie Todd, lor
New York.
ROCKLaND—Ar 7th, schs Nautilus, Tolman.
New York; Onward, Kallock, Boston; Geo W
Glover. Jameson, New York.
Sid 7th, schs S J Lindsay, McFadden, NYork;
Red Jacket, Mullen, Boston.
ST SIMONS, GA-Ar 8th, sch Jennie S Hall,
Watt, Beston.
SALEM—Ar 8th, schs Kolon. Frye, Sands
River, NS, for New York; Eagle. Eaton, Bangor for Boston; Chas E Ravmoud, Pendleton,
Sedgewlek for New York; CarrieCMiles. Rockland (or do; Clara Dinsmore, Lubee fordo;
Geo M Mills
Ar 9th, schs Addie Morgan, Calais for Pawtucket; Maud Briggs, Bluehlll for New York;
J J Little, Bangor for Vineyard-Haven; Atlanta
Rockland for Boston ;
Allan M, Boston for
Jonesport: Diadem, do for Rockport.
Sid 7th, schs Chanticleer, Carver, Lincolnvllle
Jennie Greenbank, Exeter.
VINEYARD-HaIIVEN—Ar 8tb, sells Florence Leiand, Edgewater for Rockland:
George
M Bird, Port Reading tor do; Longfellow, Port
Liberty for Yarmouth; Isiamt City. New York
torBoothbay; Hope Haine, Perth Amboy for
—

Chester, E Lawrence, Grinnell, Vinalha
for Boston.
Be cowl— Schs Welcome, Herald, Flyaway,
and H Curtis, for harbor.
Soli

veu

Cleared.

Sch J E Atwood, Cook, Port Maton, Ns—M N
Rich & Co.
Sch C B Harrington, Port Maton, NS—SI N
Rich & Co.
Sch Edith SI

Thompson, Thompson. Lockport, NS—M N Ricn & Co.
SAILED—Sob John F Randall.
CORRESPONDENTS.
ROCKPORT. Slay 9—Ar. soli Herman F Kimball, Lane, Boston; Onward. Kallock, doSld 9th, schs Chester R Lawrence. Grinnell,
Boston; Ann Shepherd, Greenlaw. New York.

WISCASSBT, Slay 8—Sid, sch Blary B RogBrown, Kennebec.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

AratDemerara 7th Inst, sch Ella SI Willey,

Portland.
Slu fm Cedar

Keys 8th, sch Jeremiah Smith,
Parsons, Portland.
Ar at Queenstown Slay 9, steamer Canada,
Irom Boston lor

Liverpool.

Notice to

Mariners.

Lighthouse Establishment.
Office Lighthouse Inspector, 1
First District.
Portland. Ble., Slay 9. 1898.1
Until further uotlce, as an additional protective measure to prevent vessels
passing tlie entrance to Portsmouth harbor, N.
H.„ the lights
and fog signals will be discontinued between
the hours of 8 P. M. and 4 A.
M., at the following stations:

Portsmouth Hajbor,

Spoken.
Anrll 27. lat 36 26 N. Ion 46 48 W, Am ship
supposed the Josephus, Irom New York fro

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Memoranda.
City Island, May 8—Sch Pavilion, from Calais
via Newport, whieh anchored at this place last
night, fouled the selir Jas It Talbot, from Tliomaston, and had main shrouds and chain plates
carried away, and planking chafed. No damage
to the Tabot.
Vineyard-Haven, May 8—Sch Eliza J Hamilton, from South Gardiner for New York, with
lumber, sprung aleak in Vineyard Sound this
morning duriug a heavy NE wind and put into
Tarpaulin Cove witn live feet water iu hold.
She Is now full.

Trefetheu’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island,

“5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30
6.15. 7,30 p.

a.

m., 12.00 m.,

2.00, 4.20,

in.

For Ponce's Landing. Long Island, 5.30, 8.00,
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20. 6.15 p. m.
For Marriner's Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.00 p.

m.

RETURN.

Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20, 8.30. 9.30,
10.50 a. m„ 1.00, 2.35.: 3.45, 5.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. m.,
2.60, 5.10, 0.55 p. m.
Leave Cushing's, 7.05, 8 15. 11.05 a. m„ 2.45,
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9.20 a. m.,
12.00 111., 12.25, 3.30, 6.35, 7.20, 7.50 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25. 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a.
m„ 12.30, 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. m.
Leave Treletiien’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9.10,11.50 a. m..
12.35, 3.20, 5.25, 7.10, S.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 0.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.15, 5.20, 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a.
m., 3 oo p.

m.

Saturday night only,

9.30 p.

m.

for all landings.

Sunday Time Table.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. 111.
For Cush lig’s Island, 9.00,10.30 a. ill., 12.15, 2.15,

2.00

m..

d. m.

C. W. X. GODING, General Manager.

International

2.30 p.

m.

Return for Portland-Leave

Orr’s

way of above landings, 7.00 a.
land, 9.30 a. m.

sepll

m.

Island, by

p.

STEAMSHIPS.

OCEAN

CO.,

LIFE AID ACCIDENT
INSURANCE, covering

ALLAN LINE
From

Prom

Steamship_Portland.

26 Mar.
Californian,
30 Mar.
Laureutian,
9 April
Parisian.
13 April
25 Mar.
| Carthaginian,
7 April.
23 April
Numidlan.
14 April.
California.28 April
Laurentian carries cabiu passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

10 Mar.
12 Mar.
24 Mar.

only.

DOMINION LINE.

M.

G.

BARNEY

MONTREAL Ml

QUEBEC Is LIVERPOOL.
From
Montreal

Steamer.

Liverpool.

9.00

a.

From
Quebec

m.

6.00 p.

Saturdays

April
••
May

Scotsman
April
Yorkshire
May
Labrador
Dominion"

14
21
28
5

30
7
14
21

Apr

May

m.

so
7
14
21

mayo

PORTLAND,

LIVERPOOL

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.
From

u UUC

DU,

Canada,

ttctv

June 30, 5.30 p.m.

,uch;,

e

lit}' ix,

i.uv it. tit.

BATES OF PASSAGE.
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Return
$1C0 and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Return $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London, London,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast$22 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating 51 1-2 Exchange
street, T. 1'. McGowan. 420 Congress street.
Ashton’s Ticket Agency,. 981 1-2 Congress Sr.,
or Davla Torrance
& Co.,
general agents,
Montreal.
may2dtf

-TO-

LONDON

:

DIRECT.

S. S. Arona, 7000 tons,
May 10
Weekly from Montreal thereafter.

BUILDING

Special attention given to the carriage of
Cheese, Butter. Apples ami perishable cargo.
For all information apply to

ME.

dlw

The ROBERT REFORD GO,, Limited
Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
may3dtmyto

portlanFFworcesteI
STEPHEN BERRY,

0bdt Jol

and

(ga\d odiiniei^

Ho. 37 Plum Street

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
To

3Fient.

The People’s
Savings Bank, Lewiston,
has fitted up their new vault with safe
Domestic Ports.
Deposit
Boxes.
schs
Vault and boxes all
Alaska, Libby,
NEW YORK—Ar 7th,
Diligeut River, NS: Win Duren, Langley, Wey- new and of the latest and strongest
11
Peck.
Hamilton.
Bridge- design.
mouth NS; Howard
Si Reed. Wilson. New
port for Norfolk; Edw
Price of boxes $5.00 to
$10.00 per year.
London lor Brunswick; Geo A Pierce, Pinkliain
Anyone desiring a box for the deposit
Providence.
h
of
Balclt, Crocker, Baltimore
securities or valuables will do well to
Ar 8th, sch Chas
for Bristol; Silver Spray, Thomaston; Lizzie write us tor further
information.
Chadwick. Providence; SS Kendall, New Bedford: Harriet. Calais; July Fourth, Bangui ;
via
do
Newport; Lizzie Matthews,
Pavilion,
Clark, Providence; lfugenie. Kelley.do; Orozimba. Britt. New Haven; James R Talbot.
Me.
Averill, Thomaston.
apr28d2w

PEOPtE’S SAVINGS BANK,
Lewiston,

milt, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. in
.owell s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. in., arrive in
Portland at to.oo a, m.
For further particulars apply to
MCDONALD. Pres, and Manager,
lelephole 46-3.
158 Commercial street
:oor

TORTIMO & ROCHESTER R. R.
Station Toot of Preble si.
On and after Monday, Oct.
trains will Leave Portland:

4, 1897,

Passenger
ge

For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. in. and 12 30

p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.

points North at

For Rochester, Spriugvale, Alfred, Waterboro aud Baco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5*35 p.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and D.45a. m.,
6.35 and 6.20 p.

m.

12.30. 3.00

For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills. Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30. 8.45 a m.
12.30, 3,00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonnects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
lor the West and at Union Station, Worcester
for Providence ami New York, via “Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston ami Albany R. R jor
the West, and with the New York all rail via

"Bpi'inglield.”

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m. 130
aud 6.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.50 a. in., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
For tickets ior all points West and South apply to T. F. MeGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent,

l'ortlond, Me.
Je26dtf

—

WINNIPEG
-AND-

Canadian Northwest

...

api'4dtf

Lowest

Rates,

Shortest,

Quickest

Maine Coast

and most popular Route,

Navigation Co.

passing

Kov.

en route through principal Canadian
cities and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota ana
Dakota.

STEAMER SALACIA

Our Free Colonist Sleepers
For families and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase it at cost

On

ami

after

Tuesday.
9tli, 1897, tlic

,vlll leave Franklin Wharf. Portland Tileslays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30a. in.;
0.45 a. ill.; Until, 12.30
Beach,
Popiliim
p.
ii.; Boothbay Harbor, 2.00p. m. Arriving at
Wiscasset, about 3.30 p. ni.
tvisensset
Returning—L<-ave
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7j)0 a. m
Hooth bay Harbor. 8.30 a. m.; Bath, 10.30 a.
u.; Fop ha m Beach, 11.30 a. m.
Arriving at
Portland about 2.00 p. in.
to
Bath
lioollibay Harbor, 25 cts.
FARE;
Will touch at Fiva islands Tuesdays and
■

vnoiu);

LiuKt,

o/iiu.

muuuays

auu .CT1-

Weather permitting.
o. C. OLIVER, President.
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer,
marlSdtf

Montreal or Toronto stations. These
cars will go through without change,
Portland, Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS
peg.
will
leave Portland every Monday at 6 p. m., and an
additional Pree Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., commenciug March 7tli.
Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated in these Free
Sleepers a»s for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
similar sleepers can be had to the Pacific
price at

sleeping

Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space
appiy 10 company s agents.

in sleepers.

eio.,

marlBati

MAINE CENTKaL IE It,
In effect April 17, 1838.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswiok, Belfast, Bangor and

BucksporL

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs,)
Falls. Rumford
LewFalls,
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland. Readfleld. Waterville, Livermore Falls, Farmington aud PhllhDs.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Dan-

Mechanic

ville June., Auburn and Lewiston.
1L20

Dally

Elite, Sumlays Excepted.

THB NEW AND PALATIAL STEAIURKS

BAY STATE 4S0

PORTLAND,

J. W. PETERS. Supt.

a.

Expreos

m.

tor

Yarmouth,

Free-

port,
Brunswick, Bath, Augusta, Waterville.
nttsfield,
Bangor. Bucksport, Bar
Harbor. Greeuville and Aroostook County,
via
B. & A. R. R. for Houlton, Woodstock.
SL Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanceboro
and SL John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Danville Jc„ Lewiston, Livermore Falls,

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Port- Farmington, Kingfield. CarrabasseL Phillips
land, every Evening at T o’clock, arriving In and Rangeley, Wlnthrop, Oakland, Bingham
season for connection with earliest tra ns for
Waterville aud Skowhegan.
M5 o. in. For Freeport,
points beyond.
Brunswick. Au
Rockland and
Bath.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, gusta.
Boothbay

MAINE STEAMSHIP C(E

stations
and
on
the
Knox
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag,
and to Bucksport Saturdays only
6.10 p.
m.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta ahd
all

Waterville.

6.15 p. m. For
New Gloucester, Danville
(Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn
and
Lewiston.
New York Direct Line.
11.00 p. m. Night; Express, every night, for
LONG ISLAND
BY DAYLIGHT. Brunswick, Bath,
Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville,
Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
via
Ola
Bar Harbor, BucksporL
Town,
county
Steamships Manhattan and John IF.uglis Sl Stephen. SL Andrews, SL John and
ilternately leave Franklin whan Tuesdays, Aroostook Comity via Vanceboro. Halifax and
rhursdays and Saturdays at e p. m., for New the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
York direct. Returning, Heave Pier W, East not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
River, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at or beyona Bangor.
Sleeping cars to Sl John.

Junction,

SOUND

>

n. m.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passeuger travel and afford the most
:onvenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. if5.00; round trip, $8.00.
Goods carried are Insured against WAlt
RI'K, under the terms of the Company’s Open
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
TIIOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt
OCHdtf

White Mountain Division.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burlington
Lancaster. No. Stratford, Colebrook, Beecher
Falls, Quebec, SL Jobnsbury, Sherbrooke. Montreal, Chicago, Sl Paul and Minneapolis and
all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish, Fryeburg,
Bridgton, North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Falls,
LunenDurg, SL Jobnsbury, Newport, sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Brunswick, Au.
gusta, 'WaterviUe and Bangor.
12.60 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston.
Bath. Augusta, Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
7.20 a.

Mi?LIT STEAMSHIP LINE.

for

From Boston every
From

Wednesday and Saturday.
Philaielpliii evary Wednesday and

From Central Wharf. Boston. Sp. m. From
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to 1'. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
line are
All goods shipped by this
covered against war risk by open policies
issued to

BOSTON

,

STATE AGENT,
NATIONAL HANK

FIRST

■

Saturday.

MILITARY and NAVAL THOMSON LINK.
SERVICE.
PORTLAND

If yon liav« n friend enlisted who is unablo to pay for his ow n pol icy you can do him
au everlasting kindness by assisting him.

°mt' Sebas00’ Fhippsburg and
Candy’s
RETURNING—Leave Candy’s Harbor at
..00 a. m.; 1 luppsburg, 6.15 a.
m.; Asbdale. 6.30
h m. I Water Cove,
Small Point, 6.45 a. m.;
s 1

Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept. 1. 1897.

_ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Liverpool and Portland.
Liverpool

Sleeping Gars

-to

Larbor

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
marl8dtf
H. P. C. HERSEY Agent

From

HARTFORD, CONN., wll Issue

U0(” Free Colonist

—

Summer Arrangement.
On and after Monday. May 9th. steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.S0 p. m.
Returning leave St John and Eastport same
days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. jgfFreight received up to 4.00

June 16,

OF

CAPT. (HAS. H.

ivlU leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00
p.
n., for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’i
Island; card’s Cove,
juoliog Bay. Poor’s Point. East ilarpswell;
Vshda e, Horse Island Harbor, Water
Cove,
J

lays Going West.

Liverpool.Steamers. _Boston.
Canada, June 2. 7.30 a. m.
May 18,

TRAVELERS INSURANCE

trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and Cape Small Point.
On anu after April 4tli. 1898.

round

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello aud St. Andrews,
N.B.

TO

WAR INSURANCE.

Passenger fares of the Grand Tlunk Hallway
System between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, and the NOltTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAL L, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Eastport. Lubeo, Calais, Si Ja''n.N.B.,Halitax. N.S-

Arrive Port'

ISAIAH DANIELS, Geu’l Mgr.
dtf

I

Steamer “Percy *^7’”

Co.

Steamship

FOR

■

)aily

luiijra

apr27dtf

From

Beginning April 1st 1838, steamer Aucoclsco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows;
For Long and Chebeaguo Islands, HarpswelL
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.30 p. m.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and

and

Seavy’s Island.
By order of the Light House Board.
Thomas Perry,
Commander, U. 8. N.

Commencing Thursday, April 38, 1808.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 6.45,
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 in.. 2.15, 3.15,
5 00. 6.15, 7.30 D. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15,
3.15.5.00. 6.15 p.m.
T
Islands,
and Great Diamond
For Little

Thomaston.

FROM OUR

ers,

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

The Saloons and Staterooms are In the central part, where least motion Is lelt. Elecis used for lighting the ships throughtricity
Augustu.
Ar 9th sch Jas A Parsons, South Amboy for out, the lights being at the command of the
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
New York, with Jib torg.
WASHINGTON—Ar 7th, sch S M Bird, Mer- Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck.
The
and Staterooms are heated
Saloons
NS.
rill. Windsor,
Cld 7th. sobs Madalene Cooney, Wade, Balti- by steam.
Rates of passage £52.60 tqj$70.00.
A remore; C H Venner, Baker, do.
duction Is made on Round Trip Tickets.
Seoond Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Foreign Ports.
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.25: return,
Sid fm Sydney. NSW, Mch 16. ship Alex Gib- $86.75 and $69.00.
son. Colley, Yokohama.
Bteerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Sid fm Mauritius Apt 26. baraue RAC Smith,
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every reHooDer. New York.
quisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.50.
For tickets or further information apply to
Sid fm Port Natal Apl 13, barque Eleanor M
Williams. Corbett, Guam, (previously reported T. P. McGOWAN. 420 Congress St., J. B.
for Barbados.)
KEATING. 61H Exchange Si.. ASHTON’S
8311-2 Congress St.. U.
Ar at Colon Apl 13, seb Robt Ruff, Newman. TICKET AGEFCY.
A A. ALAN, Montreal, 92 State 3L, Boston,
Pascagoula.
Cld at St John, NB, 9th. sch Lizzie B, Belyea. and 1 Indm su, Portland.jly31dp

Fridays.

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.

Lester

Van-

York.

Custom House Wharf.

3.15.5.00 p. m.
GLOUCSEXER-Cld 7th, sch Madagascar,
For Little
and Great Diamond
Huntington, Boothbay.
Islands,
Trelethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00
JACKSONVILLE—Cld Gth, sch J S Hoskins,
10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
Bennett, Crlsfleld, Md.
NEW LONDON-Al- 9th, sells EG Willard. For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
New York for Rockland; Geo Ferguson, Ama, m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
boy for Bangor.

Kong Kong.

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine. Colby, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Steamer Enterprise, Race, South Bristol and
East Bootbbay.
Steamer Salaeia, Oliver, Boothbay Harbor and

BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

GASGQ

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

seadfi/S? Ba^l

haven.

FOR

Finance.New York. -Colon.May
Kaiser WdeGNew York. .Bremen_May
Servla.New York.. Liverpool May
Noordlaud.New York. .Antwerp .May
Trinidad.New York.. Bermuda ..May
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam May
Oldenburg.New York. Bremen
.May
Hy Dumois... New York.. Aux Cayes May
Asti.New Y'ork. .Santos.May

■.

m/i

MMo^ES

Fort

LuropeanVlIarttet*.
(By Teiearanh.1
Clenfuegos.
LONDON. May 9, 1898.—Consols rin««d at
PHILADELPHIA Ar 6th. sch Albert T
110% money lor and 1111-16 for account
Stearns, Allen, Wilmington, Del.
Cld 6th, seh Ella M Storer, Haskell, Rockport.
LIVERPOOL. May 9, 1898—Cotton market
Ar 7th, sch Chas E Schmidt, Douglass, Kenis unchanged—American tnid)ing3 19-S2d;sales
nebec.
8.000 bales, including 600 bales for speculaCld 7th, schs Henry Clausen. Torrey. Key
tion and export.
West; Augustus Hunt, Blair, Salem; Elvira J
French, Kendrick, Boston.
SAILING DATS OF STEAMSHIPS.
Cld 8th, sch Mollle Rhodes, Dobbin, Vinal-

■

—

PorBaSc

Si ? Ma„afe i\,rtv

ashington for Boston.
EASIPORT-Ar 8th, sch E II King, Hilliard.

Cotton Markets.

Colts.

STEAMERS.

S

Portland

122

Closing.175

Opening.

iw

corresponding

Monday’s quotations.

Slay.

M

PORT L A X D. May 9.
Breadstuff* excited and decidedly higher,and
lUimo*

H 00
10 9a

Opening.
Closing.

Chicago
to-day leading brands were §1 higher.
May Pannl Vntinnn] T^anlr
OTISFIELD.
1 ftCk
Wheat closed at 1 76 and July 120V*.
Sugar Casco National Bank.100
Circle
Ladies’
and
9.—The
l-16c
lower.
Corn and Oats much Cumberland National Bank.. .40
quiet
Otisfleld, May
held a baked bean supper at Spurr’s Cor- higher. Liverpool and Turks Island Salt has Chapman National Bank.
ner Friday evening, May 6, followed by a
First National Bank.100
been advanced 25c. Eggs firm and lc better.
Merchants’National Bank....
sociable.

The members of Saint Andrew’s Order
of Armistice camped out and had a picnic dinner last Friday.
Though few in
marched valiantly and
numbers they
the
“Oak
Hill Road1'
down
noisily away
to H. P. Spurr’s pasture, the place selected for the festlvites.
Following is a list of teachers for the
ensuing summer terms of school: Mattie Barrows, Oak Hill; Carrie Weston,
Spurr’s Corner; Bertha Greene, Swampville; Mrs. Sarah Weston, Bell Hill; Lisa
Barrows, South Otisfleld; Mrs. Maurice
Kemp, East Otisfleld; Gertrude Spurr,
Scribner’s Hill; Marguerite Lowell. Otisfleld Gore; Mrs. Nathaniel Warren, Tamworth.

iresh 10c.

Passed Hell Gata 8tli, sells Laura Knhir,s„n
York lor Rockland; Stephen GLoud
Edgewater for Boston; Angola dn
n.niw1,!
Wm F Campbell. Jersey City o'r
A R
Keene. Hoboken for Bos
do for Edgartovvu; Henry
Whliuev Port John
New

this

eompauy without

m.

all points.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.36 a.m.;
a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily aud week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
D. in; Lewision and way stations 3.25 p. m.; SL
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 6.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington.RmnfordFaUs, Lewiston, 6.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.: daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston. 1.40 a. m. dally; Halifax,
SL John, BarHarbor, Watervlile and Augusta, 3.50 a. m„ except Mondays.

GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & XT A
Portland, April to, 1803.
aprutfitf

expense

shipper.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State Sh, Eiske Building, Boston,
ocG&dtf
Mass.
to

Portland & Rumford Falls

R’y.

In Effect May 2, 1898.

DEPARTURES.
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M. From Union Stalfcn
for Poland, Meohhnio Falls. Buckfleld. Canton, Dixneld, Rumford Fails and Bemis.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
8.50 a. ;n.. t.io aud 5.15 p. m.
From Union
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as folStation for.Meetmnto Falls and Intermediate
stations.
GOING WEST.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mon- Falls
aud Demis.
days at 7.16 a. m.. touching at
at Bemis for all points Iu ths
Connections
South Bristol. an<l Boothbay Harbor,
Lakes.
PEMAQU1D for PORTLAND, Wednesdays Rangeley
above
at
landings.
at 0.00 a. m.. touching
Through Tickets on §ale.
DAMAlilriCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
East
at
at 0 a. in., touching
Boothbay, South xx. l. x.ixAixx’uxxxx, xxaiau xuaxiagor,
Bristol ar.d Boothbay Harbor.
Portland, Maine.
GOING EAST.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent^
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
dti
Romford
Falls. Maine.
]ei8
for Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaquld.
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
& f¥laine R. R.
Boothbay Harbor. South Bristol, East BoothIn effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
bay and Damariscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. lor
Trains leave Union Station, for Soarborc
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol ami East Crossing, 10.00a. m.. 6.15, 6.20 p.m.; Scarfed
ro Reach. Pin© Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.3ft
JBootlibav.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
mar24atf
6.15, 6.20; p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Bi®
deford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.45. 3.30i
5.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennsbank. 7.00. 8.40 a. m..
12.46.3.30, 5.16 ,0.20 p. ra.; Kennebunkpert
8.40. a. ro.. 12.46, 8.80, 5.15 p. m..
7.00.
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.80. 6.16 p. m.|
North
Berwick, Somerswoi th, Dover,4.05|
On and after April 28, 1898, steamers leave
7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
12.45, 3.30, 6.15 p. m.;
Portland Pier.
7.00. 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.S0p. m.
Rochester,
F'or Falmouth, at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 3.00 and
Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.45
Farmington,
6
3.30 p. m.; Northern liiv.. Lakeport. La
For Consen's Island and Gt. I'hebeague, Sun8.4o a. m.. 12.45 p. ra.
conia,
Plymouth,
3.00
m.
a.
7.00
at
m.,
p.
set Landing
Worcester, via Somers worth. 7.00 a. m.
RETURN.
Manchester.
Concord, via
Rockinghani
3.30
7.00 a. ro.,
9.00
at
6.0J
and
a.
Junction,
1.00
p.
m.|
and
Falmouth
Leave
m.,
Junction. Exeter, Haver
Rockinjrham
5.00 p. m.
Lowell.
hill.
Boston,
Lawrence,
at
8.15
^f4.05
a.
m.
and
4.15
Gt.
Leave
Chebeague
m.,
12.45, 3.30 p. ni
*3.40 a.
t7.0G,
p. ni.
Arrive in Boston, 7.2t>, 10.16 a m., 12.60
Leave Cousins Island 8.30 a. m. and 4.30 p. m.
p. ra.
Leave Boston for Port
4.22,
7.25.
BENJAMIN M. SKA BURY.
land, 5.50. 7,80. 8.00, 8.30 a. ra.. 1.00, 4.15
General Manager.
apr28dt£
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a
p. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.

Portland and Bcotlibay Sieamooai Co

Boston

v

Falmouth and Freeport

Steamers.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Portlaid, IVit. Desort and Mschias StbL Co

Beach, Pine Point, Old Or
Scarhoro
chard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Well!
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. IK.; North Berwick
Dover, JExeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Low
ell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.65, 4.30 p. ro. Al
rive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 6.28, 8.45 p. m. Leavi
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Port
land 7.10 a. m.

Str. “Frauk Jones.”
Beginning Saturday, April 30!li.l898, will leave
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. m.,
oil arrival of train leaving' Boston at 7 p. m., for
Rockland. Bar Harbor. Machiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Maeliiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in., arriving in Portland 0 a. in. Tuesdays and Fridays.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
vice tlie best.
General Manager.
marlSdtf

EASTEKN DIVIAIOX.

For Way Stations, 9 a, m.; Biddeford
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn
*2.00, 19.00 a. m.,
Renton,
1.00, t6.lj
arrive in Boston, o.o7 a. m., 12.5G
i). in.
m.
Leave
fci
4.15, 9.25 p.
Boston,
7.0fl
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive
p. ra.
ortlaml, 11.50 .a. m., 12.12
4.30, 10.20 p.m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

SALMON and trout
-Spring; Fishing.

Steamer

Biddeford,

Louise

Portsmouth.
Newbury
fcalmn. Lynu, Boston. 2.00 a. HU 1.01
Arrive
in
Boston, 5.57 a. ra.. 4.15 p, m
p.
Leave Boston for Portland* 9.00 a. m.f 7.01
Arrive, in Portland, 12.25.
10.3t
p. ffi.
p. in.
IConceets with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
•„ Dally except Monday.
Through tickets to all points for sale at UuIoi>

port{
in.

will leave
Lake station daily, tor Fitches, N. VV. River,
famous S.tn^o River.
T< i
the
and
Crocketts
make close connections willi .steamer Take !
R.
train
main
R.
via
Mo
M.
C.
8.46 a. m.
!
division. On Sat unlays the steamer will
also connect with :c.-> j;.m. train from Portland. Round trip tickets for sale at Union I Station.
For further particulars tee phone i D. .1. FLANDERS. G. V. & T. A., iiostoa
Station.
DEERES’* i DRUG CO
Deeriiy, Me.
GKO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Again:,
land.
apr Gdti
c

}

Fort-

which

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY.

Body

Manufacturers’ Syndicate,
AV. H. Goodwin

Whitney,

the Grocer.

of Mail Found in East

Deeriug Field.

AUCTION SALES.
S'. O. Bailey & Co.
amusemets.
M. Steinert & Sons Co.

New Wants. To Let, For Sale. Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on page 6.

BULLET HOLE TOLD

STORY

OF HIS DEATH.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Col. Cousens will speak in the Salvation Army hail tonight. He is chief
divisional commander of the N. E. Chief
He will be assisted by Mrs.
Division

So Weapou Found

on

or

About the

body.

fine vocalist and pianist.
The spring tide Sunday washed over
back of the
the retaining wail at the
Maine Central round house near the sugar
house and came up to within a few feet of

York,

a

the building
INDENTITY OF MAN OR HIS MURSchools began for the spring term yesDERER UNKNOWN.
terday.
The 1st, 10th, and 29th Auxiliary will
tneet with Mrs. Gilman, Tuesday, at 4
tdoloek.
C. H. Thompson &Co., has been organised at Portland for the purpose of do- The Case Completely Wrapped In Mystery
ing a mercantile and trading business,
—Body Was Found In the AfternoonWith ¥5000 capital stook, of which ¥5000
Neighbors Heard Shooting the Bight
The officers are: W. P. Hunt
is paid in.
of Portland, president; W P. Hunt of
Before—Weapon Used Was a 38 Calibre
Portland, treasurer.
Kevolver—Various Theories Regarding
Pine Tree lodge, No. 11, K. of P., have
the Tragedy But Not the Slightest Tanaccepted an invitation to visit Bayard
lodge, No. 44, of South Portland, next
gible Clue,
Thursday evening.
The Postal Telegraph deli very boys have
Yesterday afternoon Joseph Silva, who
donned new light blue uniforms and dark was helping Mr. Eben Russell cut some
wood in Russell’s ship yard. East Deerblue sweaters.
a man lying on the grass on
The Fraternity club was entertained in g, passed
by Rev. Samuel Worcester, last evening. his right side, behind a store house near
the railroad
track.
Silva thought the
Paper by Rev. Samuel Worcester.
The Martha Washington society will man was sleeping off a drunk and did
much attention to him. This
meet Thursday with hlrs. Hood. 35 Cedar not pay
was about 1 o’clock.
street.
At 3 o’clock Mr
The electrio car men of the Congress Russel! aud Silva passed the spot again
Street line and employes at theJBeckett
street oar house and repair shop, will put
a flag over the car house.
| There will be a meeting of the Fresh
Air society at 3 o’clock this afternoon at
room 9, City building.
A specialjmeeingiof the Young Ladies’
Annex will be held this afternoon at 3
o’clock at the Congress Square church.
The ladies’ aid of the Church of Messiah will meet this afternoon with Mrs.
Webb, No. 36 St. Lawrence street.

PERSONAL.
Wilson, the new pastor of
Baptist church succeeded the
Rev. George A. Cleveland as pastor of the
First Baptist church. Melrose, four years
ago last January, and has built np the
church in the most satisfactory manner.
His letter of resignation to the old parish
was short, and simply expressed the statements made, and added the wish for the
prosperity of the church- His resignation
was received with.muoh regret.
Capt. Silas Harding, superintendent of

l

Rev. Mr.
the Free St

the First district life savers, has arrived
home from a six weeks’ inspection of the
stations along the coast in the district.
He reports the men all thoroughly drilled.

Perry has resigned his position
the Nonotuck, Brainard
& Arm-

A. E.
■with

dered man
He was

Whether

walking

it

past

nine

was

an

with

mortem

this way by

means

of

MAJOR JOHN P. STORY

examination

and extracted the

Arrangements Made for Placing

hands, evidently

those of

sons at Fort

Scammel and Great Diamond Island-Well Deserved Promotion for one of tile Veterans at Fort

near

the

<

■

search was

made about the

......

Captain—John R

was

spot night

the

Roxbury ohurch until November 1st.
A surprlseiparty was given Judge Webb
Satsnrday evening at his residence on
street by a number
Pleasant
of his
friends, the occasion being the judge’s
73d birthday.
Prof. M» B. Gilbert has returned from
on

the South,
Mra Lou

Duncan Barney, formerly of
Rockland, now of this city, Is singing at
the Congress Square ohurch in place of
Miss Twlgg, ; who has resigned.
Mrs.
Barney sang at the Musical festival last
fall.

Bertrand B. Johnson of Deerlng and
Horace L. White of Portland, will enter
the United States service from the University of Maine.
i (At the Sunday afternoon service at the Tattoo Marks on Murdered Man’s I,eft
First Presbyterian church, Kev. Henry
Forearm.
McGilvray, pastor of the church,[tendered for a revolver, but none could be found.
his resignation to take efleot October 1st, Besides this the man’s olothing was not
or prior.
the wound was not one
burned and

Corps of
Engineers, has been assigned to duty as

Engineer

Officer of the

Department

of the

East.

Major

P. Story,
7th Artillery,
who has just been designated as
commanding officer at Fort Preble and subposts, entered the military academy in
John

July, 1861, and was graduated and appointed as 2nd lieutenant in the 16th U.
S. Infantry, June 23, 1865.
his 1st lieutenancy the same

the description of one of the
two men who held up the 25 men in the
office of the West End hotel on last Thursday night, that he might have been one
of
these
On Wednesday
desperadoes.
night before the West End hold up, on

transferred to the 34th
ber 21, 1866. He was

He received
day and was

Infantry, Septemassigned to the 2nd

Artillery, December 16, 1870, and was
transferred to the 4th Artillery, January
1, 1871. He was promoted to a captaincy
in the artillery September 14, 1883.

Thursday,

two tramps slept in a barn
in Biddeford, and when they went away
forgot their Revolver. The farmer’s boy

somewhere about;{ that time,
Mrs.
Wells says she heard several shots
fired on the
railroad track. She also
heard
some
shouting, but did not pay

Williams.

1st Lieut. John D. Bassett.
2nd Lieut.—Andrew Moses.
1st Lieut. Charles P. Echelo,

answered

or

Apart from his duties as line officer his
special details have been frequent. He
around
the
mow
found
some
hay
hunting
has been assistant
professor of mathemuch attention to it. In all she thought 38-calibre cartridges and a little later in
matics
at the United States Military
she heard some six or seven shots fired in the morning the tramps came back to
and on important duty in the
the farmer’s
house anrl asked if t’nftv Academy
rapid succession.
Mrs.

Lucas

in the house above
Mrs. Wells, some little way^up the street
from the railroad track. She also heard
shots sometime after 9 o'clock on Sunday
night, but did not hear another noise.
She could not tell how many shots were
fired in all.
A

Mr. Cobb and other persons whc
live in this vicinity heard the^shots, ae
did Miss Sybil Leland, who lives with

Tukey’s bridge,
Dickinson,
good quarter of a mile from the place
where the bodyiwas found.
Near the store house or carpenter shop
is another old building with its window*
and doors securely fastened and boarder
These
two buildings have been
up.
favorite resort of tramps, who are usual
ly to be found about this place by^twoi
and threes at almost any time.llOn’Sun
day there were several seen hereabouts
but little attention was paid to them. N( 1
one could be found last night who hat
seen the murdered man about this plnm
before.
The draw tenders at theJGrand Trnnl
near

a

altogether
values at

bridge

seen, and had no;
the murdered man’*

were

of
deseription pass the bridge on Sunday,
Men are walking back and fourth acrosi
this bridge all the time and it would b<
seen

any

mat

hard for the draw tenders to recogniz*
them
by description anyway. Perhaps
when they come to see the man’s body
may be able to tell something
These draw tender*
about him.
had not seen the body at a late hour Iasi

today they
more

night.
Near the Grand Trunk bridge a schooner was lying discharging coat
She was
there on Sunday but no one on board oi
her could tell anything about the mar
from
a
description of him. They will
have a chance to see the body this morn
ing and they also may have something tc
tell about it.
Last night the sheriff and his deputies
and the police were nard at work tryins
someone who
to find
might be able tc
identify the murdered man. Many peo

pie

visited

Rich’s undertaking parlor*

where the body was lound and examinee
it, but none of them had ever seen hiu
One thing is certain, the mur
before.

to

judgement.

your

$14.

good

what you think.

ee

MANUFACTURERS’ SYNDICATE
3VEXX3X9XjX3.

CROSS

iVKTI}

X?»XXjE133

srPrUEXSTS.
^

office of the army. More recently
he has been connected with the
Artillery
School as instructor in the department of
artillery and on Maroh 8, 1898, received
his promotion to the rank of major, in
the artillery branch of the service.
S.1IUVU

vwiuoilUB

jyODlUUUU)

nuu

faithfully for nearly thirtyyears, will be promoted to the grade
of sergeant upon recommendation of his
battery commander.
Captain Rogers, of Battery E, 2d Artillery, commander at Fort Preble, left for

The 33d annual meeting of the Eclectic Washington yesterday at 11.30 o’clock In
Medical society of Maine will be held at response to directions from the Adjutant
the Preble house, Tuesday and Wednes- General of the Army.
day, May 24 and 25
Following is the

are

These

are

variety

of

—

boured

DRESS

decorative

shapes,

useful

sizes

and white enamel

lined,
very strong andjfire proof.
Shirred egg dishes, just
the

right

size

for

special efforts for the coming week, and we will preextraordinary values in choice novelty wool dress goods. The
endless and comprises all the very latest novelties of the year.

some

variety

is

a

special

Mnwalfian

coffee pots, teapots,
casseroles, hot water jugs,

pie plates,

attraction

etc.

Quantities of new flags,
badges, tricolor ribbons,
and other
to celebrate Amer-

bunting

C

4

IT*_r*‘
4
vuuono,

*£,~'

Spring

-a
C4

L

63 and 75c Yard.
One of the most important offerings this
of illuminated Covert Cioths just secured at

lines
lines

consists of two

season
a

low price.

the

greatest va'ues in Coverts to be offered this
color combinations,
are

These two

season.

Many

50c and 83c Yard.
We have

Spring Suitings
wool,

just opened

measures

cl-

a

desirable for Golf,

Bicycling

exclusive

and

assortment of New

Traveling Suits.

Strictly

all

$1.00 and 1.35 Yard.
Navy blue storm Serges, all wool, 50 inches wide for Skirts. Outing
Suits, &c. The most popular and wear resisting goods in the market, and
always a favorite,

58c, 63c, 75c, $1.00

Yard.

American Novell) Dress Goods, in many choice color combinations,
consisting of Bayadere Stripes. Storm Serges, Poplin Velours, Bicycle Suitings
and many others,

5©c

MOORE & CO.

and

ce

full 50 inches wide, price

ican victories with.

OWEN,

otfer several lines of New

shall

we

Pln»Ur.

—

ers,

things

Spring Goods.

one

shirred egg, which may
be served on the table in
the same dish. Egg boil-

cotton

ATTRACTIONS

We have made
sent

As

In the Basement a new
lot of German brown porcelain
cooking dishes,
odd

II

house

draperies,
enough for
the parlor, launder easily
and are quite the fashion.

are

II

GOODS

For New

chamber curtains and all
summer

11

to be had in

styles, tamedges, scallops,
isolated figures, etc. They
are
particularly fit for
a

Yard.

We give free, the best quality Cambric Skirt Lining with every wool
dress pattern bought of us.

STORAGE

24.—Business session, 10
a. m.
Roll call of members.
Reading
records of last annual and semi-annual
and
councillors
of
meetings.
Reports
election of members.
Reading letters
from absent members and friends.
Report of treasurer.
Report of committee
on revision nud printing of bylawB.
Report of committee on medioal legislation.
Appointing committee of nomination.
Medical legislation vs. the rights of the
people, Henry Reny, M. D., of Biddeford.
12.30 p. m. —Annual dinner.
Afternoon session, 2.30 p. m.—Antipyretics, Theophilus J. Batchelder, M. D.,

“The Portland Silk Store” is

OF

offering

dresses.

n

UoTs’Sarsapariut

of

the

Effects

special
gards colorings

during the Summer

variety of silk has

season

at

shown

Union Safe

of

for

new

and

care

by

us.

and

and

been selected
attention

as

safe

keeping,
new

ever

No such
before been

Price,

method is odor,

Choice assortment of plain Colored Swiss Ta ffeta Silks, including all the
The Taffetas we offer at this price must not

and scarce French shades.

be confounded with the cheaper grades
and full of rustle,

Autumn.

The work is inclined to bo
thorough, the price less, and the
wear

when

the

market, being finer, firmer and

Cheney Bros.’ Wash Surahs
24 inches wide and

garment ready to
quired.

on

88c.

repairing can be done now
better advantage than in the

Fur

one

in a large variety of handsome styles—full
of the most desirable silk fabrics for summer wear,

65c.

re-

Two

of

Japanese Kai-Kai Wash
for thin Summer Waists,

grades

this season

Silks--a very desirable material

39c and 45c Yard.
L. H.

SCHLOSBERG,
FURRIER,
2 Free St.

aprig

re-

designs.

$1.00 Yard.

the garments.

to

waists

Deposit and Trust

Co's vaults for

Our

Wednesday, May 25, Morning session,
8 a. m.—Albumenuria,
Josiah
Lister
Wright, M. D., Durham.
Bronchitis,
F.
Townsend,
M.
Edgar
D.,
Boston,
Mass.
Hydrastis, George Albert Weeks,
M. D., Richmond. Caulophyllum thaltctroides, Wm. Collins Hatch, M. D., New
Sharon. Summer diarrhoeas of children,
John Stevens, M. D., Bangor
Afternoon session, 2 p.
n,.—Report of
cases in practice.
Report, status of
Eclectic medicine by counties.
Miscellaneous business; seleoting place for next
annual and semi-annual
election
meeting;
of delegates to other state medical societies; other business. Election and instal-

styles

products
best manufacturers of Europe

with

re-

less and does not crease

I

or more

These silks are the

ceived for Storage, and insured

and Fur Garments

without extra charge.

Machias. Strangulated hernia, Frederick

hundred

and America and have

All valuable furs after thorough
preparation are taken to the

ach, indigestion, constipa-

tion. They act easily, without pain or gripe.
Sold by all drneelsta
The only Pills to take with

Fancy

and

FURS.

low rates.
ness, headache, sour stom-

one

Colored Taffeta Silks in Stripes,Plaids

Furs

Tusday. May

approval.

today

samples of a
special lot of embroidered white Muslins,
about a thousand yards,
to go at i ic a yard today.

programme:

Reading

|

IlcaS

two

ECLECTIC MEDICAL SOCIETY.

lation of officers.
for correction and
ment.

the window

IN

served most

mow in Biddeford.
These
in the hay
It is a very
are only guesses, however.
mysterious oase and one which will take
many weeks of hard work to solve.

Wallace Abbott, M. D., Taunton, Mass.
Chronic gasteritls, Austin Reynolds, M,
D., Farmington. Erysipelas, John C.
Butterfield, M. D., Guilford.
Taenia,
M. D.,
Fossett,
Portland.
Algernon
Traumatic septicaemia, Felix Barrett, M.
D., Cumberland Mills.
Evening session, 8 p. m.— Informal reoeption to the alumni of the Eclectic
Medical College of Maine. Every alumnus
of the college is most cordially invited to
be present.

|

Portland, May 10,1808.

1

railroad

^

The price at which you
would be able to duplicate
them in other stores is a
matter that we shall leave

signal

might have the revolver they had left Id
the barn.
They got it and went away.
One of these tramps
might have been
the small
man
who was shot Sunday
night in East JJeering with a 38-calibre
revolver and the weapon which did the
work might have been the revolver found

lives

Mrs.

of

We consider these Suits would be

|

body

Deering Tragedy,

make a price example
commencing today.
The price we shall

trousers were brown
He wore a box-coat

of the road the man’:

__m

r>]NTOMIOS-I3Sr-S3L.-A.OI5.-JSTJIT,S.
Black Dress Suits you

raven

Freble.

Under approval of the
Secretary of War
edge
with black check.
and authority from the
body was found.
Major General
or
reefer-of black diagonal goods with a
commanding the army, the following asHe was lying on his
right side, as ha: vest of the same material. His hat was
been said,
with his right cheek prossec a black derby and although he was com- signments and movements of troops are
ordered:
down againstthe ground,
His arm: ; fortably
dressod, the clothes had been
First Battery E, 2nd
morn
artillery, from Fort
worn some time and were threcd-bare and
AUiu a? u no uai
-r
Preble to Portland Head, Me.
dropped on to the ground in that positioi soiled.
j
Battery D, 7th artillery, from Fori Sloand
lost consciousness.
In
his pookets
His face wai
nothing was found
much discolored on that side, but I hor< | which will aid much in establishing his cum to Fort Preble.
Battery E, 7th artillery from Fort Slono bruises upon it nor
were
any cut: identity. In ills vest pockets was a small
to Fort Preble.
about the head.
The bullet wound was lead-backed pocket mirror,about as large cum
John P. Story, 7th artillery, is
Major
smnll
and
or
a
little
as
dollar
trifle
a
silver
very
very
blood had es
largperhaps,
The man had bled inter er. The glass of this was cracked in sev- assigned to the command of Fort Preble
capeti from it.
other defenses of Portland
A pocket comb in a black and
harbor,
nally and had not lived more than i; eral places.
ui x-oruanu
minutes after be was shot.
Xlead, Great Diapaste board case and a small piece of to uuuBisnug
mond Island, Forts Scammel and
The bullet, which was from a 38-calibre bacco.
A copy of the Boston Journal of
Gorges,
which are made sub posts of Fort Preble
revolver, had passed through the botton May 6th was also found in the man’s
for purposes of supply and administraof Che man’s reefer, through his trouseri pocket.
There were
also a few black
Not tion. Ho will order one officer and a suffiand penetrated the groin, severing the buttons struDg together on a string
cient detachment of men fi Fort
Scamartery of the leg {and was fountl in the a cent of money, nor a letter nor any
mel and to Great Diamond Island as soon
bladder with some cloth matted around other article was to be discovered aliout
as the works there are far
enough adits head.
the man’s clothes.
vanced to make guard
necessary, also
one
man
There
was
about
the
thing
Sheriff Plummer and several deputies
he may retain the present acting
quarterwhich may lead to his indentiflcation if
as well as the Hearing police and many
master and commissniy at Fort
Preble,
other people who visited the spot, hunted his description ever meets the eye of aDy
if, in his opinion, necessary.
high and low endeavoring to find some one who knew him. On his forearmjwas
The batteries will prooeed without detattooed in red and blue ink,
spot from which the fatal shot was a device
to the stations designated.
The batoften found on the person of sea- lay
fired, but without muctTsuccess. It was such as
will take with them the allowance
men.
This
device was a good teries
faring
to
tell
whether
or
not
the
man
impossible
of camp and
garrison equipage and
had
been shot where he was found and piece of work and was evidently done by
rations for ten days. The chief quarterman
who
understood
the
some
business.
;
had dropped in his tracks, or had been
of the department will
make arThe device was that of a heart behind master
shot by
some on'e standing in the field
rangements for the transportation reabove the road and had backed down which was a sun burst, and across the
tiwhich were two gauntletted quired.
the declivity to the road way and centre of
over
By
these
was
hands
Below
order,
clasped.
fallen there with his face towards his foe. right
MAJ. GEN. MERRITT.
It
was suggested
that the man had a hook attached to which by a chain was
M. BARBER
Signed,
been shot while walking on the railroad a smaller heart. This was the only mark
Asst. Adjt. General.
track and had walked from the track ta on the man’s body.
The officers of the two recently organatthe roadway and fallen there unconscious
MANY THEORIES.
ized batteries which have been ordered to
and died soon afterwards.
There was
There
are many theories
advanced in
the point are, for buttery D—
noth’ing to tell from just where this shot regard to the mysterous case but they
Captain—Goerge F. E. Harrisoon,
had been fired and it may never be are
only theories. It is thought possible
1st Lieut.—Cornelius De W. Wilcox,
known.
2nd Lieut.—Roderick L. Carmichael.
that the dead man may have been one of
For battery E—
The store house near which the man’s a
gang of tramps and got into a light

lying

by THE PRICE MAKERS.
of the handsomest all wool

a

found, hati not been used for with them on the railroad track near
and. saw that the many was lying in ex- some time and its windows are boarded where he was found and had been shot
Ten feet above the ground just be- in the melee. He may have been shot and
actly the same position that he was two up.
hind the spot where the man was found, robbed, hut as his clothes were not dishours before.
The two men stopped and looked at the and over and around the window cap, arranged in any way and as he did not
figure for a minute and suddenly the were found five shot holes. It was at first dress or look like a man who possessed
there is very little stock
truth began to dawn upon them. They thought that these bhots had been fired much money
that the man was dead. at the man by some one standing in the taken in this story.
came to believe
There is another theory that the man
Silva took the man by the arm and found field, had missed him and taken effect in
window cap. Deputy Sheriff Frith may have been one of a pair of hard charthe body rigid in death. Turning it over the
face was uppermost the two dug out one or two of these bullets, with acters who have been working all kinds
until the
men were horrified to find a small hole his Knife and found that they were oi of games about this part of the state for
through the coat and trousers from 22 calibre, while the bullet which killed the last few weeks. Some think, as he
The Victim of

Garri-

An imortant military order has
just
laboring man and small feet; features
issued from the
headquarters of the
regular, smooth
shaven, undoubtedly been
at
Governor’s Island, which
cleanly shaved on Saturday; light blue department
mates quite a change in the station of
eyes, hair long and thick and streaked
different artillery batteries and specially
with gray.
the personnel ot the
The
man wore a black cotton shirt changes
garrison at
Fort Preble. An abstract of this order is
with white stripes and a black four-inas follows:
His
hand cravat.

parallel to the track and comes to or
end at the side of the
roadway.
Some dozen paces from the railroac
track in the roadway and with his heac

_

ask you will be

*

_^

The man’s
description is as follows:
Between 30 and 35 years of age, about 5
feet 8 inches tali, and weighed about 105
pounds; of athletio build, with muscular
small

Wilt BE

IN COMMAND.

bullet.

arms,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
_

Illustrated

Two Catteries of Regolars Are Ordered Here Immediately.

was called into the case
and the body was removed to the undertaking rooms of S. S. Rich & Son, where
it
now is.
Dr. King made the post

way, once much
used, but nov
grown up with grass, and this road waj
is on the edge of a
large Held which ii
separated from the railroad track by
high board fence. The fence runs alouj :

NEW ADVERTISE!!VENTS.

Turnkey Emery

photographs.
Coroner Perry

road

wTromur

troops

into or out of Portland on the
trunk railroad.

identify him in

three-story building with many window:
which was evidently at one time a stor<
bouse or workshop connected with th<
ship yard.
Behind this building is c

and a

remain

Portland.
stranger here and
tramp, who was

the Portland police
station, who sees
about every tramp
;who comes into Portland and applies at the
police station for
lodging, had never seen the murdered man
and no one conld he found
about the police station who hud. It is
possible that
some of the Lewiston
police may know
him anti
an
attempt will be made to

authorities in tracing the criminal.
Russell’s ship yard in East D6ering is
situated on the point of land whici
projeots out into Back Bay just belou
the Grand Trunk railroad
bridge. Thi
railroad track runs
past the ship yarc
and crosses Winslow street some distanci
from the water. Near this
crossing or
the easterly
side of the track is a iargt

this city, resigned Sunday to
accept a call to the New Jeusalem Ohurch
The metropolitian
la New York city.
'Society gave him a call a year ago, which
He will

j

did not belong in

undoubtdely a
probability a

at

murUp to a
dered man had not been identified, not
had a single clue been found to aid
thf

which the blood had run out and stained the man came from a 38-calibro revolver.
The man’s body was found about ten
the grass about for a few inches. It was
evident that the man had been shot in rods from the house of William Wells,
the groin and had been dead for many which is the first house on Winslow
•treet, and the one nearest the railroad
hours.
The authorities were at once notified track. At half past nine o’clock Sunday

he declined.

all

Grand

o’clock on Sunday night.
iate hour last night the

strong Silk Co. and associated himself
with the Salter Silk company. His friends
Wish him all snecess.
|Bev. Julian K. Smyth,- pastor of the
New Jerusalem Church, in Roxbury,
formerly pastor of the New Jerusalem

Church,

in

accident or not it if
hard to
determine, bnt the authorities
believe, and with good reason, that the
man who was found by Joseph
JSilva and
Mr. Russell was murdered about
hah

J. K. Libby Co.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
O'ven. Moore & Co.
liiues Brothers Co.
Foster, Avery & Co.

could have been
self-inflictedThere Is but one theory and that is tha1
the man was shot by some one
else.

eod8tliptI

EASTMAN BROS. 4 BANCROFT.

the minutes

Adjourni
>>

